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Joy

II. Norris-Dry Good*.
William Kennedy Messenger’s notice.
<>. K. Burnham—Shoes.
Austin II .loy -Groceries.
Admr. notice—F.*t. Sarah M. Kldrldge.
Geo. .1. Stafford- Notice of assignee of hi* np
A.

charge.
A. \V. Cushman & Son—Furniture.
Geo. A. Phillips—Notice of foreclosure.
c. I. Morang—Dry Goods.
S. K. Lord A Co.—Carriages.

Dr. G. A. Phillips has purchased the
Parcher house on Main street, near
School street.

Boston

Cushing Medical Supply Co.—Pulmonlnc.
PHOVIPENCK, K. I.
W. W. Budtong—Notice to farmers and ship
pers of veal, poultry, eggs, etc.

C. II. Emery has purchased of Dr. Abby
M. Fulton the property at the corner of
Main and School streets.

Dr. W. L. West has rented if. E. Tripp’s
on Elm street.

The regular meeting of the Outing
club will be held on Monday, April 29, at
7:30 o’clock, at the Congregational vestry.

being added to A. H. Joy’s
High street.
Mrs. C. B. Partridge is visiting relatives

cart

house

to

An ell is

house

the prices we are
offering them for. Our store
and

our

to close out all

our

stock before that time.

If

lease

wish is

you have

for

expires,

soon

dollar

a

goods

any

we

have

quote prices, as all
marked down.

to

goods

H. W. Dunn is putting
his shop on Water street.

a new

roof

J. Logan succeeds Everett Tinker
janitor of the Methodist church.
W.

Mrs. C. S. Bragdon left last Saturday to
join her husband at their new home in
Boston. She will be sincerely missed by
j
a host of friends in this city.

a

on

j

as

Harry Macomber, of Macomber, Farr &
Co., Augusta, was in the city Monday.
C. E. Monaghan is building a stable at

to

offer you, now is your time
It is
secure the bargains.
use

C. L. Morang returned Monday from
business trip to Boston.

spend

to

F. E. Gray was out with the sprinkling
for the first time Monday, to show
that he was ready for business. This is a
sign of summer surely.

on

and friends in Boston.

at

goods

the

to

of his residence

rear

on

Birch

avenue.

Miss Annie Emery, who has been
spending a short vacation with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Emery, in
this city, returns to Philadelphia Thursday.
The recently-organized Epworth league

ton.

of tire called out the
firemen at 9 o'clock last Thursday evenA

our

are

false

alarm

ing.
Miss

M.

A.

private class
botany.

A. H. NORRIS.

Clark

in the

has organized
interesting study

a

of

will hold a social for members at the
Methodist vestry this (Thursday ) evening. The league already has a membership of sixty.

J. W. Coombs left Saturday to visit his
daughter, Mrs. A. S. Treat, at Rutherford, N. J.

OUR NEW LINE

Work has commenced on the foundation of a house, 28x45, to be built by W.
F. Aiken on Oak street, near Birch
avenue.
The plans are by II. L. Moor.
Rev. D. L. Yale and J. H. Brimmer were
in Bangor Wednesday, attending the installation of Rev. Mr. Penman at the
Central Street Congregational church.

Miss Hattie Baker has been visiting her
sister, Mrs. Marshal Rogers, at Orring-

no

A.

George E. Parsons is home from Bowdoin
college for a short vacation.
Bids for the building of the new Odd
Fellows hall will close to-night.
E. B. Wyman, of Portland, spent Sunday with his family in this city.

B. Stuart —Farm for sale.
F. A. Cooiuhs—Wall paper.
W. W. York—Notice of foreclosure.
Insolvency court—Notice of second meeting.
Probate notice—Petition for administration.
Insolvency court—Notice for petition for dis-

G.

stop the wind blowing as
prevent the sale of our

]

Moore returned to his studies at
Bow do in college this week.

Hoyt

pointment.

to

visiting

Portland.

—

try-

Rev. H. W. Conley, of Ellsworth Falls,
exchanged pulpits with Rev. D. L.' Yale
last Sunday evening. Mr. Conley preached

Miss Carrie A. Lynch left Tuesday for
brief visit among relatives and friends
in Bar Harbor

a

pYcplIont

an

ject

Some good catches of smelts are being
made at Indian Point, by the night dip-

the

sermon

takincr for his sub-

second psalm.

genuine Bargains in
evert department, and we
think we can surprise our
wit h

customers

tremely low

h

t

e

ex-

prices

for*

good goods.

Lord and Miss Delia
been visiting in Boston the past month, returned home Saturday.
The Outing club has organized for the
There are three departseason’s work.
ments—two in botany and one in orniMrs.

firm, which will hereafter be known
A. W. Cushman & Son.

Charles

who have

Hopkins,

thology.
Mrs. George Lord

and

summer.

have been at Capt. S. L. Lord’s in
this [city the past six months, leave Friday for Harrington.

very large congregation was present
at
the Methodist church last Sunday
evening to hear the lecture by Rev. I. H.
W. Wharff on the subject: “The Fact of
Hell, as Contained in the New Testament.” Next Sunday evening the subject of his lecture will be “Heaven.”

who

W. R. PARKER & (’<>..
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support weare

t'S

n rr

save

for

1T1

effort

our

to

money
our

cus-

tomers

at

every point
in our stock.
Careful buying and small

profits mean
profit for you.
Fresh beef is pretty high in price
just now, but I don’t deal in fresh
beef, so that rise needn’t disturb
you. There is a flurry in kerosene: price higher, but the rise is
only temporary. Don't forget
MV

MOTTOES:

**

Quality Best,
!

Manning

H.

JOY,

|

Block, ELLSWORTH, ME.

!

I
I

AUSTIN

M. FOSTER,

CARPENTER

AND

BUILDER.

My Mamma gives ms
I
BROWN'S INSTANT RELIEF,
For Coughs, Colds, Collo, Cholera!
Croup,
Dysentery,
Morbus,
Sorej
Throat, Diphtheria, eto.
I TH1»'K IT IS REM. NICE TO TAKE.

I

1

draw plant), make estimated, take contracts
all « itMuet of hull.tings. First class workmanship guaranteed.
ur

Special attention gi\«*n

Water St.

to

from

the money

so

raised.

1

Sanitary Work.

Ellnworth, Me.

I

I

reptmi

\

Vobwat Mki.IQIW

e

Co., Norway,

schooner “E. and 1. Oakley,”
is
being rebuilt at Curtis *£
Higgins’ marine railway, will be renamed
the “Henrietta A. Whitney.” But little
of the “Oakley,” and the
remains
“Whitney” will be practically a new
vessel, and may be ranked as the best
sailing out of this port. The stern has
The
which

been changed to an overhang, making
the schooner 127 feet overall, and she has
been raised about eight inches. She w ill
be changed to a three-master. Charles li.
Curtis, who is rebuilding the vessel, is
doing it in a most thorough and work-

V.

SOCIETY.

I.

ELLSWORTH

Humphrey

rhnrrh

ivn«

ornittpd

last.

wrrk.

The

morning service had special reference to
day and was very enjoyable. The
pastor, Rev. I. II. W. Wharff, preached

the

from the text: “He is
is risen; come see the place
where the Lord lay.” Easter hymns were
sung. The altar was prettily decorated
with flowers.
Easter

here;

sermon

he

The creamery building is about comit only remains to set the
The elements and other
causes seem to have combined to delay
work on the building, but Mr. Gordon
now says he will begin churning May 1.
The creamery will be supplied with a sixhorse-power steam engine, and twelvehorse horizontal boiler. All the eollect! ing routes except one Oak Point have
| been let. The cream will for the present
be collected three times a week.

pleted, and
machinery.

party of fifteen young people, with
Mrs. H. A. Haynes acting as an excellent
chaperone, went to Pleasant Reach, Saturday, and remained until Sunday night.
A very pleasant time was enjoyed at the
A

In the party were
cottage.
Aura Wiswell, Alice Tripp, Bertha
Brown, Annie Brown, Isabel M uOf«\
.Gertrude Haynes, Mary Moore, Gertie
Cushman, Messrs. Elmer Davis, Herbert
Hall, James Sullivan, William McAvo.v,
Bert Kelly, Charles Leland, Perry LangWiswell
Misses

1 ley.
The county commissioners have been
session this week adjusting the taxes
of townships 33 and 21. This work has
devolved upon the county commissioners
by a law of the late legislature, and
necessitates considerable work. Heretofore the property has been assessed as
townships, the road tax being collected
Now the county
from the wild lands.
commissioners must make the assessment
on individual ow ners, and personal and
dog tax must be taken into consideration.
in

East Maine Conference.
The date of the opening of the East
Maine Conference at Bucksport has been
changed from May 9 to May 8. The preliminary work commences a day earlier.
On Tuesday evening Chaplain C. C. McCabe will lecture on the
Bright Side of
Life in Libby Prison" at Emery hall.
Hu*ine«H Notice.

Tapley's

"Bread Winner” out

wears

all other

shoes.
If the hair has been made to grow a natural
on bald heads in thousands of cases by
using Hall’s Hair Renewer, why will It not In

color

your case?

Its

Mrs. Hannah Leighton is

visiting

me to

>t'

Mrs. Lizzie Maxfield, of Bangor, visited
her sister, Mrs. Lucy Flood, Friday and

Saturday

-a\

of last week.

Extensive repairs are being made OH
the house recently bought by Martih
Haynes from Ezra Saunders.
All

who attended the illustrated lecture

“Washington,” given in the hall fart
Wednesday evening seemed well pleased.
Another on “California, Yosemite Valley
and the Big Trees” will be given thia
Admission,
15
Wednesday evening.
on

cents.

Mary A. Grindell teaches at Reed's
brook, Florence Moore at Juniper cen^O*
tery school-house, Margaret Laffin at tb«
head of Branch pond, and Kate Laffin fit
the Morrison district below the citji
Emma Bowdoin has the school in tb*
Flood district, Lottie Wasgatt the one OB
the shore road.
Between the two laet*
named schools there is an exchange of fl
few pupils,
making less work for the
teachers and making better results possible.

at

Relatives of L. G. Crocker, a former
resident here but for thirteen years part
of Fargo, N. D., received news last Friday
by telegraph of his death. It was a sad
blow to his friends, and all who ever
knew him felt a personal loss. He waa a

to

young man, only
and of excellent

thirty-six years of age,
qualities. He leaves ft

daughter Ethel, and three sisters. Mrs.
Gasman McGown, Mrs. Aureiian Meadcr
and Mrs. Henry Hatch, nil of this plaoO,

it isn't for me to say,
a man’s hat too small; it
say.

in

besides brothers and sisters elsewhere. A
service in memory of him was iit-Id in
district No. fi school-house, last Saturday

polities

\ ml cho»e
W in.111 all <

tbo

Rev. D. L. Yale, of Ellsworth, preached
here last Sunday evening in exchange
with the pastor.

our city election
we all lost sight,
for mayor a candidate
'Mild up port with delight.
With wi-d.Mn judicial he’ll reform all abuse
mi in,’ laws winioiji luriner ueiay,
lie ina) make a raid on the Sunday trade,
But it isn’t I'm- me to say.
It isn’t i..r me to say, it isn’t for me to say ;
I don’t think he means to stop “brown-bread
and beaus;”
But it isn’t lor me to say.

They

to

on

fever.

me to say.
me t.- sa\.

isn’t for

move

People are beginning to plow for their
gardens, and some have planted peas.
Byron Gatchell has been confined to
his house with a threatening of lung

They say that all good citizens
.Should into politics go,
A ml take a lively interest in
Their country’s weal and woe;
To be out all night till broad daylight
May help the cause some way
I’m*not a politician, so
Why politics makes

Portland,

in

C. F. Fuller is working at North Ellaworth for Ezra Saunders.

lows:

11 isn’t for
11 i-n’t for

shingled hte

a son.

Albert Danico is to
Samuel Gray place.

Later in the evening a chorus from
“Priscilla” was rendered by request.
The topical song by Mr. Redman was
The words were as fola decided hit.
It may be that some of these verses
Are really not right "up to date,”
If you’ve heard them before, lay the blame
the door
< >f the ladies who made up the slate
A gracious indulgence they pledged me
If their cause I would only essay,
So 1’m going to try the experiment,
It isn't for me to say.
It isn’t for me to say, It isn’t for me to say;
I’m going to leave i’t all to you; it isn’t for me
say.

FALLS.
has

C. J. Treworgy has begun operations in
his mill.

from "Priscilla,”
Miss Monaghan and Mr. Rollins.

Duet,

Saunders

house.

Mr. Redman.

inexcusable oversight,
which is sincerely regretted, mention of
the Easter services at the Methodist
almost

Ken ruber

Journal.

Brices Lowest.

AUSTIN

places
By an

Tuesday

as

17.^

Rpnort

ABsommy PURE

First Party a Decided Success—
Selections from “Priscilla.”
The party given under the auspices of
the Village Improvement society at Hancock hail last Friday evening was a pronounced success. It is hoped it will prove
the forerunner of a series of parties to be
given each season.
The party was what is most commonly
termed a very pretty affair, but in this
A meeting to organize a tennis club was :
case it was pretty on such a grand scale
held Monday afternoon.
Officers were as almost to merit the term
magnificent.
elected as follows:
H. W. Cushman,
The hall, and particularly the stage,
president; E. E. Parker, vice-president; looked very pretty. Many of the decoraF. A. Coombs, secretary; W. H. Titus, tions were the same as so
excellently
treasurer; E. E. Parker, J. A. Peters, jr., arranged by the city hose boys for their
L. M. Moore, executive committee. The Easter ball. Four
large piano lamps on
club organizes with eighteen charter the
stage lent a beautiful effect.
members. The executive committee was
The concert was a delightful feature of
instructed to procure grounds. It is pro- the
evening. Selections from the opera
posed to build two courts.
“Priscilla,” which has caught the popular
Alderman Eppes, who has been apfancy to an extent that may be almost
pointed temporary road commissioner by called a “craze,” constituted the principal
the board of aldermen, has been making part of the programme. Miss Mary F.
a thorough inspection of the roads of the
Hopkins was the accompanist. The procity, and reports that he finds them in gramme was as follows:
very bad condition, particularly in the Duet, from "Priscilla”.Coolidge
In many
northern part of the city.
Miss Georgia It. Hastings and E. E. Redman.
places the roads were in a really danger- Song, "I am a Roamer”.Klingemann
F. VV. Rollins.
ous condition.
The culverts in many
places were useless. Mr. Eppes has men Song, from "Priscilla,”
Miss Mabel Monaghan.
at work repairing the most dangerous
Topical Song,
in the roads.

A dinner was given at the American
(). R. Burnham, the State street shoe
has more than doubled the capac- house by the members of the Hancock
dealer,
pleasantly
the part for- county bar in honor of Chief Justice
evening, at the home of Miss Gertrude ity of his store by leasing
merly occupied by Hanson, the tailor, Peters last Friday evening. In the afterM. Haynes on Sterling street.
and throwing the front of the store into noon a large portrait of the chief justice
There will be a meeting of the Village
Other improvements was hung in the court room back of the
one large room.
next
Saturday
society
Improvement
The dinner
bench, without ceremony.
UCCll uiaur in uic niuic.
afternoon at 3 o’clock, at the home of
Weeks’ most
be a special conclave of was prepared in Landlord
will
There
All
ladies
K.
Edward
Mrs
Hopkins.
and it goes without sayartistic
Blanquefort commandery, K. T., at its imr wasmanner,
cordially invited.
in everv particular.
a success
new hall in the Manning block, Monday
The entertainment advertised for FriBeside the large representation of the
Officers
at
3
o’clock.
afternoon, April 29,
day evening at the Cnitarian vestry has and members of St. John’s
the following guests
commandery, Hancock county har,
been postponed on account of illness of
Chief Justice John A.
of Bangor, will be present. Work, order were present:
who
O.
11.
one of the “chums,”
Tracy,
Peters, Associate Justices Haskell and
A banquet will be
of the Bed Cross.
has been stricken with the measles.
Wiswell, Court Stenographers Ruel Smith
served in the evening.
O.
Barrows.
C.
and
Speechmaking
Rev. D. L. Vale’s lecture on Washington,
1
followed the banquet.
the
fair
one
week
remains
before
Only
evenlast
national
Thursday
the
capital,
to be given under the management of the
visitors
to
the
city during
Among the
ing at the Congregational vestry was very
King’s Daughters, at Hancock hall, Wed- ; the past week were C. It. Clark, Dr. L. S.
interesting. The lecture was illustrated
nesday evening, May 1. The King’s Cleaves, J. E. Bunker, jr., Charles F.
by stereopticon views. The new oxyDaughters are working earnestly to make Allen, F. D. Foster, \V. B. Willey, Bar
the affair a success, and all who appre- Harbor;
H. H.
McIntyre. George A.
2ttjbertisnncnt0.
ciate the good work being accomplished ( Dodge, W. T. Bisset, Thomas Grindel,
in the city by this society should lend Fred Martin, Bluehill; N. F. Twining,
Bluehill; E. D.
C. H. Wardwell, East
their support.
Mayo, J. G. Reed, C. E. Hutchins,
Ellsworth’s village improvement soci- 'Brooklin; S. E. Coffin, Gouldsboro; C.
a series of popular enterI
Homer, Mrs. Edith E. Havey, E.
ety is to give
It is proposed XV Freeman, Bucksport; F. B. Moon,
tainments to raise money.
to have social interchange of thought,
Desert Ferry; Melvin Leighton, HanMt.
i
musical selections, games of cards and cnck: J. A. Closson, Sedgwick; S. A.
It Holden, Tremont;
dancing at these entertainments.
George R. Fuller,
i looks as if there might be some advan- William C. Moore, Southwest Harbor; C.
those
as
derived
well
attending
by
tages
E. Deslsle, Lamoine.

entertained,

Hifflipct nf all in T pavpninrr Pnn/pr_T afpct TT .Q

10.

Rev. D. L. Yale will deliver the second
in the course of stereopticon travel lectures at the Congregational church Friday
evening of this week. The Bubject of the
lecture will be “California, the Yosemite
Valley, and Big Trees.” The lecture is
given in the church to secure a larger
view; a picture four times the size of
those used in the vestry can be shown in
the church.

not

Ni-mbeu

! ESir^%ZTH^rAoy^.T“|

Mrs. F. W. Hollins and her daughters
Helen and Harriet sail next Saturday
from New York on the North German
Lloyds steamship “Fulda” for Bremen.
They will proceed thence to Dresden,
Germany, where they intend to remain
and study two years.
Mr. Rollins is in
New York, and will remain until after
his family sails.

party of about thirty young people

were

that indicates the way the breeze of
popular favor
^
is blowing is
I
k
I
the gratifying
]

Miss Lessie Curtis has been engaged as
Miss
at Smith Bros." new store.
Bertha Curtis succeeds her as clerk in the
store of A. H. Norris.
A

A Pointer
r

A

clerk

ME.

KLLSWOKTH.

as

It is reported that a company has b en
formed by Philadelphia men to establish
works at Latona mineral spring, Lamoine.
John Shoenbar, who will be the business
manager, was in town last week. Business will be commenced early in the

daughter Marian,

May

an

for
Dorr
left
Register-of-Probate
Augusta last night (Wednesday), to be
present at a meeting of the commission

County Commissioners Nahum HinckHe will return
of which he is a member.
ley ami Perry W. Richardson are in the
the latter part of the week.
city this week.
Llewellyn P. Alley, the North EllsSuperintendent of Schools Lord has re- j
has been sentenced to
turned from a trip through Washington worth wife-beater,
five months’ imprisonment in the county
county on business.
jail. He has already been in the jail ten
F. 15. Aiken is doing the plumbing at
months awaiting trial and sentence.
the new hall of Blanquefort commandery,
The Odd Fellows will give a social enblock.
in the Manning
tertainment at Hancock hall Friday evenMrs. Charles 1. Welch entertained a
ing of this week. Supper will be served
party of friends at her home on Franklin at Odd Fellows hall. Music will be
street Tuesday evening.
furnished by Monaghan’s orchestra.
There will be a special communication
E. F. Robinson is making alterations in
of Esoteric lodge this (Thursday) even-I
his house at the corner of Church and
ing. Work, master mason's degree.
Oak streets. The hall is being remodeled,
Charles W. Wasgatt, of North Ells
A bath room
and the stairway changed.
to match have arrived,
worth, has been nominated justice of the is being put in the house. F. B. Aiken is
them
and \ou will find
peace and quorum by Governor Cleaves.
doing t he plumbing.
Mrs. Criah Candage and daughter Alice,
the |> rope r t h i n g for
The firm of A. W. Cushman & Co.,
of East Bluehill, have been spending sevfurniture dealers, has been dissolved. E.
summer wear. eral
and
spring
days in this city, visiting Mrs. John R. Jordan retiring from the firm. A. K.
Cushman has become a member of the
We are after your trade ; Silvy.

with

18%.

hydrogen light was used in the lantern manlike manner, and takes pride in his
for tlie first time, and was a great im- | work. (’apt. Perry Woodward will he in
I command of the “Whitney.” It is
provement over the oil light.
relatives in thought the vessel will be launched about
Mrs. B. F.
is

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

AS WELL

2.r,,

■

:■

evening.

Bangor Elects Snow Mayor.
At the special election in Bangor Monday, Charles L. Snow, democrat, was
elected
mayor, with a majority of 42.
His
plurality over Flavius O. Beal, republican, was S2.
Ninety-four more votes were cast than
at the March election.
Beal received

Thi- el' trie light that now shines so bright,
» U a -udden i- like to go <>ut,
And it a young lover is making a call,
He wishes it would no doubt;
Some .-weethearts do without it,
As they did in our grandfathers' day.
It may be done for economy,
But it isn’t for me ?n say.
It isn’t for me to say, it isn't for me to say,
You doubtless know how It is yourselves; it
isn’t for me to sav.
■

fifty-nine
une

more

votes and Snow seventy**
March. There was'a
thirty-one votes, or nearly
cent., for the prohibition

more

than in

falling off
fifty per

of

candidate.

Children Cry for
Pitcher’s Castoria.

They say the electric railroad line
May not be built to the Bay,
Because the funds more promptly

We did not agree to pay;
But Mr. stover said over and over, “two thirds
of the hills I'll
When he said he would do It, we thought he’d
-tick to it,
But it isn’t for me »o say.
It isn’t for me to say, it isn’t for me to say,
He said lie would do it, why don't he stick to I tilt isn’t for me to say.

pay,”

Slmrrtisnnmte.

The kindness of vour reception,
I very deeply feel;
And I couldn't If 1 desired to try
M y gratitude conceal;
Some -light return I may be able
To make you all some day.
But what it will be you must wait and see,
It isn’t for me to say.
II isn’t fur me to -ay, it isn’t for me t.• -ay ;
I know what I'd awfully like to doll ut it isn’t lor me to say.

What

together

two

numbers multiplied
This ques-

make seven?

ion may be

given

by

up

some,

at
Music for dancing was furnished by | jut if you were
Light refresh- i
Monaghan's orchestra.
ments were served in the hall.
During the evening a little stir was
caused by the falling of one of the piano
lamps on tin stage. The coolness and j
presence of mind of gentlemen near
where the lamp fell averted any possible
catastrophe. The oil burst into flames 1
as the lamp fell, but the fire was quickly
ind should ask one of his clerks,
smothered.
The officers of the evening were as foljr himself,
would be told that

trading

s

lows

you

:

Floor director, George P. Woodward.
Aids, F,. K. Hopkins, Charles H. Dr urn
mey, W. W. Morrison, A. K Cushman,
George S. Foster, F. \V. Rollins, L. M.
Moore, E. J. Walsh.

;cven

one

are

(not “is”!

ieven.

You would also notice that he

The ladies of the society request the
following announcement:
The Village Improvement society is
exceedingly gratified that the party of
Friday evening pmvedsucha brilliant sucdollars was added to their
cess. "Ninetv
flu \ gratefully acknowledge
treasury.
their indebtedness to the singers and
accompanist, to the Woodward Brothers;
also

times

las

n

for draperies,
furniture, dishes,
from the green house and other

the

Ellsworth,

and you would

emark that his

plants

generous favors and courtesies.

You

Coining Events.
Wednesday, May 1 King’s Daughters’
Hancock hall.
fair
at
Admission, 15

prices

would

friends there if

are

also

lowest.

also

find

your

they

were

down

itreet.

cents.

Friday, Apiil2f> Social entertainment
of the Odd Fellows.
75 cents

Dance

and supper,

per couple.

Al. Martz Specialty
company at Hancock hall in new programme and with all new performers.

Saturday, May

4

j

7x1 7.
=

“Half

a

of

steel”

will

angry
span
Friday, April 2f Second of the course produce no more fatal results than a
of travel lectures by Rev. D. I Yale, at neglected cold or cough. For all thront
Congregational church, at 7:30 o’clock. md lung diseases, Ayer’s Cherry i’eetoral
the
Yosemite I is the best remedy. It is invaluable in
“California,
Subject:
Valley, and Big Trees.” Illustrated by I cases of croup, whooping cough, bron
■hitis and la grippe.
stereopticon. Admission, 25 cents.

Til K

CHRISTIAN KNI>KA\ OR.

The committee of 50 prominent scienuntists, associated in February,
der the Sociological society of New York

city, for scientific investigation of prob-

Sliding

lems relative to the liquor question, is
now engaged in active work. The chairman is Seth Low, president of Colombia

Dud-

are

organiz 'd

as

follows:

On the physiological
pathological
S
aspect of the drink proble*. Dr. .1.
Medical
States
tli"
United
of
Billings
library, Washington, chairman; on the
M
President <

legislative aspect,

Eliot, LL. D., of Harvard university,
chairman; on the ethical aspect, c --lonel
Jacob L. Gr> *-ne of Hartford, chairman;
on the relations to economic conditions,
poverty and crime, General Francis A.
Walker, president of the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, chairman; on
finance, William Bayard t utting of
New York, chairman. Some of the most
prominent professors, clergymen and
economists of the country are ou this
committee. The work is purely voluntarv and carried oil at the expense of the
members.

Circulars have been sent to men prominent in business, philanthropy, finance,

arts, science and pedagogy and to 500
oonspicnons brain workers for confidential replies to the following questions:
1. Age. 2. Occupation. 3. Are you a
total abstainer? 4. If bo, have you al5. Do you drink spirits,
wavs been so?
wine or beer occasionally as a social
function, but not daily? 6. Do you drink
spirits, wine or beer every day as a matter of habit? If so, pleas*' state the kind
and amount of liquor thus consumed.
\

A.I

OUlllilOU'U

majo »»».»«

r?

guard ourselves? 1.
Though Nehemiah had a

determined enemy against him,

was not discouraged, but first prayed
onto God. Prayer is our strongest safeguard. The enemy may bo numerous
and strong, but God is strength both
against numbers and might. He can
give us strength to overcome the mightiest enemies if we but ask Him. He
knows our foes. Ho understands our
Weaknesses. Ho desires our safety. He
has promised to sustain us, and our
hope should be in Him. 2. WatchfulThe Jews not only prayed, but
ness.
watched d ly and night. So we should
habitually watch ourselves and the
temptations and sins that easiest gain
3. Prayer and
the victory over us.
watchfulness. “Watch and pray,” said
CJjrist to His disciples. The two must
be combined. Prayer aids watching, and
Watching aids prayer. Prayer alone is
presumption; watchfulness alone is sinful self confidence. Both together inWatch,
Btire safety and d J iveranca

he

of education, of Rochester.
N. Y., will co-operate with the W. C’. T.
U. in the organization of anti-cigarette
leagues within the public schools, with
"The cigarette must go; the
the motto:
public school boys say so." The plan is
to establish such a league in every ward
in the city.
Over one thousand persons in Kent.
Ohio, signed the pledge and put on the
white button or blue ribbon of the Railroad temperance association during the
meetings held by Jennie Smith, national

railroad evangelist.

influence for temperance

derived Inna .<•••■•■ i- rsnual experience
which will ton
light uu the problems
under inv, ,i.g~..
The report of me gem-sal committee
is expected about the end of the year.
—New York Voice.

the

on

next

generation, through .the medal contest
work inaugurated and supported by him,
is inestimable.
Rum-soaked Boston borrows oceans of
whether the
over the question
Maine is,or is not, being blighted,
the
to
and
ruined,
dogs generally
going
on account of the prohibitory law, which
has been generally supposed to be doing
business in this State. If a million of dollars could be so placed as to cause the
repeal of the prohibitory law in Maine
and change the State for license, the sum,
though large, would be raised by the
liquor interest without hesitation, knowing that the free sale of liquor under
license would soon replenish their pockets
and give them a big bonus to the good.
The fact is. prohibition is regenerating
the State. The rural districts are practically free from liquor-selling all over the
State, and its effect in the cities is marked
by a decreased sale.—Pittsfield Advertiser.
trouble
State of

The brewers’ association of New York,
according to the Sun, reports a business
investment of $50,000,000, and the disBoth
tillers’ association of $30,000,000.

large contributors to the campaign
funds of political parties, and claim
recognition therefor. Mayor Strong,

are

so

says

me

oun,

iguureu

Scottish missionary,
says that “In Hai Cheng and elsewhere,
the new Japanese governors are issuing a
law that opium-smoking is to be abolished within(four months, and that all
offenders after that will be severely dealt
w

a

I have lived in
here such drastic regulations

no

place

are

more

And

with.

required.”
DIMINISHES W ild, POWER.
One

of the Effects of Alcoholic Poison
on the Human System.

"There goes a Christian” is what
the Mohammedan says when he sees a
drunken man. This is natural, because
no true follower of the faith of Mohammed ever uses alcohol in »dv form.
And yet what a reflection this is on
a great Christian nation! Very few people realize that thepeoplo of tho United
States spend enough money every year
for intoxicating liquors, which simply
deprive them of their manhood and intellect, to pay all of tho expenses of the
govermeut without a cent of taxation.
Why is this? Simply because the people
who use intoxicating liquors or any malt
brverages fail to appreciate the fact
that they contain the poison alcohol. It
is the gradual introduction of this insidious poison into the system which
gives a man an uncontrollable appetite
for its effects, and every man will have
it if be uses alcohol in any form long
enough or often enough. The alcohol
will change the type of his nerve cells,
ami he will suffer from alcoholism, a
disease which is marked by an appetite
for stimulants and a diminished will
And then when tho man wants
power.
to slop be can’t, because he is iu the
power of the disease.—Kansas City
Times.

therefore, “nnto^j.Tayer.
Bible Readings.—Ps. xli, 3; Prov.
1, 10-15; iv, 23; Matt, xxiv, 42; xxvi,
41; Mark xiii, 35 37; Luke xii, 37; xxi,
36; I Cor. x, 12, 13; Eph. vi, 10-18;
Col. iv, 2; I Thess. v, 6; II Tim. iv, 5;
I Pet. iv, 7; v, 8, !>: Rev. iii. 2; xvi, 15.

Chicago Endeavor t niform.
Chicago Endeavor* rs will attend the
international convention in large numbers and will wear a distinctive uniform. The following outfit is being considered by the enterprising sisters of the
western metropolis and is copied front
The Endeavorer News;
White sailor hats, with ribbon band
of red, white and blue, in reeognition
of the state colors.
White waist, navy blue skirt, red
Windsor tie.
Bow of red, white and blue on left
■boulder, with streamer bearing the
word “Chicago” upon the white, name
of division upon the blue and “V. P.
8. C. E.
upon the red. For the Mothers a similar bow of purple and white,
with the initials “M. 8. C. E.
Navy blue skirts, white waists, with
navy blue bows on shoulders, bearing on
side “Chicago, '98,' and on the
one
other “Chicago For Christ.”

Alcohol In Not

a

Food.

The restaurateur in the national Capitol is^reported assaying that “the capacity of the House for liquor was something ^astonishing. I was simply and

barkeeper. The restaurant
end of itMs nothing but s cheap, lower
Broadwayflunch stand. I feltl degraded
myself. I never ki*pt bar before.”
purely

a

head

has

Scholarship

so

in

IVbt.
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9
g
■

9

fi■
9

B

makes winter

bloom with the flowers of

May
Till

even

your memory

seems

|

to borrow

Bright hues because you have passed away.
Okl

grief,

once

1

thought you could

never

cease.

Mow I

sing your requiem.

Best in peace!
—Christian Work.
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BLOOD
DISEASES. [
Raynard.of

Mr Geo

writes

Skowhe-

■

|

:

"I have been a sufferer with blood
Had six sores
disease for three years.
all
on inv right leg at one tune ; tried
all thtleadand
the physicians in town
ing sarsaparilla*. hut never received any
benefit ; tried your L1VURA, and
have taken six bottles of it. The sores
are healed and I feel better than I have
for twenty years. To all those afflicted
with blood' diseases, I cheerfully recommend

S£
g
■

3

fi

w

5
|

by ali druggists

at

$1.00

a

LIVURA

bottle.

M’F'G CO

THAT

His recordV Nay, let it pass,
But link to Li* soul’s unrest
The social git***! Alas, alas!
For a life that ha# missed its best!
—New York Vote©

of

—SAYS OF—

Ayer’S Hair Vigor
Having
Avit’s Hair

O

o
o
0

man.

Maine < omt signals.
According to the latest list, published
by the lighthou-r boards of lights and |
fog-signals on tie coa*d of Maine, there
are fourteen st< am or hot-a.r signals, and
seventec n bells op< it
y ma< hinery,
Besides j
k weather.
all kept going in t h
these are a -r*at number of whistling
buoys and bell buoys, k» j-t perpetually1
sounding by the action of the waves.
During t he year l.MUt lie thirty-one tirstnamed signals nveraged 1.100 hours each
in ojwration. What a din that was, not to ,
count the constant nu k'd made by float-

4T: *~S^"

ing signals, Maine is
blowljher horn.

e\

be

description of securities will lx* sent on apphea
tlon. My arrangement* are such that I am at
all time* able to furnish any particular security
that may l»e desired. Correspondence solicited.
All busine.-s strictly confidential.
SAUNDERS.

SECURITIES,

5iu> Exchange Street,
MAINE.

PORTLAND,

0

S

Proftssionn! vTartis.
MASON.

R.

JOHN

at
anil Solicitor of Patents,
Wheelwright A Clark’s Bl’k, BANGOR, ME.

Law,

Has resumed Patent praetire, and \t 111 obtain Pafor Inventors ; bring and «1<-fc-nd suits for
the infringement of Patents, and attend to all
kinds of Patent business. ^^-Correspondence
Invited.

To close

out

miy Kntlre

A. PETERS. .JR..

J#

of

Stm k

ATTORNEY AT LAW.

[and Wool,

and Linen

Hemp

Z l*«*ter*| Bloek,

1

offer, them 'while they last
price-

that any

buy cannot afford

in#

to

this

opportunity.

Shall continue

t"

irlaa dolor for the Pain leu*. Extraction of Teeth.

miss
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•

’•OFFICE OVER

NORRIS

STORE.,*,

I) K N T 1ST.
Graduate of the
clasr of '75.

Gkaih

Water

of

Ontario

K,

i,f:i

College,

Kl.IsWOBTH.

s.

MeI'.m.! i-t,

ami

l ifrriHiiri/

«»l
I‘<.
Treat* all Di-ea**
Critical surgical operation* a >pe

street,

ME.

ELLSWORTH.

aii:

A’ 111.04

M. O. C. V

WEST,

L.

^y

Philadelphia I»«

IN Gin

Jf#-OKFlCK

FURNITURE. CARPETS.

'*

II.

H. GRKKLY.

])R.

STK AW

....

E. F. REDMAN,

No.

A.

keep a"full line

of •nil. Cl OTIIS and
M ATTINfJS.

1 ) K N T 1ST.

at

Intend

one

MI

H. W. HAYNES.

J)R.

C A K 1* lv TS,
such

|C....n,lstore,

orer

ELLSWOKTH.

PIANOS AND ORGANS.

\

office. Room 10, Giles III*m-k. 1

Paper.
Straw Matting.

t"

a

a!*.

::

Me.

K. 1U NKKR. JR..

JOHN

Wall

AT LAW.

ATTORNEY
orrii-K.

*

•

BAH HARBOR AND BI.l KI11LJ.

>1E.

SB. 1‘c.ert B ock.

Bar Harbor office.: 7 an<l
Bluehlll office o|K‘n Satunlay.

1) HNTl ST.

EI.I."W« 'UTIL
M AIN STREET,
de-in-d
Ga* and ether administered win
Rrrudon.
office formerly occupied hy Dr <

Oils.

**

C. C. BUR KILL.

Laborers,

1

Compound. It speedily relieves irregularity, suppressed or painful menstrua*

ODONTDNDER,

Paints,

Intelligent women no longer doubt the
value of Lydia K. I*inkhuut’ * \ egetable

Can find

no

Teamsters,
better shoe than the

Bread Winner.

It is strong, reliable, honest, and manufactured
expressly to give AI,L Ol T-DOOlt WORKERS the Boat Service for the Dut Money.
Made for Men and Hoys, from soft, pliable stock,
in two
styles, seamless Laimoral and Congress,
with and without tap aole.

AMOS P. TAPLEY A C0-,
BOSTON, MASS.

General INSURANCE AGENT
We carry lie Larges! Assortment

tlio
Representing the hc-t compani*
couutric*. Dealer* in ln\e*tim ut seeurltlea. City, County, Town and ('.»rp■■ration
Bond*. Correspondence Solicited

foreign

25c.

EUIiSWOnTH

SHADES

STEAM

Doves, Maine.

Up

Clothes?

(SHOP.

limit Vermont Marble
more

ijuarri©**

marble than nil "tl

<

-o-*■***
county combined. °ur
! 1K94 more than doubled those »»f the piftedlDJ
^oc^*
year. We use nothing hut the best
skilled workmen, our work i- gi'ln^

In Hancock

Employ

universal satisfaction.
We

are

orders for
daily taking and tilling

Spring setting.
We make

I

20 cts. per lb.

and

a

of

specialty

l ine

Lettering

Cutting Emblems.

FRANK LIN

STREET,

near

Engine llouae.

N. H. MIUUI.N'S, l’rop'r.
--

x-x_

"W".

Mn it til net

zDTTisnxr,

urer

and

in

Granite aril Marble MonniiieDts,

NICE

Tablets and Headstones.

FLORIDA

First
Newest Designs, Best Material, and
Prices.
Class Workmanship at Lowest

ORANGES,

STEAM

-FROM-

20 c. to 35

c.

G.

SMITH,

53 Main Street.

The American:

SfjSwffEi.ES

POLISHING WORKS.

Work
A Large Mnrli of Finished
Mnntly on Kami.

per doz.
ELLSWORTH

E.

■■

Kllswortli lirancli of the

j

Only

rt no-

STREET

MARBLE

We handle

Use

»

\V A >IH

NO

FRANKLIN

IN MY WINDOW.

EPILEPSY CURED.

For over 20 yearn I have prepared a remedy
fur EPILEPTIC Fits tliat has performed remarkable cures—in many caee» after other
If you suffer from this
treatments had failed.
dlnea^e try my remedy. Medicine for a month,
two
months, $3JO, prepaid to your near♦e.oo.
2ot expreee office.
L. P. EVANS, I>rugeiat.

A. W. CUSHMAN & GO.,
Does He

French
Mixture

I* A \

it
All kind* of laundry w«»rK dm
tice. Good* railiil for and deli>cre»:
to.
X
II. It. EsTE\
K!l,«
West Kmi Brblg.,

No. 1 Franklin Strert.

Elegant

LAUNDRY

AM) HATH KOOMS.

31.

N O

AT THAT

SWOKTH.

El

16 STATE STREET.

IN THE CITY.

LOOK

HAGERT1IY.

G. S.

jJR.

Furniture.

PINKHAM'S

I.a»T EEAPE**

°

000*0000000000000000000$

3t>tjrrtionnnits.

Is Dally Curing Backache, Dizziness,
Faintness, Irregularity, and all female ComplainU.
TO ni

O

DR. J. C. AYER & CO.. LOWELL, MASS.

®

■

IS_POSITIVE
E.

o

•

I

opened an office In Portland f>r the
purine of 'dealing In bond* and securl
ties, such a* are legal Investment- for Savings
Hanks and Trusts, and have now on hand some
particularly good seeurltle* that pay a good
rate of Interest, to which I would call the atten
tlou of all wanting investments. Price* and

AND

J

Hakku, C.al.

F. E.

Ayer's Hair Vigor
rUEFAUKD BY

VEGETABLE COMPOUND

[S|’B« 1A L

improved.”—Mrs.

veston, Texas.

Window Shades.

LTDIA

._

^

JJ

have

BONDS

§

h.a 1 f O
when site

as

tents

Sale Investments.

B.

§

hair

was forty, a lad 0
O
which sh** atti
utes to the use of Ayer's Hair \
r.
it
thickens the growth of the hair and o
restores gray hair to its original e<»l r. ©
I cannot see how this preparation <
:i

bound to

identic

years of
as fine a
*“

V

■

Woolen. Cotton

H.

used O
Vigor ®

I 1; i.l o
ps my O
O

i,;it

1

Office

I

BAKER,

Calveston, Tcx.f

Attorney
CARPETS!1
CARPETS!
|
\ CARPETS !

tl,,.S

My neightxir has naught in store
For time or eternity's needs,
Though straight before to the evermore
Hie> piteou» pathway leads.

nt• d

>

i

NEW YORK.

Improved!”

So MRS. F. E.

5

36UfTtiBnnmtB.

PROOF

“Cannot be

g
■

COMPOUNDED ONLY BY

THE

inti

an

fi

1 Li-vu-ra
JJ Sold
jg

I

of

■

Pitcher*

your

Hope, whose bright torch burns night today

fi

prosecuted.

j

And

g

CURES

■gan, Me.,
■
"

gait

contains. ■

Allentown,

alcohol was no sulistitutc for bread and
We also found that it was not a
meat.
We had plenty of
substitute fur coals.
alcohol, hut it did not make us warm.
Let me tell you there is nothing will
make you feel the cold more, nothing
that will make you feel the dreadful
sense of hunger more, than aloohol.
Dr. W. Richardson, In his "Ten Lectures on A lcohol,
says:
“All the evidence of a general kind
which can bo gathered points to the uselessness, for man, of such au artificial
agent as alcohoL"

rn.iuot

people

I
I

'3t>farrtusrmrntB.

I>oul»le.
double after !
the wine when it

•»

"about its composition. We tell*
J
■you what there is in it.
S' As a Blood Purifier, no prep-«
S aration equals it. as proved by g

Pa., on account
of cigarette-smoking, that the l school
boardjhasjtaken the matter in band and
given.not ice through the newspapers to
dealers&in tobacco notfito sell to boys
under sixteen years, or they&would be
schools

make a sinner
be or feel :is if lie had never sinned.
There must be, in addition to forgiveness, an atonement for bis sin, paying
of the debt, before he can feel that the
burden of his guilt is removed. Henoe
the necessity of the atonement made by
tlons, weakness of the stomach, indigesChrist not to appease the wrath of God,
tion, bloating, leucorrhoa, womb troubut to bring relief to the soul of the
ble, flooding, nervous prostration, headit
all
“Jesus
sinner.
all,
paid
penitent
ache, general debility, etc. Symptoms of
of
Hum.
What
Horace
Said
Greeley
that
be
the debt 1 owed,
are the tidings
Womb Troubles
I heard Horace Greeley declaro more
must hear and believe beforo he can
lassiare dizziness, faintness, extreme
on
40
in
a
lecture
stand
years ago,
public
be
nnoo^lemned and self justified be- I than
l tude, “don’t care,’’ and “want to
the evils of intemperance, that alcohol
fore God.—Religious Telescope.
left alone” feelings, excitability, irritawas a rank poison in its effects on the
I bility, nervousness, sleeplessness, flatu1
Verse Name* For Juniors.
brain and body of human beings, and
lency, melancholy, or the “blues, and
Each junior in your society should be that it was only produced by decuuijios- backache. Lydia E. Pinkham s \ »*geable to spell his name in Bible verses— ing and rotting food substances, and that table Compound will correct all this
1 hat
selecting, that is, a set of Bible verses | the process and purpose were wicked trouble as sure as the sun shines.
Feeling,
that he has made peculiarly his own,
and
that
satau
alone
coaid
and
Bearing-Down
defiling,
l
the initials of which spell his own have taught mankind how to distill alcausing pain, weight, and backache, is
name.
The children will delight in cohol with which to besot and poison
instantly relieved and permanently tired
it
by its use. Under all circuni-'an.ces
finding these versus and committing : themselves.—Joseph Medill.
acts in perfect harmony with *':• laws
them to memory and will enjoy hearing
that govern the female svstem. is as
My Neighbor.
each other repeat them. —Selected.
It i- wonderful for
harmless as water.
He Uvea over the line
Kidney Complaint* in either
The Statue of the Perfect.
In the valley of “ne’er do well.”
His olothes, once fine, have a sickly shine,
Lydia E. Pinkhaiu’s Liver Pills
Patience, kindness, generosity, huLike moonbeams in frozen dell.
in unison with the < ompound. and
work
unselfishness,
good
mility, courtesy,
sickHis looks ur- faded and thin,
are a sure cure for constipation and
temper, guiltlessness, sincerity—these
Hi* eyes have a hungry stare,
Mrs. Pinkham » Sanative
headache.
the
statue
of
the
make up
supreme gift,
he failed to win
The “might hi.ve beei.
Wash is frequently found of great value
Seems mocking him everywhere.
the perfect.—Professor Drummond.
<
oriespondence
for local application.
is freely solicited by the Lydia E. PinkHi* poor old shoulders are bent.
A Buried Grief.
ham Medicine Co.. Lynn, Mass., and the
They carry a grievous load
£k> you are dead and guile, old Sorrow.
All drugOf strange ills blent through long years spent
strictest confidence assured.
Only yesterday there you were,
On a darksome down hill road.
The
Filling my heart with an aching care
gists sell the Pinkham remedies.
Of grief for today and fear for tomorrow.
Vegetable Compound in three forms,—
; Unsteady his step and slow,
Kow the skeleton’s gone, and the cupboard’s
As if he had Journeyed far,
Liquid, Pills, and Lozenges.
bare.
And the sun were low, with never a glow
From hope’s fair beaming star.
An«l m
stead *h born, old Sorrow,

Forgiven'"--

jLi-vu-raj

ingredients it
5 Hundredsare singingits praises,
■for they have been cured by it.

tSees

a man sees

■

the confidence of the fi
8 has gained
■
because there is no secret ■

the

that

deteriorated in the

Dr. L. A. Klein, a French staff surgeon, in lecturing on the effects of the
use of alcohol during the siego of Paris
by tho Germans, is reported in Gustafson's work a» saying:
"We drank because we had nothing
W.. C.....,1

5

iucoc

claims in his appointment of excise commissioners, selecting persons who have
no affiliations with these
liquor oligarchies.

George Douglass,

Pitcher*§

■ v

reason

he has gazed too long on
is red is that t he mrve centers are changed
by the action of the alcohol. There is a
want of harmony in the action of the j
muscles w hic h m- vothe eyeballs. C’onserjuently, instead of both eyes being
focused simultaneously on an object, one
eye receives an impression independently
vions are
i, |
T.*> two
of the otlu.
communicated to the brain, and the
object is then fort seen twic*
The inflamed omiition and K»ss of en- i
ergy in the brain centers from over-doses
of alcohol ah ac< i:fit for the -daggering

■■*■■■■■■■■■-■■■ ■■■■■■■■■

■

The death of W. Jennings Demorest,
April 9, deprives the prohibition party
cause of one of its strongest supporters
T. I*, of a princely friend.
and the W.
His

Why He
The

The hoard

however,

either of the last two questions, please
state whether any particular form of alcoholic drink is in yonr case found to
be specially desirable or undesirable.)
7. Are yon aware of any chronic dis1 yi nr health, anti, if so,
turbance
v
(Jive any facts
what is it, ii.gcii

2. How must wo

t hf

president, Charles

and

against the assaults that are made upon
Nehemiah very carefully arranged
us.
everything to meet successfully the attack of the enemy against him. Tact
and skill must be displayed in guarding
ourselves against temptation and sin.
We must know what are our weaknesses, that we may fortify them specially, for it is here that the most vigatotis nssanlts will be made.
We must
understand oursdvus; wo must understand the enemy and bo on constant

I “my

vice

Subcommittees

human nature- We must keep guard
Over all these things if we save the
foul from destruction. Then must also
skill be displayed in guarding ourselves

prayer.

college:

ley Warner; secretary, Professor F. G.
Peabody, D. D., of Harvard university.

satan.
1, We must bo on guard over our
souls. The enemies of Nehemiah were
both from without and within. Without were the combined, angry, determined, wily leaders of the heathen
armies about them. Within there was
the opposition of the despondent and
the discouraged laborers. In guarding
the sou! the Christian must meet the
The enemies of
Same kind of enemies.
the sonl are without in the form of satan, sin, temptation, evil men, who are
ynTinns to lead God’s children astray,
and in many other forms. Within are
the doubts and discouragements that
•rise from tho natural weakness of the

slirong,

by

In
Now
Progress
Prominent Seientlsts.

3trfcrrtisnnrnts.

B. Colttmn.

C. (t.

111.

l’KOni.I.M

Investigation

Topii* for the Week Heginning April
28—Comment i>j Rev. S. II. Doyle.
Topic.—On guard—over what; howV-Neh.
11*6-23. (A temperance topic.)
Nehemiah and his followers In rethe walls of Jerusalem after
eir return from captivity are opposed
by the allied forces of the surrounding
Th y h.-ped to take
heathen r-*!
them by surprise, but Nehemiah heard
made preparaof their intentions
tions to meet and repulse liieavrrrtt&Dts
This may illustrate to us the necessity
ef being on guard against the enemies
of our souls, and in the way that Nchemiah guarded himself so may we guard
ourselves against tho assaults of slu and

guard.

OKI Mi

CLOTHING FACTORY,
CAMPBELL. JOY & CO.,
Rear Giles Block,

opp. Whiting Bros.’

WATER ST.,

EI.I.SWuKTH.

Shi
John, what ««' that J'ou **!
last uig
^
talking about in your dreams
1■“
u
You kept saying, “That was go"1
a
billiards
John—Oh-er-I wasplaying
(or it.
club last night. That accounts

j

j
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\mkrk-an has subscribers at 10H
in Hancock county;
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East lirook.

Miss Mina Wilbur
Franklin to work.

com-

reach so many. Tiik AMEI1bine J do not
the only paper printed in
not
is
AN

\

Haw

1

county, and has

■

never

M iss A Hie Springer and Guy Butler of
this place were married April 13. Their
many friends wish them a long and
happy wedded life.

arc

Owing

going
l,nn»<>«ne.

Miss Cordm King has returned from a
vi«it in Boston and vicinity.
Mrs. 1). A. Curtis has returned after a
month’s absence, and is now at (J. B.
son of George King, was
burned by running through

Johnnie King,
a

fire.

brush

Lionel

has

Hodgkins

nail

his

The Easter
day forenoon, and

was

was

house

repeated
enjoyed by

Sun-

present. Appropriate remarks were
made by the pastor, and the flowers,
music and recitations were very pleasing.

spent Sunday

Percy E. Hodgkins returned
gunning trip Saturday.

Easter concert was held at East Lamoine in the evening, and many from
here attended and were pleased with the
exercises.
An

j

from

at

a

The missionary circle met with Mrs. S.
N. Rich Saturday evening.
Mrs. William Dolliver has recently visited her daughter, Mrs. James Campbell.

RESOLUTIONS.

Miss Minnie Young returned from BanThe Great Master has again
seen tit, in His divine providence, to sum- | gor Monday, where she has been visiting
mon from our midst our beloved brother,
j friends.
Jacob S. McFarland, a charter member of |
I^amoine grange 264, and,
George Higgins and John Dority, of
Whereas, Our grange has sustained a Charleston, are in town for a few days,
great loss by the removal of such a noble
stopping at the Salisbury Cove house.
advocate of its principles, therefore,
Mr. and Mrs. Lawreuce Emery and
Resolved, That while we as members
fully recognize and deplore our loss, we daughter Silvia, and Raymond Emery,
to
bow our lo ads in humble submission
the will of Him who doeth all things spent Sunday with their parents, Mr. and
well, and while we drop the silent tear to Mrs. K. R. Emery.
his memory our hearts go out in love and
Surburban schools are in session with
sympathy to the bereaved family in their
the following teachers:
Salisbury Cove,
affliction.
Resolved. That our altar and charter be Minnie W. Young; Hull’s Cove, Miss Lizdraped in mourning for thirty days, ami zie Smith; West Eden, Miss Norwood;
that a copy of these resolutions be inscribed on our records, and a copy be sent Indian Point, Ida H. Brown; Eden, Addie

Whereas,

M. Emery; Emery district, Addie L. Higgins; Young’s district, Agnes Bunker;
Knox district, Lelia Know les.

to the bereaved family, and one sent to
the Ellsworth American for publication.
Lydia Yolno,
Phosik E. Higgins. »

>,.

Cant
Clip*1 Hosier.

Duunu

13.

an

soon.

uur

uiru

juuhj;

seeking employment away from town,
leaving the place rather desolate at this

summer.

are

Miss Gertrude Buck, of Orlaud, is visiting her cousin, Miss Alice Peas lee, at the

season.

Your correspondent had the pleasure, a
little more than a week ago, of listening
to an address by one who is called the
most eloquent speaker in New England,
Mr. Gutterson, of the American missionHe is certainly a pleasing
ary society.
speaker, and was heard by a full house In
the Congregational church at Brewer.

Castine house.

Once more the “Castine” is on the route
between Belfast and Green’s Landing,
but it is said they are hoping for her to
take the place of the “Viking,” on the
Belfast and Castine route, the “Viking”

ton.

On account of the storm the steamer
“Electa" was unable to make her usual
trip to Belfast Tuesday.

April

Ka»L Itlurhtll.

Walter White has returned from Bos-

ESTABLISHED

j

1822.

1* composed of manv kinds
quarters of
cdfr-.m the T
tl.e result of years of experl-

1

Bl

.square
5J.40U hqtiliro f‘*et l;iW!l

...

1

4.uU
lu.000square feet lawn
where on receipt of priee.
rated catalogue mailed free.
tva about novelties, standard
cr and vegetable seeds, and
ved agricultural and hyrtliiita. It contains particulars
ffer to duplicate first prizes
rricultural or Horticultural
United States.
r Farm, Garden nnd Lawn.”

Breck & Sons,
ST0N. MASS.
o purchasers who name this

Among visitors in town recently were
McDonald, J. A. Austin and H. E.
Tate, of Ellsworth; I. W. Haslarn, of
Amherst; Eddie Kittredge, of Bath, and
L. Palmer, of Aurora.
The warm weather is fast making havoc
with the ice. Great Pond is partly open.
The driving camp at the head of the pond
is now occupied, and Lord & Frost have
crews at the Buffalo and Partridge brook.
minstrel show given by home
talent at the
school house, Monday
evening, was a decided success. The

judging from the
laughter, the audience

stage make-up, ami,

pleased. Some of the local hits
The ladies were very
were very good.
ably assisted by J. 1*. Patterson.
Flossie.
[ April 21.
was

well

|

Sullivan.

I

week.

Mary Evans is to teach in Franklin,
| beginning her spring term there this
Phillips Eaton

gone to Boston,
where he has a situation in the store of
Brown & Durill.
has

The Easter concert given by the Sunday school on Sunday evening, was a very
pleasing affair. The hall was tastefully
evergreens, flowers and

decorated with

potted plants. The children entered
singing: “We Greet You Happy Easter,”
and
bearing a very pretty banner in
white, on which were printed in gilt let-

Roads have not been
this spring.

as

muddy

be

istered to about twenty members and
others. In the evening the pastor, Rev.
D. Smith, conducted a good social service in the ve9try.
April 22.
South
town

W. Tapley, of Ellsworth,
few days ago.

The

sohooner

A.

“Emilie

has gone to

W. A. Havey, of Franklin,
place Sunday and Monday.

<

1

{|
i1

was

Mr. and Mrs. Melville Condon

1

I

O. E. Brown, of Brockton, Mass., is
£uest of J. H. Douglass.
Anson Hodgkins,

morning

mie

last

a

I

going to his stable
week, found his horse
on

dead.
Ho ward Hodgkins, who has been em- *
ployed on a steamer between New York
and Galveston, Tex., has returned home.
He lias been absent about eight months.

April

w

|

and

wheels also in Hartford
prices—$80, $60, $50.
I .adies’

.M'Y GOSSIP.

( (M
News

Model 42 Columbia lias been especially designed
for the many ladies who prefer to wear knickerbockers rather than cumbersome skirts.

w

jredj

22.

Notes
<

of

Send for
Catalogue.

owns.

*•

The new lodge of Odd Fellows to be
instituted at Southwest Harbor is to be
named “Bemetic Lodge, No. 135.”

Tremont is to be honored by
new j
1
namesake. The steamer now being built
for t he Bangor and liar Harbor route is to
be named “Tremont.”

-^1

ness
—

heartburn,

lit the

stomeoh,

Hood's Pills rouse
restore proper
accumulated
digestion, expel
Impurities,
the liver,

or nausea.

cure

biliousness,

constipation. 25 cents. Prepared only
byC. I. Heed A Co., Lowell, Mass.

cure

Chicago
^an Francisco

Agency, or
by mail for

JBcJ

Providence

two a-cent

Buffalo

stamps.

>^0j

Six handsome paper dolls, showing ladies' bicycle costumes
noted designers, will be mailed for five .*-cent stamps.

by

The Lewiston Journal says: “Three of
large hotels in Bar Harbor may not
The
season.
open their doors this
cottager’s reign is supreme. Don’t go to
Bar Harbor for excitement!”

Bucksport is just now in the throes of
the question: “who will be postmaster?”
The death of Postmaster Parker leaves
this f1,500 office vacant, and a dozen candidates are already in the field.
A

Swan’s Island had
this spring before it
meeting that met all
the law. They don’t

to try three times
could hold a town
the

requirements

long

as

the

WHAT’S YOUR
MONEY’S WORTH?
In

And, by
make, so

will of the people is served?

that

answering
and

ing

it

question

For the last

it out.

to find

selling

depends

where you go

upon

have been

buy-

......

0

forty

the best

CLOTHING

years

we

and

=-

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS

to

nearer

and

We

be

we

any

ever

imagine how

cannot

stock is

quality

better garments could

can

guarantee

per cent. less.

fty

showed, in

fit you with a
than nine-tenths of the custom tailors can,
and

produced,

better garment
t

This season’s

the country.

ideal than

our

price.

possibly
at

in

by anybody

made

of

think much of “red

tape” down Swan’s Island way.
the way, “what odds” does it

to

....

What worlds of news, w hat visions of
swelled heads bound in towels, what

thoughts of the sympathetic neighbor
who drops in with a few pickles for the
picturesque patient, and withal, what
humor is conveyed by that brief, crisp
item of news sent by our Otis cor res-

Don't Make

Cheap Boy!

a

/ir?__

Children Cry for
Pitcher's Castoria.
atmmisrainitB.

Some
the

Bird Kites,

parents

in

price

but

buckboard

Just Received.

DBVilBitt WMStlB,

LATEST THING OUT.

2

MEN'S

JUST

FOR

Holt s

give

buy

The

too

cut

purchaser

every

above represents the

of children's

clothing.

YOUTHS’ DEPARTMENT.

In this department we show the finest line of up-to-date
clothing in eastern Maine, comprising all the latest patterns
in overcoats and suitings, and the quality, style and finish are
to

none.

This statement

themselves.

we

back up with the

goods

......

XU.

CANDIES.

FltESH
GO T<

Curtains,

a

most

to

rich in quality.

we

Bubber Blarters,

U k sea tie

have

We

boy.

cheap clothing for
large assortment of boys’ clothing
rigid examination. They are cheap

inclined

are

that will bear the

Marbles,

Your Liver

slight fever,
weight or fuH-

Boston
\ew York

the

Fine Assortment of

Is out ot order 11 you
have bitter
taste, offensive breath,
sick headache,

lower

BRANCH STORES:

Free at any
Columbia

1

second
afcbtrtismicntB.

Bicycles at

interest of Han-

omity 1

The first of the Bucksport fishermen,
the Vanguard," sailed Saturday.

J. L. Chat to has commenced work on
the foundation of the new store which he

in this

Daniel Bunker died at his home, Fria short but painful ill-

ageof^wllH •—denseeda^j-^ | day, April Id, after
^

Columbia Bicycles

>*j

Fred Grover and wife, of Mariaville,
are at R. W. Hodgkins.

are re-

ceiving congratulations on the arrival of
a bouncing baby boy, April 16.

from

Mr. Foster and wife, of Bar Harbor,
were in this place last week visiting Mrs.
Foster's mother.

Belle,” Capt.
Bangor to load

The schooner “William G. Fadie,” Capt.
L. Condon, is loaded with kiln wood
for Rockland.

G.

1

in

Fred Orcutt and his family have lately
moved into the Haraden house.

Georgie I. Long, who is engaged to teach
the grammar school at Somesville, left
here to-day and will assume her duties as
teacher Monday.
Lenora Z. Carter, daughter of Amos and
Celestia Carter, aged twenty-two years,
five months and five days, died last Tuesday night. The funeral services, conducted
by Rev. Mr. Harwood, of Bluehill village,
were held in the church last Thursday
afternoon. Although Miss Carter’s death

tur:

was

in—

use

to work.

Itrooktvilli*.

a

models for women’s

new

few have commenced farming.

D. G. Means and son, John Young, are
titling up for the creamery; also John pouaeui miB wee*— uuuipi
Governor Cleaves on Saturday announMcKenney. Others will doubtless put in
more cows for the creamery at an early
ced the following nominations in Han*
date.
cock county: John McDonald, Amherst,
Services at M. E. church Sunday were agent for the prevention of cruelty; John
interesting. A good congregation lis- N. Sprague, Swan's Island, and Samuel F.
tened to an excellent sermon by Rev. I. Cousins, Lamoine, ttsh and game wardH. W. Wharff, who, at the close, con- ens; Charles B. Fineo, Eden, trial jusWasgatt, Ellsworth,
ducted the regular quarterly conference, tice; Charles W.
after which the communion was admin- justice of the peace and quorum.

with lumber.

n

usual

early.

George Gray,

Miss Jessie Bunker lias
West Sullivan.

as

Rev. H. F. Day left for Wiscasset Monday, where he expects to meet Mrs. Day,
who will return home in a week or two
with him.

South tiouUlHhoro.
I

home

E. N. Osgood had men and teams plowing last week.
Farming will doubtless

The schooner “G. W. Reed" sailed this
for Salem, and the schooner
“Victor" for Bangor.

20.

all

teachers.

Physicians recommend bicycling. Dame
Fashion says it is “good form.” Two

Allie Hodgkins has gone to Bar Harbor

Sedgwick cow, after being sick al
winter, finally gave up the ghost last
“He is Risen.” Then week. When the stomach was
ters the W’ords:
opened,
followed an hour pleasantly Ailed by six
large nails were found in it. No winchildren.
and
recitations
the
by
singing
der the poor cow had been (n)ailing so
A particularly pleasing feature of the
long.
entertainment was the singing by Hallie
“That new Orland creamery will be
Meynell, a little boy of about eight years. worth as much to Hancock
county as
All were delighted as he sang in his clear
another summer resort,” is tlie truthful
Much
sweet voice, “Sing Little Birds.”
And
comment of one of our exchanges.
is due Mary Evans and Josie
credit
the Ellsworth creamery is worth as much
success
of
enterfor
the
the
Bridgham
more.
tainment, and to Miss Hawkins, who gave
The Kennebec Journal says: “Cap'll
a great deal of time to the work of training the children in singing. Those ‘Hank’ Haff, of the Yankee cup defender,
having charge of the arrangements wish ‘Defender,’ deserves to win if common
He had
to express their thanks to the friends sense counts in yacht racing.
the common sense to pick his crew from
who so kindly loaned flowers and plants
the hardy seafaring men of Deer Isle.”
for the decorations.
Right you are, Kennebec!
April 22.
begin May 6; nearly

2501

busi-

Marlboro.

cock
almost continuous

summer

I
•

Rondout.
April 22.

The

morning

April
T

has

R.

friends.
1
C
y

who

in readiness for the

iei

Mrs. Flora Heed is home on a short vacation from Somerville where she has
been engaged as nurse for the past year.

A

her loss will he
not unexpected,
was
deeply felt by the family and h r many

1

LAWN.
\ BEAUTIFUL
soo
feet lawn ....»

Amherst,

Joseph Wooster is doing a good business canning clams.
D. F.. Norwood is putting his new meat

Capt. Tinker of the schooner “Angola,”
while lying here wind bound last week,
had his vessel caulked and painted above
the water line.
He sailed Tuesday for
Mt. Desert Ferry to load staves for

last year.

Omar

Leroy B. Urindle returned yesterday
from a dying trip to Bangor.
is
Grindie
Violet
Mrs.
visiting
friends in Bangor and Winterport.

2Ujbrrtisrmcnt0.
I,

20.

1

We have just had the pleasure of looking at some tine views of the Penobscot,
Allagash and St. John waters, obtained
by A. B. Haynes during his canoe trip

Schools

Miss Emma Vogell, of Boston, is visiting her brother, J. M. Vogell.
School in district No. 7 is to begin in
A quarterly conference was held at the
Mrs.
one week, and will be taught by
Methodist church Thursday evening.
Sadie Hooper, of this place.
Miss Winifred Leach, of Penobscot, is
Mrs. W. F. Blake and niece, Miss. A. E. i
her aunt, Mrs. Henry Grindle.
Holland, arrived from Bangor by steamer visiting
Miss Mattie Luce, who has been in
“Sedgwick” last Wednesday, and are glad
Boston for a week, returned home Wedto receive their friends at “Fair View.”
The weather is quite windy, rainy and nesday.
Work has begun on the Fuller cottage,
generally unpleasant. Grass is sprouting
in some dooryards and sheltered spots. anti will be completed about the middle
of June.
Robins are scarce and violets yet unseen.
The Wilson family have arrived in town,
George Redman expects to go to Somes

band, Saturday, April

of

Surr>.
III*.

Fred Straw, of Boston, is in town visiting his mother, Mrs. J. Straw.

Minnie Clifford left on steamer “Sedgwick” for Somes Sound, to join her hus-

some

Monday.

Our sea captains are commencing their
labors for the summer.
Capt. Charles
Hammond and Edward Dodge have had
vessels towed up the river, and Capt. M.
I). Chatto’s vessel, the “Myronus,” is receiving a fresh coat of paint.

Salisbury Cot «*
Mrs. A. B. Iceland
Northeast Harbor.

much

Herrick,

his factory this

ness.

up evangelical work, held a meeting in the church Thursday evening.
Miss Bessie Williams made a brief visit
at
home on her return from Clinton.
She began a term of school at Amherst on

tary; Mrs. Susan Lord, treasurer; Mabel
E. Morgan, librarian.

all

MEMORIAL

Will

,J. Lawton opened
week.

wagon

taken

Sunday school was opened at Rural hall
Sunday, April 7, with a good attendance
and ttie following officers:
Simeon Lord,
superintendent; Josephine M. Gray, secre-

|

(

Fred Colson, who will occupy the (Jarhouse this season, moved here from
Waterville Friday.

Bicycling for
Women

West Treniont.
;

land

20.

The X. V. Z. club entertained a large
newly painted in colors, ami it looks well.
Painting is also being done on tilt houses party of friends at Rural hall Thursday
uf F. I>. Hodgkins, Lewis King and Mrs. evening, April 11.
A short progrumme
Farnham, and a fund is being raised to whs presented, consisting <>f t lie laughable
farce, ••The Train to Mauro,” and several
paint the church and parsonage.
A stereopticon lecture will be given at dialogues; also a song by Harry Crabtree.
After the entertainment nearly all particthe Baptist church April 25, by Rev. I>. L.
of
Ellsworth.
Vale,
Subject, “Holy ipated in social games, the ‘‘Shaker
City." The lecture will doubtless be very dance” especially affording much amuseAbout 10
instructive, and the admission is so low ment to those looking on.
All report
that all may have the privilege of attend- o’clock ice-cream was served.
a good time.
X. Y. Z.
ing.
concert

Williams has been having
alterations made in his house.

that Omar Stevens is soon
to leave for Bofton, where he will be
employed with his uncle, George Kane.

Th> ladies of the ljimoine sidewalk
society will hold a “May-basket supper"
at th town hall, on Thursday, May 2. All
ladies are invited to bring May-baskets.
Supp r \\ ill be served.

high.
Dogs entered the enclosures of M. T.
L’ondon, Friday night, killing and mutilating three fine sheep. Persons keeping
sheep hotinds instead of fox hounds
might to take the bottom of the harbor
for their dog’s kennel.
().
April 22.

I’oikI.

Ezra

R»M Surry.
It is reported

Miss Hattie H. Cousins, of Waltham,
Mass were in town last week to attend
the funeral services of their father.

S.

Sttjbrrttaniunts.

It will be 20x30
and one-half

one

dories

Mrs. Charles Markham is seriously ill.

on.

April

Mrs. Grace L. Hodgkins and her two
children arrived home Friday. Mrs.
Hodgkins is suffering from the grip.
Miss Abbie Gray has gone to Brooksville. She has been employed at F. L.
Hodgkins’ for nearly a year past, and will
be missed by her young friends.
Heman H. Cousins, of Sanford, and

Weed,
Sullivan, officiating.
S. M.
April 15.

is to build this season.
feet on the ground, and

of

(treat

Luther Butler, of Beadfield, visited his
parents here recently, Mr. and Mrs.
Alden Butler. He returned to his home
Thursday last, accompanied by H. H.
Kingman, who will be employed there
for a time.

Hodgkins’.
quite badly

to the

The Misses Ella and Lucy Billings have
returned from Waterville, where they
have been attending school. They report
a very pleasant and
profitable term, and
speak very highly of the institute.

Mrs. Mary Bosworth has returned from
month’s visit at Eden,

s

A.

heavy rains of late. E. L.
Clow was obliged
to shut
down his
papers printed
mill for several days.
No damage was
I
done by the freshet, and work is again

the other
than that of alt
in Hancock county.

S

East

gone to

Andrew Lowrie, who has been coniined
the house for several weeks with the
mumps, is able to be out again.

merely local papers. The circulathe liar
tion of TUP- Amkiucan, barring
summer list, is
larger
Harbor Hccord's
rcst

has

to

claimed to

that ran propbe, lull it is the only paper
Cor STY paper; alt the
rj„ /„ called a

j

ne-is, aged about seventy years. Mr. Bunker was one of our oldest and most respected citizens. He was always one of
the
foremost in helping in any kind,
charitable deed, and will be greatly missed. He was a good neighbor, a loving
He leaves a
husband and a kind father.
wife, three daughters and two sons, besides a host of friends, to mourn his loss.
Much sympathy is expressed tor the
bereaved family, but we know that no act
or word of ours can alleviate their sorrow.
Funeral services were held at the home of
the deceased Sunday afternoon, Rev. .J.

leaking badly during the severe weather
last week. Ernest Gray, of this place,
is employed ns purser on the “Viking.”
April Id.
of

>

Variety Store.

Look

at

Our

Seasonable

Neckwear.

With every cash purchase of $20.00 we give a beautiful Pastel or etching. They arc on exhibition in our window; drop
in and

see

them.

.....

Pauper Notice.
undersigned
has contracted with the City of Ellsworth,for
THE
the support of the
during the ensuing year,

hereby gives notice thath ?

poor,

and has made ample provision for their support.
He therefore forbids all persons from furnishing
supplies to any pauper on his account, as without
his written order, he will pay for no goods so
Harry S. Jones.
furnished.

LEWIS

FRIEND
Telephone

connection

&

CO.

X.

$|ic Ellsworth American.
A LOCAI. AND POLITICAL
PUBLISHED

Public Requests.
The will of the late Mrs. Caroline A.
Parchcr. whose death occurred in this
city on Mart'll 25, 1895, has been tiled in
tlic office of the register of probate. It is
includa lengthy document, a copy of it.
seven
nearly
codicil,
cover,ng
tlic
ing
closely written full letter pages.
Tlic will was made in June, 1SS3, and
Hutton, Merwas witnessed by Helen 1"
In this
eena K. liver,and K. K. Robinson.
will she declares herself to be a citizen of
Her husband, the late Hr.
Kliswortb.
and by
George i’archer, was then living,
!>er
t|u. second clause of I lie "HI all
is
estate, both real and personal property,
to hold for
given to him. “to have and
the term of his natural life.
There are twenty-two clauses to the
will, the last nineteen disposing of her
in case of her husband s death

MAINE,

BY THE

llANOHK COUNTY Pl'r.LlsHING CO.
t W Ui'l :s-. Editor and Manager.
Subscription I'rirr—a year. tm'iiili-. f"A
tf
six ..III-. :n •■••nt- ior three
an
Vii.l -irictiv in advance. Ail ariearagi
per year.
reckoned at the rale ol
l: lies Arc reasonable. anti will
Advertising

he made known

on

■

application.
..-addre.-.sl

Business coin::, unirat:.': --1.
order- tnaiii pa; a
to ami
l’t 11LISH1M.
K
Ui'l STV
llAV
wortli. lait.

e
tn.

■

Till
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THURSDAY. APRIL 25, 1S95.
Out High School.
The Lewiston Journal pays agiowour high
ing and deserved tribute to
school and its excellent corps of in-

property
prior to her
from tlic

No school in tliis State keeps more in touch
Ells
with local current events than does the
is upper
iporLh high school. Whatever topic
discussed
most in that city is pretty sure to be
s t week's
iB tlte school rhetorical exercises. I -a
subject was, “Resolved, that the non partisan
is more beneficial to the
of

arc

such

following
as

extracts

relate to

other

are

I direct
may be after my decease
sum
that my said executors expend said
late
lot
of
my
the
cemetery
of f200 upon
old
father. Hr. Alexander Hatch, in the
head
the
at
hill
burving-ground on the
in China. Me., according to
of the

soon as

form
government
is trying
city than the old form." Ellsworth
which
some interesting experiments, among
the hoys
seems to tie the practical training of
and girls In the art of studying the principles of
civil government for themselves.
on

ill

w

The

own.

than bequests to persons, most of whom
now living:
4.
To my executors hereinafter named
I give and’ bequeath the sum of f200 in
for the
money, hut in trust neverthelessw
As
it:
following object and purpose, to

structors when it says:

The pressure

Remembered—Some

Relatives

Many

JOURNAL

AT

Ei.: -WORTH.

pond

their best judgment in fencing or reparing fences and in ornamenting and protecting said lot.
5.
Also to my said executors hereinafter
named 1 give and liequeath the sum of

the administration

hut in trust for the following
something to head off the silver fl.OOO.
I
direct that said
purposes, to wit:
seized
have
to
which
seems
of
sum
fl.OOO he properly invested,
Btampede
thereof and the
the democratic party, is daily growing and that the income
of said principal sum
whole, if

to do

necessary,
of fl.OOO be bestowed upon such of the
in this w ill as in the
mentioned
legatees
need
judgment of my said executors may
or
it or any part,
parts of it from time to
time bv reason of extreme poverty and
real inability to support themselves in
health, slid upon such as may need it by
to make themselves
reason of sickness
The judgment of my said
comfortable.
in trie premise* i*
h11
cases
in
executor*
to be final and conclusive in determining
the necessity and propriety of expending
said sum or part* thereof and the persons
for whose benefit it shall be expended hs
At the end of fifteen years
aforesaid.
from mv decease I direct that so much a*
and interest
may remain of said principal
be divided equally among the surviving
will.
in
this
mentioned
legatees

Mr. Cleveland appears to

Stronger.

perfectly willing to do anything to
prevent the capture of the democratic
party by the silver men, but up to
be

this time he has been unable to decide
What he ought to do. At first he was

disposed
by going

try to stop the movement
Chicago and making an

to

to

ovxqodIi

rally
the

u'Viioh

Khonlrl

the Cleveland democrats around
single gold standard, and the
made to have him
by a committee ol

arrangements

were

invited

so

to

do

alleged non-partisan business men oi
Sect ions 6 to 19 inclusive, provide for
Chicago; but later he became doubtbequests.
personal
conhas
and
ful as to that plan,
given
To the superintendents of the Sun20.
siderable consideration to a project day schools of the Congregational and
t’nitarian societies of Ellsworth, whoever
suggested by a member of the cabinet, thev
decease. I
may be at the time of my
for the writing of a series of letters by give and
bequeath the sum of $25 to each,
but in trust nevertheless for the benefit
of the libraries of said schools, and I
direct that said money be expended for
books of history and biography and travel
but for no stories.
21. All the rest and residue of the reversion of my said estate I direct my executors to convert into money as soon as
may be, and to divide into forty-five equal
parts which I hereby give and bequeath
ed as follows, to wit:

himself and all the members of the cabinet, to be made public by those who
shall receive them, and to be used as
of
weapons against the silver phalanx
the party.

And

now

Englishmen

we

showing

are

something

about

the
race

A few American horses were
sent over to race there this year. The
first event in which one of them ap-

horses.

peared

•

came

off last

week,

and

[Here follow personal bequests.]
*

*

*

THK

*

*

*

CODICIL.

Parcher. of Trenton, in
I, Caroline"
Hancock and State of
the
county
Maine, make this codicil to my last will
heretofore made and published by meand
dated June first, a. d. 1S83. which will I
hereby ratify and confirm in all respects
save as the same may be changed by this
A.
of

the

American horse won. The “blawsted
Britishers’’ laughed at Jockey Simms'
monkey-like seat, and the papers
prophesied as how he would be left
standing still at the post. But when

flag fell,

little

■■

••

personal bequests.]
T*» George Part-tier, son of George
12.
A. Parcher. i give and bequeath the sum
wnicn perpetuates
of $500 for ins iiain*

and 11—all

It is er-Road Commissioner Holmei
The city fathers have cancellec
now.
the contract with Mr. Holmes, thui

personal

in the

will.
•

•

*

•

•

You

don’t
need

1

the

Duen a Smuggler.
dispatch from Boston, under

A

\pril

date

money

lv. says:

William J. Duen, claiming Hllsworth,
Me., as his home, wasarresed this afternoon bv a I’nited States deputy marshal
charged with smuggling phenacetine.
He was caught Wednesday evening while
He
visiting a north end drug store.
was arraigned before the I’nited States
in
and
held
afternoon
this
commissioner
f 1,000 for the Cnited States court. He
and having
pleaded guilty to importing
it in his possession, but not to the selling.
or
J.
Duen,
William
“Billy” Duen, as he
resided in Kllsworth
was known here,
about two years, doing business as an
He left here about two
insurance agent.

to

You
of

take

sorrow w

do.

buy
Furniture

from the burden
hen you give it something to

something
_

of

Makes Pure Blood. These three words tell
the whole story of the wonderful cures by
Hood's Sarsaparilla. It Is the best blood purl
fler and

spring medicine.

Hood’s Pills have won high praise for their
prompt and efficient yet easy action.—.4dr/.

A. W.

^tlrtical.

Cushman

The

and

A true

!

Copy.

Attest
Attest

sTATK OK MAIN

Son.

Spring
You

Tonic

can

one

get

evitable in thewinter months,
and which threaten health
when the habits of life change
under the warming sun of

spring.
A

"spring

is
bodies

cleaning”

as

on

ticipate it by thoroughly
cleaning the system.

the

to

put your bodily house in
thorough order. You can do
it easily, comfortably and
satisfactorily with

instalment

plan.
Watch

\v-

Notice of
At

Assign.. III,

Ellsworth

svy
1

1

,v

>Y0**.

tpp„ln,111„^~

in the county of

atd!'l«li"t''the

,OHrU’emh

Hancock .J
"f

March,

undersigned hereby
cpilE
his appointment
1

gives not.M
assignee ,.f h,'

as

late of Elmer E. D..rr, -f 1,|,
IV
of Hancock, insolvent
boon declared an insolvent upon
said Rimer R. Dorr, hv the court
0f insoi
vciicv for said county of Hancock.
• igo. j.
Stapponn,

dei.inr "who°Sn'

'petitionX

Assignee.

rpili;

i

Pi
gi'vin!

< AKI.TON

Mellows

April 10. 1896.

Ellsworth.

ZItJUrrt isnrtrnts.

i

TO THE

Granite

of

Shippers
Hancock County
AND VICINITY.
The

undersigned hn\ing opened

an

office

In KIlMvurth In connection with their Intor tlo tritnmrt{.,n of a
t*uranco
ircncrnl

Ship Brokerage
and niiikin^ till

I>U-1

Oranitc Bu»iii(iss
Hr-lre

are HUNT

«

nerteG

-penalty.

a

folirlt «»r«l«*r« tor any thing In till?

to

11m*.
(»ur t.irtilth

K.

s*

hamlhug thl- buslnes?

h>r

I a-** t

<

way. Eeiu.:

,,r

•.

c,..n

|

by

■

M KSSKN <.

K

ii(iiig-bi-tiiiict‘ r»■ i• ]• 11(»iif
with

arly all th«*

m

Malm*.

i-t

having
♦■graph

of tit**

I'liiK r

proa !

iv..

wtut-

fr»»m our "Mb',• t

Y*»rk, till**, with
think will enable

oi.r

ent

-1.ij

r-

Iri

Mver, amt
t.-l.-plioiio and tel
It..-ton and New
ot

pa-t * \poricm <* whamile y.turonler*

u- to

•‘•*!*full>.

It’S NOTH' K.

FKFH.HT,
If y..u nn ant a A l>s| I
kilo!, pit-a-t
ur IVM IUMt. of i\
w
will
«!•»
ami
>url*eatU»
give u- a rail,

MAINK.
IIohm k,
April 18, a. d. 1895.
six
epjus is to give notice that on .» the
warrant
teenth <1 av "( April a. d. 1*95,
1
the
court
out
of
tu
was
issued
m .,
of insolvency, for said county of Hancock,
Moran,
against the estate of Thomas F
of
said
Hancock,
in
of F.den.
county
on
debtor,
an
he
insolvent
to
adjudged
debtor, which petition was
petition of said sixteenth
"ii
the
April,
filed
day of
a. d.
1*95, to which date interest on claims
that the
is to he
payment of
anv
debts, and the delivery and transfer of
any property belonging to said debtor, to
him >-r for his use. and the delivery and
f anv
transfer
property by him are forbidden by law that a meeting of the credito prove their debts ami
saul
debtor,
tors «>f
choose one or more assignees of his estate,
will be held at a court of insolvency to he
holden at the probate court room in Bucksport, in said county of Hancock, on Wednesday, the eighth day of May, h. d. 1*95, at
eleven o'clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above
William FKNNrt.LV,
written.
Sheriff, as Messenger of the court of insolvency for said county of Hancock
STATK OF

lilea**e you
(

'orrCMIKIIulHIH'

Mili«ait<Ml.

GRANT & CUSHMAN,
BUY

YOUR

SPRING

MEDICINES
-AT-

BROS.

WOODWARD
DRUG

NEW

NOTICK OK KOHKCLONl UK
TIrHKRKAS, Kmma R. Smith and Hervey
Z. Smith, of Hancock. Hancock coun\X
ty, Maine, by their mortgage deed dated May
29. 1*93, and recorded in the Registry of Deeds
for Hancock county, Maine, in book 27*. page
25, conveyed to me, the undersigned .» certain lot or parcel of land situated in said
Hancock, ami bounded and described as follows, as wit: Being the homestead lot and
buildings thereon, of Jacob < urti*. and
bounded on the south by the Black lot, socalled, on the east by the Heath lot. on the
north by the Means McFarland lot. now or
formerly owned and occupied by Alfred
land formerly
Tracy, and on the west
g the part
owned by James Brown, exi
d being the
heretofore sold to R A Heath
same
tract of land
conveyed to the said
Kmma R. Smith by Jacob Curtis, bv deed
dated Oct. 15, 1884, and recorded in vol. 197,
page 403. of the Hancock Registry of Deeds,
to which deed and the record thereof reference is here made; and whereas, the condition
of said mortgage has been broken, and now
remains broken and unperformed, now therefore, by reason of the breach of the condition of said mortgage, I claim a foreclosure
thereof, and give this notice of my intention
to foreclose said
mortgage as required by

STORE

We have one uf the largest
Stocks of D.ngs, Chemicals, Patent Medicine- and
I'oilet Articles in Eastern
Maine.

Everything Fresh and New.

No Old Stork

W h

MARK

SI’K.I lAl.Tt

\

1

‘t

PHYSICIANS' PRESCRIPTIONS.

WOODWARD
43

BROTHERS,

Main St., Ellsworth. Me

statute.

Dated this 23d

day

of

d. 1*95.
April,
Gkokok A. Phillips.
a.

Opposite iUotton Clothing .Store.

■**•

BI T
l THERE’S
ONE WAY

J

J
J

J.

stock.^

t

E. F. ROBINSON,

!

Sperm!

NrOTI('E

SHOES—Having

___

ONE

for
our

advertisement

BARCAINS m
WALL PAPER.
just received a large lot of wall paper.
eml»raci»«; some of the latest patterns in
I

have

INGRAIN,
PARLOR,

next

CHAMBER
and

week.

which I shall sell
the

_________________

times.

! & SON.

prices

BATH-ROOM,
to compare with

......

800

Rolls

fit

S

1,000

Rolls

fit

8 1-22

A. W.

; CUSHMAN

at

2VTY

Curtains
IS

F.

o.

STOCK

and

ALSO

j

giTiTjmhlie

subscriber lion by
1 to all concerned, that he.has i„ n a
appointed, and has tak. n upon himself tk!
trust of un administrator of
the ostst,
Sarah M. F.ldri.lge. late „( Ellsworth
the county of Hancock, deceased, by
bond, a, the lavvdireets: he therefore
rc
quests all persons who are indebted to the
said deceased s estate, t.. nuke
immediat
payment, and the,, who have any demands
thereon to exhibit the same for
settlement

computed;

it

as
necessary for our
in our houses. You will never
have spring fever if you an-

This is the best time

iv

foreclosure®of6??
‘Of

Ellsworth, April 22, 1S96.

sv

j

which will the
most thoroughly and quickly
drive out of the blood the
accumulations that are in-

Is the

7 and,,/“‘,'3’)
i"g,ua|t«d
ll>'

same.

ourt "f Insolvency.
a-e of Candage Bros., of Bluehill,
In the
insolvent debtors.
t hat pursuant to un
■ 111
1*. t.<
gi\<- tiotu
f
o:rt the ref" r, ;; second m< « t
r.l.
1
u.g of the creditors of said insolvent debtors
held at Bucksport, in probate court
Wi.i I-I
:n
said countv, on Wednesday th*
r-M in
eighth -lay «.f May. a d. 1*95, at elevi n o’clock
for the purposes named in
in the forenoon,
chapter s< \« nt > of the revised statutes «f
said Stat« of Maine, with amendments thereof and additions thereto.
Attest: -('Has 1’ I Iiikh,
Register of said court.
■

s

Simeon York, did on Ihe 1st day of p„g
IS93, mortgage a certain lot of
in the city of Ellsworth, liauro.
being the homestead of the late 's’
York- a description of which may
in the Hancock Registry ..f Deeds'
D I'hatto, the same being hv
lo me on the 261 h .lav ,.| March
conditions of said mortgage
broken, I hereby claim a

>▼

n<

of

Sophia C.
E. York,

to°\* 11(1
him'con sis?11]
uiT'W
‘havin. g'*

ENNIN(iHAM, Judge,
< iias
E Donii, Register
('has. |*. |)ohk. Register.

f,

^

FORKCl7o8CRK>^*
widow
Dodge1 w,P?e°»
heirs*of XiU,W'

OF

Clara A,

WHEREAS,
York, and
York and Ahble

Notice of Petition for IMecherge.
STATE OK MAINE.
Hancock sm —Court of Insolvency.
In the case of (illbert K ( andage ami Irving
S. ( andage, as Individuals and a- ( andage
Mro»., Insolvent debtors.
< »TI( E i- hereby
given that a petition ha-,
of
on
thl- eleventh day
April, a d.
I
l*v:«, been presented to «ald couit for -aid
ami a*
Individualaeountv hv ( andage Hroof Han
co-partners, of Mluehlll. In the county
to
a full
la?
decreed
that
rock, praving
they may
under
di-charge front all their del-t- provable of
the
Statuteof
Revised
the
Chapter Seventy
state >t Maine’ with amendments thereto and
additions thereof, and upon -aid petition It 1ordered bv -aid court that a hearing be ha-1
at
Mucks
upon the’same W'fore -aid court
'Nisi
p..rt. In -aid county --f Hancock, on a
-I.
of
May.
ne-lay. the eighth day
ami
In
the
forenoon,
o’clock
at
eleven
jsuft,
that m-tloe thereof be published In the. Ells
worth American, a new-paper puldi-hed In
-all county of llaneock, once a week for
-lie-i'-slvc weeks, the last publication
tw..
of hear
he live day- U'forc the day
to
lug. and that all creditors who have proved
interested,
other
am!
may
their debt',
personapmnrnt -aid place and time and -how nnet
if an\ thev have, why u dlschai ge should not be
grat-'.e-l -aid debtors’aeronllng t-- the prayer of
their petition.
Atte-1 -« H\s I*. l>o it it. Register
f -aid court for-aid ••ounty --f Hancock

H

>

■

NOTICE

.STATE OK MAINE.
of Probate. April
.a rt
H a ncock,
term. a. d 1W«
I hat
Epon the foregoing petition. ordered,
said pflitioner gtv public notice to all pera
the
of
l.v
ausing
peticopy
sons inter*, -ted
tion, and this onler thereon, to be published
thru weeks successively in the Ellsworth
Vmeriean. a new-pamr printed or published
in Ellsworth, in said county, that they may
for said county, to
appear at a » ourt of probatt
he held at Hucksp. rt, on the second Wedneso'clock in the
ten
at
next,
<Uv «.f May
f..r» noon, to show cause, if any they have,
f
said
the
petitioner should not
why
prayer

granted

years ago.

name

lumiioii

Irgal Noticre.

To the Honorable, the Judge of the Probate
Court, in and for the county of Hancock.
1'RESPECTFULLY REPRESENTS Annie
Iv M
(irant. of Ellsworth, Maine, that
William W. (irant who last dwelt in Ellsworth, died on the 10th day of March, a. d. 189r>,
intestate, seized and possessed of personal
estate in said eountv. exceeding twenty dollars in aluc. which ought to he administered
whose
according to law, leaving a widow,
M. (.rant, petitioner, and as
natm i- Annioniv next of kin. the persons whose names,
residence and relationship are ns follows,
Martha It.
(irant. widow;
\nnie M
viz
(irant.
daughter. 12 years old; Oeorge
(irant. son. four voars old; that your petitioner is widow of said deceased, wherefore
be apvour petitioner prays that she may
pointed administratrix of saida.estate.
d. lWr>
Dated this fith da\ of April,
An NIK M (iKANT.
s».

my late beloved husband,
Parcher, to have and to hold
putting an end to the road contro Dr. George
the same to him, and his heirs and asversy, and avoiding possible expen
signs forever.
To each of the superintendents, to
sive investigation by a board of arbi
12.
wit, superintendents at the time of my
(
tration.
At present Alderman Eppei
decease, of the Sunday schools of the
His inspec
is in charge of the roads.
Catholic, Methodist and Baptist—to wit:
the Baptist society now on Pine streettion of the highways of the city ha,
I parishes and societies of Ellsworth as
shown him that he has his hands full j thev now exist, 1 give and bequeath the
and he is promptly at work repairinj : sum of $25 in money, in trust, to be used
and expended for their said schools, as
the
most dangerous
places. Mr directed
in section 20 of my said will,
...
ii»
Eppes has had previous experience o relative
tional Sunday schools.
three years at road building, so is in i
4
14. To the American peace society ol
tn work intellierentlv.
Boston, Mass., 1 give and bequeath the
in
sum of f-iOO
money.
1;
15. To the city of Ellsworth I give
Camden has taken a long stridi
r
of *100 in
sum
! and
the
bequeath
toward good roads, and has set ai 1 I
a
permoney, the same to constitute
to get a correct idea of the comis to he
example for other towns of the Pirn petual fund, thetoincome of which
pleteness of our stock and of the
the poor- >
The citizens voted t< I applied yearly of furnishing
Tree State.
said Ellsworth with
dollar-saving economies we offer
house and poor
with a
purchase a stone crusher for *550. Thi ! periodical literature, to wit. and
you. and that is by inspecting :
I
one
and provet 1 child’s paper, one magazine
machine has arrived
our
said city of Ellsto
Also
I
newspaper.
satisfactory on its first trial. Wi * worth for said poor-house one set of
walnut chamber furniture conpredict that Camden will save man; imitation
sisting of bedstead, bureau, three chairs,
times the cost of the machine in
’
j large rocker, one common spring-bed,
ELLSWORTH.
few years, and will be in a positioi ! one common mattress and a feather-bed.
W. W. Washburn, of China,
16.
To
to hold her head far above her siste I
Maine, 1 give and bequeath the sum
towns as she points with pride to he 1 of fldo, but in trust for the followRollers.
ling purposes, to wit: I direct that said
roads.
trustee expend said sum upon a monument to my late father, Ur. Alexander
to farmers and shippers of veal
Maine Outinya is the name of 1 Hatch, and* in erecting the same in the
mutton, lambs, poultry ana eggs: Yoi
can get the best prices by shipping to W. W
old burying-ground on the hill at the
new monthly, neatly printed in mag
I
head of'the pond in China, Maine. If HrDLQ.VG, 137 Early 8t., Providence, R. I.
azine form. The magazine is devotet
1
any balance shall remain unexpended
an<
I
to the hunting, fishing, yachting
direct that it be paid over to the cemetery
for Salt.
It
said
of
burying-ground.
association
athletic interests of the Pine Tre<
cause a
during
my life-time, I shall
lately fixed up the othe
It is published by the Maim
State.
monument to be erected as abovehalf of the store and made other im
to said I
this
in a larger stock o
then
and
laid
bequest
described,
provements,
Outing Co., at Portland.
Washburn trustee is to he null and void ;1 boots and shoes, I am prepared to furnisl
and stock goods
in
all
kinds
almost
samples
State
I
general hospita
To the Maine
17.
On page six of this issue may bi
Wilson's patent I buy all of my goods 25 per cent, less thai
I J give and bequeath my
others, therefore I can afford to sell less,
found a long communication fron 1 adjustable sick chair.
will quote a few lines: A good man’s sho
from *1.25 to *1.50; a nice one for *2.00. La
Oapt. E. A. Richardson, ofgthi | Sections 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 and 2 I dies’
shoes about the same prices. Misses’ 11
schooner “S. G Haskell,” which i
and 12s at *1.00; nice kid. Is and 2s, black am l
It's Astonishing
Genuine Dongola kids; a nic
tan, at *1.25.
particularly interesting at this time how Ilr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription acti Oxford from 75c. to *1.25: Misses’ Oxfords i:
Is and 2s; lls at 60c. in black; chil
u marvelous remedy
*1.15,
It’s
tans,
from
women.
as
it
does
war-disturbe<
t
nervous
upon
coming
No. 5 to 10L». 60c. to *1.0(
for nervous and general debility, Chorea, or »t i dren’s shoes from
before you buy. O.
Cuba.
Vitus’s Dance. Insomnia, or inability to sleep i Call and get my prices
lik<
and
Burnham.
or
“fits,”
every
spasms, convulsions,
u.
And now we read that the Indian * disorder.
farm of 75 acres with good building
Even in cases of iusamty resulting froir
within 6 miles of Ellsworth, fine lot c f
of
Indian Island, Oldtown. had ; functional derangements, tlie persistent use o: 100 acres within eight miles of Ellswortt
by restoring th<
the “Prescription” will,
One house and lot in Ellsworth, within thre
masquerade ball, and an India: 1 natural functions, generally effect a cure.
minutes'walk of post-offlre. For particular
from any chronu
women
suffering
r
For
dressed as "Uncle Sam” took firs
inquire of G. B. Stuakt, Ellsworth. Maine^
“female complaint” or weakness, for womei
1
th<
at
ARMS—Several good farms handy to th
prize. Surely, “the world do move.’ who are run-down or tooverworked;
womanhood; and
Creamery, and with plenty wood an
change from girlhood
t
in
later, at the critical “change of life ’—it is
pasturing. Easy terms. For particulars
builds
up
and
that
certainly
medicine
iu
safely
Auburn.
quire of A. C. Hagbrthy, Ellsworth.
Law Court
strengthens, regulates and cures.
roomi
Justice Peters and
Chief
Justice
TJOUSE-Two-story with L; ten
Send for a free pamphlet or remit 10 centi
M bath room and laundry; city water an
for a large book (168 pages) oi
Emery, Haskell, Whitehouse, Wiswel 1 rstamps) Diseases
garden
for
three
horses;
stable
large
furnace;
and how to cure them wltl
Woman’s
t
and Walton will sit at the May term o
pleasantly situated on high land. Apply
home treatment. Address World's Dispensary
C. H. Emery, Peters block, Ellsworth.
Medical Association. Buffalo, N. \
law court in Auburn.
1

Irgnl IToticw.

aWjfrtisnnnttB.

and

bequests,

In testimony whereof I hereunto set my
hand, and, in the presence of three
witnesses, declare this to be a codicil to
my last will this ninth day of October,
Caroline A. Parchek
a.’d. 1886.
On this ninth day of October a. d. 1886
Caroline A. Parcher of Trenton, Me.,
signed the foregoing instrument in our
to
presence, declaring it to be a codicil
her last will, and as witnesses thereof we
her
her request in
three do now at
presence and in the presence of each
other hereto subscribe our names.
Otis L. Collins,
,J. 11. Brimmer,
P. K. Holt.

instrument.

Sections 1 and|2 revoke certain personal
Simms was first
! bequests.
in
finish
and,
away, led from start to
3.
Whereas in section 4 of uiy said w ill
of $200 i:i money to ray
racing parlance, “won in a walk.” To I I give the sum
said exe'-ut '-* in trust to be expanded up“give the devil his due,” it may be on the cemetery lot of my late lather. Dr.
said that the Englishmen candidly Alexander daa-a, ! hereby revoke the
acknowledged that the American style 4H iI1 ♦
to any prevision which I
of riding “wasn’t so blooming bad,
1
an
have
my said w m: fur the persons
aftah all, don’t-cher-know.” And the nert.na.i* mentioned, m«d in addition
to ; u
nicies and bequests in my *aid
horse which won this race is, on thit
vi .1
v. devise and bequeath as fola
second-rate
called
.vit :
side of the pond,
low
1
[Here follow sections 4, 5. 6. 7. $, 9, 10
selling-plater.
the

for

•
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EVERY

provide
changes
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MRS. PARCHKR’S
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Window

Shades

COMPLETE.

COOMBS.

'city

81PKKME

fathers.

Business of the April Term Finished
Last Friday.
Hon. A. P. Wiswell, Presiding Justice.
John F. Knowlton, Clerk.
E. H. Clark, County Attorney.
William Fennelly, Sheriff.
James T. Cushman, Crier.

effected with
CONTRACTOR HOLMES.

ofttlement
road

fire

investigation

by

the FIRST
officers under
T„k MUNICIPAL
thk new law- two meetings

motion, appointed
The mayor,
such committee Aid. Eppes, Carlisle and

The business of the April term of the
supreme court of Hancock county was
finished last Friday. The term has been
very short.
The only trial on the criminal docket
was finished Wednesday.
This was the
case of Richard McPike, of Bar Harbor,
indicted by the grand jury for assault
with criminal intent. The principal witness for the prosecution was Miss Bessie
Clark, of Bar Harbor. I.. B. Deasy appeared for defendant and County Attorney Clark for the prosecution. The jury
was out but a short time and
returned
with a verdict of not guilty.
William Donovan, of Bucksport, who
pleaded guilty to the charge of cruelty to
animals, was fined f75 and costs.
Llewellyn P. Alley, the North Ellsworth wife beater, who was found guilty
of assault, at the October term of court,
and on whom sentence was suspended on
exceptions taken by his counsel, was
brought into court for sentence, counsel
having withdrawn exceptions. He was
sentenced to five months in the county

Brady.

jail.

OK THE BOARD.

|

held two meetThe board of aldermen
The most important
week.
last
was the settlement
business transacted
Uoscoe Holmes,
with Hoad Commissioner
end to the road conan
juje,

|

puts

which

Alderman Kppes

appointed
troversv.
road commissioner temporarily.
was
held
Thursday,
The first meeting
was

1

Present, Mayor Dutton, AlderIsKppes, Whiting, Carlisle, and Hrady,
Clerk Wyman.
The meeting was called primarily lor
Hoad Commisthe purpose of meeting
a view to effecting a
sioner Holmes, with
settlement. Mr. Holmes did not appear.

April

men

J

On motion it was
Voted, That a committee of three be
raised to meet Mr. Hoseoe Holmes, with
lull power to effect a settlement with him
and to discharge
as to his road contract,
and cancel tile contract, this committee
hoard
at
a meeting to be
the
to
to report
bold Saturday, April 20, at 1 p. til.
as

on

I

?

tire

clerk

Gott, with two boy companions, was
walking along the road when suddenly
they wer.1 startled by an “explosion,” as
they termed it. A moment afterward the
Gott boy felt a peculiar sensation in
his liand, and on looking at it was surprised to find two lingers nearly severed.

one

11

probably be destroyed.
F. Manning, of this city, who
was called on the case, is much mystified
as to the cause of the injuries.
He believes the most plausible theory yet ad
vanced is that some one discharged a
rifle, and the ball, striking a rock near
the boys, glanced off, the flattened bullet
severing the lingers and the small fragments of rock shattered by the bullet inflicting the injury to the eye and face.
Neither of the other boys received the

hati rday’h meeting.
board met Saturday pursuant to
adjournment. Mayor Dutton in the
chair; aldermen present, Messrs. Eppes,
Whiting, Carlisle and Brady, Clerk Wyman.

court at

at 4

p.

m.

The

The committee appointed with power
to effect a settlement with Hoad Commissioner Holmes reported that they had
succeeded in effecting a settlement, and
that by mutual agreement his contract
was

expire April 20,

to

at 6 p.

Japan had 1,864 miles of railroad,
one-half of it having been built during
the four years preceding. China, up to
date, has only about 100 miles, but the
initial prejudice against it is not so
In 1894

m.

which
ter.in of the agreement
signed by Mr. Holmes ami the committee, he receive.-* money due him lu
which

and

the

falls

due

committee

was

made

be-

the

agreement
committee representing
city, and Mr. Holmes, was confirmed.

accepted
tween

and

the

the

Voted, That the care of the highways
be placed in the hands of Alderman
Eppes until the next regular meeting of

Handy, Gouldsboro; Samuel
Castine; Charles A. Devereux, Bucksport; Catherine Tinker, Ellsworth; Sarah
M. Eldridge, Ellsworth;
George D.
Bowden, Orland; John S. Hancock, Orland; Meltiah J. Stinson, Swan’s Island.
Guardians appointed unto Frances C.
McGown, Ellsworth; Henrietta S. Buckminster, Deer Isle; Susie W. Stinson, et
als., Surry; Ellen S. Berry, et als., Eden;

The examination of witnesses to testify
the fire at the
in the investigation of
house of Edward White, Ellsworth Falls,
no suspicious
were
showed that there
circumstances connected with the origin
of the fire, and the clerk was instructed
to so report to the State insurance commissioner.

The meeting then adjourned.

Evangelistic Meetings.

There will be meetings at the Baptist
every evening this week except
A prayer service is held at
Saturday.
7.15 in the parlor of the church, while the
time of the mo.’e general meeting is 7.30.
Beside the a pooint men t for the evenings, attei tion is called to two others for
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday. On each of these days, from 9.30 to
10.30 ft. in., the pastor will t>c at nis no me
to meet any who are interested to become
Christian?, while at 2.30 p. m. there will
be a bible reading, conducted by Mr.
Wyman, in the vestry.
Those who attended the bible readings
of last week will certainly not need to be
urged to be present this week. If every
professed Christian in the city could
have attended these meetings, without a
shadow of doubt the individual Christians would have received a blessing, and
the church-life of the community would
have been strengthened and bettered.
The attendance at all of the services has
been good, as has also been the attention
and interest.
More sensationalism might
be the means of effecting larger surface
results.
Mr. Wyman commends himself
by conducting the meetings in such a
way that whatever the results they would
church

seem

only

While his

and
strong

permanent

sermons are

helpful.

and

help-

ful, those who have heard him sing in
these meetings, will have no difficulty in
believing that God has used Mr. Wyman’s gift of song to bless many.

#100 Iteward, #100.
The reader of this paper will be pleased to
learn that there is at least one dreaded disease
that science has been able to cure in all its
stages, and that Is Catarrh. Hall’s Catarrh Cure
Is the only
positive cure known to the medical
fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional
disease, requires a constitutional treatment.
Hall’s catarrh Cure Is taken internally, acting
directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of
the system, thereby destroying the foundation
of the disease, and giving the patient strength
by building up the constitution and assisting
nature In doing Its work. The proprietors have
so much faith in its curative powers, that they
offer One Hundred Dollars for any case that It
falls to cure. Mend for list of testimonials.
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo. O.
Address,
Cf'Sold by Druggists, 75c.

as

the

trumpetings

j

I

Accounts settled in estates of Elizabeth
Osgood, Ellsworth: C. P. Jordan, Ellsworth; Caroline L. Pomroy, Tremont;
Samuel E. Stubbs, Bucksport.
Accounts

|

of the

throne,

great importance.
An Ohio town has petitioned the postmaster-general to have its post-office
Various constructions
named “Trilby.”
It may be a
may be put on this conduct.
delicate intimation that this is a town
that “gets there with both feet,” or that
it wishes to pose as a model to all the
world.
But the application should be refused. Should such a name be sanctioned
by official authority, there is no knowing
to what extremes other Western fadists
might go. Decadents in the unripened
West might wish to rename their prosaic
Brownsvilles and Jonesburgs, and call
them “Dodo” or “Ibsen.” There would

tiled in the estates of Elsie

Noyes, minor, Boston; James M. Brown,
Harbor.
Settlement of account in Harvey Moore
estate continued.
Allowance made to widow in estates of
Bar

Roberts. Leach, Penobscot; Leander A.
Gray, Penobscot; William Buckminster,
Isle.

commissioners on claims,
estate of Elizabeth Annis, of Deer isle,
tiled.
Estate of Leander Gray, of Penobscot,
represented insolvent. Warrant issued
to Cyrus K. Bridges and Charles H. Perkins, commissioners.
Estate of Robert S. Leach, of Penobscot,
represented insolvent. Warrant issued to
Frank C. Miller and Cyrus K. Bridges,
commissioners.

Report

of

The world has never seen such marvellous cures accomplished by any
medicine but Hood's Sarsaparilla.
The secret of its success is that it is
the best blood purifier ever produced.
It is king over all forms of scrofula,
salt rheum and all other blood diseases.
It is the only medicine of which can
he said:
It CITIES by making pure,
rich red blood
Head these letters:

Saved

Her

port.

One

Eye

Is

la

Sarsaparilla
by Purified Blood.

Wonder

Another

Performed

by

Hood's Sarsaparilla.

My little girl Hazel is now four years
old. Two years ag she had the grip. After
recovery her eyes grew inflamed and supturated.
For over 7 months she had to
have her eyes bandaged and stay in a dark
room.
The family doctor and an oculist
did cv rything possible. Shu did not improve and even grew worse. At last after
six months he gave us the discouraging
opinion that the cornea of one eye was de>

stroyed
And Sight Entirely Cone.
That it was doubtful if she would ever be
able to see any ith the other, as the sight
was rapidly being destroyed in that also.

Port.
SAILED

and by the time she had finished taking
the first bottle we w’ere able to remove the
bandages and found that she could bear
the light and that the sight was returning,
much to our delight.
She took several
bottles and then was as well as ever. It is
now a year since, and her eyes

Do

be induced

not

to

Permanently

Are

Cured.
had no signs of
any further trouble and is in every respect
perfectly healthy. We have great faith in
W. H. ButterHood’s Sarsaparilla.”
field, 1496 Hastings St., Detroit, Mich.
She

can see

perfectly,

has

(ailed to afford much relief. A few modtha
ago I commenced taking Hood’s Sarsaparrilla and the trouble has entirely disappeared.” Mrs. H. W. Bushnell, Lyoa
Brook, Oxford, New York.
Blood Poison.
I became poisoned with ivy. It would
break out on me, spring and fall. I had
doctors but was not relieved. It would
break out into sorea and pimples on ms
and form scabs. If it had not been ford
neighbor recommending Hood’s Sarsaparilla to me I do not think I would be elWd
day I used two bottles last fall andthIM
to his spring and it has cured DM,*
Francis A. Payette, Mishawaka, lad-

Saturday, April
Emily, Lampson, Boston
Monday, April 22
Sch J. M. Kennedy, Moon, Kondout

Peculiar
To Itself

Insist upon

having Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

any other.

buy

BORN.

ARRIVED
Sch Forester,

:

J

Sch
Sell

A. 1*. Carr,

Tuesday, Apr 2-1
Arrival, Stewart, Brook!In
Nellie Grant, Dodge, Rondout

Domestic Ports.
Boston —Ar Apr 2»», whs Jas A Webster,
Deer Isle; Henry Chase, Hrooks\iIle; Princess
Mt
and Amy Knight, Orland; Lizzie Lee,
Desert; Elizabeth Foster, from t astlne; Norton,
and A. L. Green, Deer Isle
Sid Apr 20, sch John Dougin-, Sullivan and

I Philadelphia
!

April 15, to Mr. ami
daughter.
Marlavllle,
CARR-At
April 14. to Mr. and Mrs.
BYARD—At Deer Isle,
Mrs. .John A. Byard, a

Wakefield, Rockland
SAILED

1

_____

E A Staples and Electric
Ar Apr 21, whs
Flash, Orland; C M Walton, Sedgwick
Sid Apr 21, schs F F Hall, W T Emerson and
Timothy Field
Ar Apr 22, sells Jennie F
Willey, Bulger,
coastwise; S A Paine, Cameron, from I>oer Isle;
Susan N Pickering, Port Royal. S C
New Orleans—Sid Apr 10, bark Grace Lynwood, Boston
livannis—Ar Apr IS, sch Westerloo, from

Hodgdun

New Haven—Ar Apr 17, ach .Etna, Colllna,
New York
Salem—Sid Apr 19, tch Emma Green
Sl\l Apr 21, ach Fred C Iiolden
Pekth Amboy-Sid Apr 17, ach Webster

a son.

CHESTER—At Hancock, April 10, to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles K. Chester, a son.
COOMBS—At J*enobscot, April 14, to Mr. end
Mrs. Augustus Coombs, a daughter.
DEMYER—At Kastbrook, April 19, to Mr. and
Mrs. .John L. Demyer, a daughter.
GRINDLE—At Bluehill. April 21. to Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert 1). Grindle. a daughter.
JELLISON— At Hancock. April 1, to Mr. and
Mrs. W. W. Jellisun, a daughter.
KNIGHT—At Deer Isle, April 12, to Mr. and
Mrs. .John E. Knight, a son.
MARTIN—At Sullivan, April 15, to Mr. and
Mrs. William R. Martin, a daughter.
McCAULEY At Deer Isle. April 17, to Mr.
and Mrs. Floristlne McCauley, a son.
POWER—At Orland, April 20, to Mr. and Mrs.
Philip Power, a son.
WORKMAN—At Winter Harbor, April 15, to
Mr. and Mrs. Ira N. Workman, a daughter.
—

MARR1KI).
DYER—PETTENGl LL—At Sullivan, April lb,
by Rev. James A. Weed, Mrs. Salone Dyer to
Ozlas B. Pettengill, both of Hancock.
STINSON—THOMPSON—At Deer Isle, April
16. by Rev. .J. S. Richards, Miss Gertie L.
Stinson to A Men P. Thompson, both of Deer
Isle.

<£l)c King’s Daughters.

earnestly requested to
be present at the meeting of the circle
this (Thursday) evening.
All members

All friends having contributions of
needle work will kindly leave them at the
reading room or with members of the
circle before the first of May. Contributions of food and candy will be received
at the hall on the day of the fair.

Among the attractions at the “Bazar of
The Seasons” will be a choice line of
flower seeds offered for sale, and delicious
cooked food to help the busy housewives
during house-cleaning time. For the
children there will be May baskets and a
chance to have their fortunes told by a
veritable fortune-teller, and music for all
will be furnished by troubadours of ye
olden time.
The two fast friends had quarreled.
“My dear friend,” said one, “allow me to
tell you that you are a donkey.” “Well,”
responded the other, “will you kindly tell
because I’m your
me, am I a donkey
friend, or am I your friend because I’m a
1

ForetffH Peri*
Lisbon—Sid Mar .11, bark Auburndale,
Barbailoea
Adelaide—Sid Mar 7, bark Ouaway,
ley, Newcastle, N S W

Dow,
Tap-

Notes.
The hull and materials of wrecked ach Ma-

tilda, before reported, were sold by auction at
Green’s Landing, April 17.

PULMONINE
A Formula that

Cold
Without

or

East Bluehill, April 16, Miss
Carter, aged 22 years, 5 months, 5

Lenorai

days.
COOK-At Hancock, April 19, David M.Cook,
aged 30 years, 1 month.
BLAISDELL—At San Jose. Cal.. April 12,
Abide M., wife of R. H. Blaisdell, formerly
of Mllbrldge, aged 43 years, lodays.
BOWDEN—At Orland, April 22, Christopher C.
Bowden, aged 75 years, 4 months, 19 days.
GROVER—At Winter Harbor, April 16, Philip
Grover, aged 1 year, 11 days.
TREVETT—At Trenton, Aurll 21, II. S.Trevett,
aged 82 years, 6 mouths, 23 days.
r

HENCE

IT

the Stomach.
is

druggist.

CUSHING MEDICAL SUPPLY CO.,
580

Ills, Biliousness,
pleasant laxative.

Druggists.—Advt.

All

When

Baby

When sho

was

was a

sick, we gave her Castoria.
Child, she cried for Castoria.

Miss, she clung to Costoria.
Children, she gave them Caetoria,

When she became
When sho had

.-llll

pation
| book
go

pills for consti-

and

at your

25*.

Get the

druggist’s

and

rnora

than 6.000.000

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.

box*#.

Two

mm

rips

a

Week

to

Boston.

CARRIAGES
MADE and REPAIRED.
Competent

Workmen.

Prompt Attention.
Low Prices.

Wsahlngton Street, Boston.

S. L. LORD & CO.

TO BANGOR.

toflo

'aft

56jf2

BANGOR TO

BAR

HARBOR.

BANGOR.
Bangor, Ex. St.
Penobscot Junction.
Holden.
Egery’s Mill.

LakeHou-c.

Green Lake..
Brandi Pond.
Ellsworth Falls.
ELLSWORTH.
Franklin Road.

Hancock.!
Mt. Desert Ferry.
Sullivan.'
Sorrento.
BAR HARBOR.I

*>30

7 00 7 00

...

6 42
7 05
t7 08
t7 12
t7 22
+7 32
7 45
7 50
8 04
8 12
8 20
8 40
910
9 45

7 25 713
8 00 7 35

f8 05 f7'38
t8 15 f7 42
8 35 f7 52
fS50tS01
9

9
9
10
10
11
11
12

15 815
30 8 20
55 834
10 8 42
25 8 50
15
50.
25 *9 30

tStop on signal or notice to Conductor.
* Weather permitting ferry passage.
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line to and from Portland, Boston and St. John.
Passengers are requested to procure tickets
before entering the train, and especially Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.

Tickets for All Points So\ith and West
sale at the M. C. R. R. ticket office,
Ellsworth, C. F. GREENE, Agent.
PAYSON TUCKER,
Vice Pres, and Gen’l Manager.
F K. BOOTH BY, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Ag’t.
April 1, 1895.
__

Bluehill Moat Bo.
THU’S

PER

WEEK.

ON AND AFTER APRIL 8.

Steamship Company.

by it.
Annual salsa

HARBOR

HAH II ARBOR.
Sorrento. 400
430
Sullivan..
10 50 12 45 500
Mt. Desert Ferry.
Hancock. tl0 58| 1 00 5 10
Franklin Road. til (Hi 1 15 5 20
11 20 1 40 5 35
ELLSWORTH.
Ellsworth Falls. til 25 1 50 f540
Branch Pond. fll 37 t2 10 f553
Green Lake. fll 45 t2 30 $0£
Lake House. fll 53 f* 45 ftt 10
50 f*14
Kgerv’a Mills. fll
Holden. fll 59; 3 00 &17
12 17! 3 35 f6S6
Penobscot Junction.
Bangor, Ex. St.|.-•
BANGOR, M.C. 12 301 3 55! 6 30

TWO
BOSTON AND BANCOR

i »f

llAK

Spring Arrangement.

2&&rrtiaemrnta.

Beecham’s

Local Time Table—March 31, 1895.

on

Cures

Cough

-Upsetting"

1,1

Bills cure Liver
A
Indigestion, Headache.

Barnard, Bangor

Vinkyakd Haven—Ar Apr IS, ach Lanle
Cobb, Kelley, Edgewater for Bur Harbor
Si LLIVAN—Sid Apr 20, aeh St Croix, for Philadelphia

fire

Hood’s

CARTER—At

Maine Central Railroad.

[This department Is conducted by the Handin Hand circle of the King’s Daughters of Ellsworth. Headquarters at Rooms 1‘2 and 13 Manning Block, Main street. Ellsworth.]

donkey?”
I>IKI>.

Cured.

Purifies
The Blood

20

Sch

Baby Boy

A

I have used several bottles of Hood’d
Sarsaparilla for my little boy, three yea»
of age, who has been troubled with eczema
very badly. It has entirely cured him,
therefore I recommend it to all motheit
who have children suffering from eczema/*
Mrs. Peter A. Johnson, Cranbury Sta-

a
tion, New Jersey.
Salt Rheum Cured.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is sold by all drugThree winters ago salt rheum broke
out on my hands and became very trouble- gists. fl; six for |5. Prepared only bj
I saw several C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass. It poasome, making large sores.
doctors and tried various remedies, but all sesses curative powers

Hood’s
Sarsaparilla
The American prints more vital statistics-births, marriages and deaths
than all the other papers printed in the
it
county combined, and most of them its
prints from one to two weeks ahead of
contemporaries.

worth

We thought her doomed to permanent
blindness. She suffered intense pain and
kept her head buried in the pillows most
of the time. If light was admitted to the
room she would cry as if burned with a
hot iron. As she was badly run down we
thought before continuing the treatment
we would try to build
up her system and
renew’ her strength.
We began givingher
Hood’s Sarsaparilla. She began to

Improve Rapidly

Sight

Frederick S. Jordan, of
Mariaville; An Excellent Tonic. At the old stand of ROTOTE & CO*.
petition tiled for assignment, petitioner
South Street.
Head the following from Theodore L. Da\ is,
adjudged insolvent.
Esq.
Fred P. Sargent, Gouldsboro; petition
Woods Hull, Maas., March 20, 1895.
New an«l Second-hand Carriages
Cushing Medical Supply Co., Boston
tiled for assignment.
Pulmonlne cured me in one day
Gentlemen
in
For Sale.
Giles
F.
appointed assignee
Lynwood
sore
l
cold
and
throat
the
worst
of
and
estate of I^ewis J. Files, of Ellsworth. ever night
had. It is the best thing I ever saw for
Bond tiled and approved.
colds.
Yours,
AVo shall endeavor to sustain the reputation
Second meeting of creditors, in the case
THEODORE L. DAVIS.
of our predecessors for good work and fall
of George J. Cushing,of Eden, filed.
Send for our circular of testimonials, and prices.
Second meeting of creditors in the case
also for a free Baraple, or get it from your
of Candage Bros., of Bluehill, tiled.
Petiiton tiled for order of dividend in
of Charles E. W. Brown, of Bucks-

that

These letters tell of Wonderful Cures

COURT OF INSOLVENCY.

case

and

Hood’s

be nothing to prevent a town calling
itself a “Kreutzer Sonata,” and St. Paul
and
Minneapolis might desire to be
known as “The Heavenly Twins.”

Provlncetown
Charleston —Cld Apr 20, sch Nellie ColeBessie II. Gross Deer Isle.
l man, Ross, Port Antonio, Ja
Jacksonville—Cld
Apr 20, sch J B Holden,
returned
in
estates
of
Order of notice
Haskell. New York
John Kelley, Hancock; Osborne Earn ham,
Nkw Yokk—SM Apr 19, achs r rod Gower,
F A Magee, for Bucksport
Penobscot; Charles P. Bartlett, Sedg- forArCharleston;
Apr 20, sobs Lavolta, Whittaker, from
«!.</.!r
Sullivan; Li/.zle Cochrane, Kellev, St John,
N It
Petition presented by Annie M. Grant
Sid Apr IS. ach II T Townsend, Bar Harbor
Ar Apr 19, sell Eastern Oueen, I’ ro vide nee
for administration upon the estate of
CM Apr 17, acha Lizzie Heyer, Germantown,
William W. Grant, Ellsworth. Notice Ga; Norman, Sargent, Jacksonville
Sid Apr 21, ach Mary Augusta, Philadelphia
ordered returned May term.
Ar Apr 22, acha Kinina S Briggs, Hallowed;
Petition presented for administration Hazel Dell, Bluehlll
CId Apr 22, ach Lillian Woodruff, Hodgkins,
of
estates
Sophia Henry, Brooksville, l’ort hu Prince
upon
and Abigail Lampher, Bucksport.
Nkw London—Ar Apr 19, ach Glendy Burke,
Petition tiled for license to sell real South Amboy for Portland
Sid Apr 21, ach Glendy Burke, Watch Hill
estate in estates of Horace Davis, EllsPhiladelphia—cid'Apr 19, bark J W Drcsaer, Parker. St Jiuro
worth, Ellen F. Berry, minor, Eden.
Ar Apr 20, ach Julia S Bailey, Sprague, New
License granted to sell real estate in York
( Id Apr 22, brig Woodbury, Boston
estate of Elizabeth Annis, of Deer isle.
Newhi iu I'okt—Sid Apr IS, ach Then Dean,

Deer

Church Notes.
At the Methodist church next Sunday
morning the subject of the sermon by the
pastor will be “The Best Defence.” At the
“everybody’s” service in the evening the
subject of the pastor’s lecture will be
“Heaven.”
The topics of Mr. Wyman’s sermons
be “The
for Sunday, April 28, will
Disciple’s Cross” and “The Centre of
Gravity in the Moral Cniverse.” Services
at 10.30 a. m. and 7 p. m. with preparatory meetings for prayer at 10 a. m. and
6.45 p. m.

well

and her accession to the ranks of progress,
with Li-Hung Chang and Prince Kung at
their head, must be looked upon as of

Adams, j

the board.

Tin-

as

COl’RT.

Franklin.
Administration granted on estates of
Adelaide Kimball, Boston; Joseph W.

me

Today

as

Kl

By the

present month.
The report of

formerly, either m the court or
among the people. The empress dowager
has been won over to the side of the railways, and she is and has been a tremendous power there, shaping the whispers
violent

MARINE LIST.

Proceedings ut the April Term Insolvency Mutters.
The regular April term of the court of
probate and the court of insolvency was
held at Ellsworth last week. Following
is a summary of the proceedings:
William
Will admitted
to probate:
Spratt, Corinth.
Caroline
Wills presented for probate:
A. Parcher, Ellsworth; I^onard Jellison,

Public

I

and Nonsense.
“One of the average man’s greatcs’ mistakes,” said Uncle Eben, “am payin’ too
much ’tention ter de mistakes that comes
undah ’is notice in uddah people. Dah
ain’t no sense in getting ober and pullin’
up the weeds in an uddah man’s gyahden.”
News

Friday.

PROBATE

was

arrears,

noon

In the

slightest injury.

George I). Garland, of Ellsworth, libellant, vs. Helen C. Garland, for desertion.
A. F. Burnham for libellant.
Jabez Myrick, of Winter Harbor, libellant, vs. Alvina S. Myrick, for adultery,
A. W. King for libellant.
Susan E. Herrick, of Bluehill, libellant,
F.
vs. John J. Herrick, for non-support.
L. Mason for libellant.
Edith E. Hovey, of Gouldsboro, libellant, vs. William G. Hovey, for desertion.
Deasy & Higgins for libellant.
The traverse juries were discharged
Friday morning. Final adjournment of

Prominently

Dr. J.

Clark for libellant.

a

True Blood Purifier

eye will

in

asked if it would not be cheaper
Mr. Eppes said
gravel walk.
that, to lay a gravel walk over the ridge,
it would cost much more to grade, but
thought it possible and better to clear
the ditch and lay the walk beside the
would be
it
In some places
road.
necessary to lay a plank walk.
The board took a recess uutil Saturday

lay

only One

and.

eye.

When medical attendance was secured
examination showed that beside
the loss of two lingers, the eye was badly
injured, a cut extending in a downward
direction across the iris. His face was
specked with what appeared to be small
pieces of rock, and his coat was cut under one arm. The vision of the injured

been

Dutton

to

ONE

blit

careful

Iwi Kna.ii
till,
.nit ini.
already been confined in the county jail
tv
i..
! ten months, and the sentence just imSaturday afternoon.
Aid. Eppes, of the committee on side- posed will make the total term of his imwalks reported in relation to the side- prisonment fifteen months.
Naturalization papers were issued to
walk, on the shore road that it was in
rods Andrew L. Stafford, of Eden.
a very bail condition, and was for
DIVORCES DECREED.
so badly broken as to be impassable and
Divorce cases, as usual, occupied the
dangerous. The committee advised that
notices be posted
pending necessary closing days of the court. Divorces were
repairs, so that the city should not be decreed as follows:
Carrie Shaw, of Ellsworth, libellant, vs.
liable for damages. The committee estimated that it would cost in the neigh- Joseph W. Shaw, for desertion. Hale &
borhood of *l.r)0 to put the walk in Hamlin for libellant.
It was advised by
Lottie M. Crockett, of Ellsworth, libela suitable condition.
the committee to have the plank walk re- lant, vs. Elijah II. Crockett, for adultery.
moved pending repairs, ami the sidewalk (». P. Dutton for libellant.
Helen I). Scanks, of Eden, libellant, vs.
committee was so instructed.
Regarding repairs to be made, Mayor Edward Scanks, for adultery. E. S.
—

is

He did not know before that he was inSoon afterward he felt a pain in

instructed to summon witnesses

was

There

jured.

The assault for which Alley has twice
tried and found guilty was committed on the 25th of July last. The details of the brutal horse-whipping of his

having occurred in the city,
Which, under a law enacted by the last
legislature, required an investigation to
be made by the municipal officers, the
A

abbtrtfgtmrntg.

A Mysterious Accident.
An accident of a mysterious nature occurred at Somesville, near Hall Quarry,
last Sunday afternoon.
The thirteen-year-old son of Ambrose

COURT.

Commencing Thursday, April 4, 1895, steamer
“MT. DESERT,” dipt. W. C. Sawtelle, will
leave Bar Harbor (weather permitting) on Mon
days and Thursdays at 10 a. m., touching at
Southwest Harbor, Swan’s Island and Green’s
Landing, and connecting at Rockland with
For Sorrento, Wednessteamer for Boston.
days and Saturdays.

From
p.

Boston,

RETURNING
Tuesdays and

Fridays at 5

m.

Steamer JULIETTE, Capt. O. A. Crockett,
will leave Ellsworth every Monday and Thursday at 6 a. m. {stage from Hale’s stable), Surry
at 6.45, for Bluehill, Brooklln, Sedgwick, Doer
Isle, Sargentville, Castiuu, arriving in Rockland in season to connect with boats for Boston
direct.
RETURNING.
Will leave Rockland every Wednesday and
Saturday at 6 a. m., or on arrival of Boston
boats, for all above points, arriving in Ellsworth at about 6 p. m.
Through tickets to all points west sold on
board and baggage checked through.
O. A. CROCKETT, Manager.
G. W. HIGGINS, Agent.

AMERICAN IfOl'SE,
ELLSWORTH, ME.,
WILLIAM WEEKS, Proprietor.
Centrally located; within easy reach of the
station and the business part of the town.
•2.00 per day. Special rates to regular
boarders.

Rockland, touching at Intermediate
landings, Wednesdays and Saturdays at (about)
From

m., or upon arrival of steamer from Boston.
From Sorrento, Mondays and Thursdays at

b a.

8

a. rn.

E. S. J. MORSE, Agent, Bar Harbor.
CALVIN AUSTINS Gen’l Supt., Boston.
WILLIAM H. HILL,
President and General Manager, Boston.

Subscribe for The American

To solicit orders for Nursery Stock, Salary OT
Commission. Cash advanced for expenses, and
outfit free. Experience not essential. Active,
hard workingmen can make good pay. The best
of reference required.
The R. G. CHASE CO.,
Malden, Mass.

~~

wisdom isn't in it. Besides these things,
there are no two chances in this world so
under favorable
as the one,
near even
conditions, for a man to be considerable
grcd in a small place, and the other, for

Oorrfspcmtmirr.
ASH

«ir-Disturbed Cuba.
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you la-t from Cuba,
have drawn the sword and
d. n. W «• t-liei»for now
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Cuba. April 5.
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an
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to

an

rallx tell
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more

a; out

be

in

free

a

among them.

lack of arms and all other sinews of war,
is a weak bulwark to present against the
will of
power and the always arbitrary
insurgent* call themselves patriots.
It is no doubt natural for one to love the
1
place of his birth or early life, but yet
don't know as there is much in the raw
soil of any particular bit of land for one
the

laws

and

or a
country are
admired, supported or
Call up a throb of patriotism—but instead,
an entirely adverse sentiment-—then why
should one throb at all? Perhaps I was

not such

as can

a

hereto

virtuous,

1 would do if tired

vessel.

“1

were
on

would set j

by

one

put
a

as

to

Spanish

American

a! of:.

rap

anot

her

dangerous visitors; they naturally
object to any such affliction coming upon
them to mar their peace or disturb their
They had
well-developed indolence.
idea of the uncertain “right of
some
asylum," and asked if I would give them
of
protection in case of any sort
dangerous invasion. 1 would certainly

The

If

chance

are

Spain.

about.

a

and

sometimes.
Their greatest anxiety is from fear of
invasion by roving bands, more in the
order of bandits than insurgents. They
know that such bands, largely made up of
licentious negroes and the vilest whites,

people, unrecognized as belligerents by
their neighbor, the t’nited States, with a

patriotic
the rulership of

a

that, and accepted it without any disthe
regarding
questions
agreeable
optical strain, or even looking to see if
ray eyes freely work in opposite ways.
Perhaps they thought that sailors are
It would be convenient,
built that way.

day. There is no loyalty
Hut the simple wish of the

to be

in

around my body,
with one eye toward heaven ami the
American tiag and the other dow n on the
compass. I would keep her on t lit course
well, so long as
so long as there was
there was any course left!" They liked

ting

lu

weather by being on deck; but it i*
douitrui if a sojourner here can know
a;
re about the war than you do
muc.,
!t seem- to be breaking out all
honn
it is. v ler.wer the people dare to
over
break ou.. There is one thing about it
that i- quite clear, however cautious they
if the
may menu to be in their language,
wishes ui a very large majority of all the
>uld be carried out, Cuba would

people

hat

war

the contst.
(.):

saw

Hypothetical questions

v. .m

party

be “mighty small

be brave, wise,
beside being an
accepted representative of the l nited
of war.
i.:m
-..i.i'
government in
I

:t*i:

u-

«

to

great place.

of it* horrors in tin

iiianx

same man

place

so! At the tirst sound of alarm they
should tiy on board ami be all wrapped
in American Hags and
up separately
stowed away between decks. My star of
greatness had previously reached a good
working altitude: it now bounded nearly
do

be

built for a natural patriot, while no
doubt some are—some are born patriots
and some have patriotism thrust upon
them. 1 shall have to be classed with the

not

the zenith.

to

days later, on Sunday, the
tocsin sounded gently and a boat-load
latter- the meaner lot.
o? the very highest-toned people rushed
friad I unfortunately been born in
on
board for protection and—dinner.
two-thirds
about
I
became
Cuba, when
When we say the "very highest-toned
thought
tbat
my parent*
grown —so large
in any country of this kind, it
I should begin to wear clothes I would people"
deal
there are so very
means a great
in the night, and
have stolen awa\
in
Only

These were “away up
many tones.
They didn't ask fur the promised
wrapping, hut seemed to feel safe by

searched for the very meanest corner of
th^ United States to live m at nrsi, uiun
Then the other
I got more used to it.
third of me that should grow afterward
and be all native American, would be
densely charged with patriotism for that

<i.

merely being
dinner

are

insurgents by

nature—more

that

afloat.

They gut things
have

at

for

home

they
things they seemed to like but the sort
of hydrostatic principles of the dinner no
doubt seemed odd to them.
“Different ships, different rules.” is an
old salt water saying, and so in different
countries the manners of people are not
the same. In Spanish countries the people
are not used to cake, though they like it.
They will sometimes eat a piece at table
and on leaving take another piece in

country thrust upon me.
It is just possible that many of these

people

two

so

than patriots. They are no doubt badly
used. We know that it be so, but the
the comfort
many of them who have had
Of living in the United States for years
never having known a law here that they
were satisfied with or any flag that they
loved—why don’t they accept the United
States, not as an asylum, but as a home
and their country? There is room there

never

hand in a half sly way. and yet not very
slyly, but in more of an inconspicuous
It seems
and quietly unconscious way.
to be all right, and perhaps it is partly
meant as praise of the cake or possibly of
the whole dinner. My soul! how shock-

Some of these idle hours in tropical
are very trying, when one is too
sleepy to read and too wakeful to sleep:
but as one offset against idleness there
arc the tlies. or th<
tly. There arc not
;>• rhap- one to each
many in Cuba
! ut
that is
thousand of mankind
enough! Hea!on< can attend to a thousand people and keep them all angry. It
may be needlessly owning up to a sham.«

acts.

climes

appointed judge
municipal court at Calais.
Tln-niaa M. Bibber, a prominent lumber
dishrof Hast port, was found dead iii his
Heath resulted
bed Sunday morning.
\Y.

S
c

hesitation
t hat is. deal h to t he tly.
Apropos of rebellion, and wars, the
“Allianea,” and other matters, now is a
good time to think and to be glad;
glad that our own war ended as it did.
with a great and indivisible country that
all the nations and all the rebels of the

before

would

had been

hacks

ous

net

profits

same

to the

city.

perhaps gone
anything; in such
beyond justice,
as
cases, for instance,
demanding redress
for injuries and fatalities in the rows of
has

if

drunken sailors. And then there is that
fashion of natural-born rebels coming
citizen’s
to our shores and obtaining
papers, and then returning from whence
they came w ith their papers in one hand
and the torch of insurrection in the other.
The United States should punish rather
than protect such persons.

Visitors to Portland sometimes express
at 'lie barren appearance
of the house in which the |>oet Longfellow was born, corner of Hancock and
Fore streets, and at its commonplace
surrouiio i;gs, so different, all of it, :r< n
the ideal of the home of a great bard.
But at ore time this was as picturesque a
ouid be found .11 the hay.
point n<«
There whs h handsome
front yard, all
abloom, ;vb.eh was later absorbed by the

disappointment

for their burdensome and burning patriotism, though none for their possible
cravings for insurrection.
The honest American subject is proed our mothers would have been had we
Without further idle questions or usetected when his casecan he made known;
so w hen we were little chaps and
done
that
remains
less propositions, the fact
no matter who is president or who may
when we so often had just such a desire.
Cuba is full of rebels; and that word
which the be minister of state; that is the policy of
is
one
There
upon
point
(according to Webster) goes much
the government, and the demands of the
seem by nature to be far more
farther than insurgent, which latter Spanish
sure to enforce it.
polite than we, and that is in never seem- people are
name our newspapers give them. Spain
to see anything funny in the misShould I, in my legitimate pursuits, be
ing
but
she
crush
the
present uprising,
may
takes a foreigner makes in using or mis- imprisoned here, or elsewhere, without
cannot crush the spirit that is behind it,
They will help proper or law ful cause, as might happen,
Some
time, using their language.
nor lay the ghost for long.
him in every way they can—seeming say, from Bpeech, spite or suspicion—the |
in some way, she will have to give up |
almost ready to catch hold and twist his United States would, if need be, send a
Cuba or be more lenient, and she knows
into making tiie right sound— million
men and
spend ten thousand
not how to be so. She had better give it I tongue
with a face always as serious as though better lives than mine to secure my
no doubt
but
lose
her
to
crown,
than
ap
With
release and to insure my safety.
were assisting in a dangerous case of
it would be humiliating to lose this jewel they
i>ui we Eug’ish-speakers will this knowledge one may easily be brave,
from that crown—and Cuba might have surgery.
uorders of a and no one could resist the patriotism so
uurselves into in
been made the brightest instead of a iaugu
Richardson.
thrust upon him!
moderate accident by hear.ng an Honest
thorn.
violate ine rules of
When we arrived at this small place foreigner slightly
u.ha, or ai.iKe a false note in accent.
PROBLEMS ok thk card.
there was not another vessel in port, and sJ
I No Oo^oi he is often shocked by our
Alone and unaided, we here
no other now
thoughtless consideration in this matter. Wliat to Do With the Innocent but
represent the floating commerce of the
Had he “come over’’ when we did he
Perplexing Social Pasteboard.
earth, which, under the conditions, has
i could do quite as well.
to
be
of
considerable
reiuemb r, advises a very pracJust
responsibilproved
It was rather pleasant to have such nice tical writer in tho New York Commercial
ity. There is no fort, no navy, and almost
aboard, but at night despatches Advertiser, that your visiting card stands
|
no soldiers here at this time. The prin- refugees
Therefore treat It with respect,
for you.
were caret uiiy passed with the shore, and
cipal asaet is anxiety. The place is badly
and on general principles don't let it do
on being assured that thethreatened dansituated as well as defenceless, open and
had for the time passed away, tney anything that you yourself wouldn’t do
convenient for the landing of expeditions, ger
Do not write congratulations” or ‘'condoI
to return to their homes.
During
while the inland city of Sancti Espiritu moved
lence'1 on your card and send or leave It
a braceadmired
i
and
had
noticed
I
the
day
(the Holy Ghost) twenty miles away, is in
anywhere. Xf your card left formally does
let upon the ravishingly fat arm of one of
not mean enough—It stands for you and
aturbulent and uprisingcondition. That
if
it
and
had
the ladies,
sordidly thought
all you would have said in a call had you
is a,sanctified name for that mouldy old
the
arm
were but mine—the bracelet, not
seen the person for whom the card !• Incity, representing a district given up to
—I would settle down at home in easy tended, remember—then write a civil note.
the production of rum, sugar and rebelA great many married people have
and allow my wife to continue to
lion. It was settled on Columbus’ second luxury,
found out that it Is thought to be polite to !
her own wood and do all the other
cut
i
voyage, by his old bo’s’n.
send their visiting cards to people whose I
| hard work. As the lady passed out of
weoaing is announced, nut many uo Dot
It shock® me to use such language, out
ka
at'
hill
foitlishlv
I
yet know that these cards mean the same
these conditions do place the people here
came unclasped and, as bracelets will, it
as a call.
Therefore Mrs. Brown ;
thing
and
the
devil
the
most literally “between
dropped 'twixt ship and boat and went must put into Its neat little card envelope
deep sea.” They are nice people and they to the bottom of the bay. Her uuneeded one of her cards and two of Mr. Brown's.
claim to be loyal. We found them excited i
protection had cost her dearly; but she It la not au fait for her to call upon Mr
for two reasons, and quivering in both
Jones, but It Is polite for Mr. Brown to
I claimed uot to mind it at all. 1 ought not
ears—from the “Alliaoca” burlesque, and
call upon both Mr. and Mrs. Jones; hence
to question her honesty, but thought it
he sends two cards.
from the rumors and their fears of inI possible that her cheerfulness regarding
If Mrs. B goes In person to call upon
vasion. If they are truly loyal, one might
the accident might be more from politeMrs. J., and Mr. B. cannot go, then she
not readily see why they should be so
ness than from feeling.
leaves as tbs la departing from Mrs. J.'a
deeply interested in the former matter,
I enjoyed their visit of Tirana—, asyd two of her husband's caraa
except it might be a hope that Spain
Only an Intimate friend In making a
If
sympathized with all their fears.
would not have need to whip the United
another alarm is not soon sounded I am call should send up his name by word of
States just at this time; but, professions
mouth
servant.
Servants make bad
looking about for ways to raise one. work ofbynames that art unfamiliar to
of loyalty notwithstanding, one might
Such is only the common meanness ot
them. Moreover, supposing yon are Mr.
easily guess that they cherish a lively man!—to seek for
enjoyment and diver- Smith, perhaps the hostess wishes to know
desire that the United States might find
the
fc*ars
and
sion
distress
of
whether you are Smith the book agent or
through
;
cause to chastise Spain.
woman.
It is like him, but I wish I was Smith the society man whom she rather
the former
As a representative of
different from the average. And yet, in hopes Is thinking twice about her daughgovernment, I was diplomatically asked some cases, there are excuses to be made. ter.
what we will do about it. I laid down all There are some
Theoretically, If you make a call and
|
positions in life where one find the
people not at homo, you should
the fine points of international law and
cannot help having more time on hand
leave a card of Mrs. B. and a card of Miss
accepted usage regarding the rights of than he can make proper use of unless he
B., If she bo out In society, for every lady
ships at sea. and explained that the be very ingenious. Idleness, being the in the Jones family, including any lady
(
will
claim
that
the
United States
father of evil thoughts, must also be the who may be visiting them, also one of
“Allianca” was three miles and some
grandfather of all wrong and unmanly Mr. B. for oach one of the ladles and an
odd inches away from land when fired
But where the
extra one for Mr. Jones.
family includes several grownup daugh
upon, and that Spain will claim that the
XttnjrrtisnnrntB.
ters and an aunt or two and several sons
distance was several feet less than three
tho multiplication table is only a mild
miles; that both governments may hold
comparison to the arithmetical problem
to their respective claims, and settle the
that ensues.
matter in a dignifie-l way on that basis.
The long and short of It Is that even In
This remarkably dear (?
explanation
the best of society In this country the
was plainly ciisapp
mother and daughter leave a card apiece,
:ng to my auditors,
but they accepted
t as good authority
and two of the husband and father's—one
for tho ladles and ono for tho man of the
and unanswerable.
1

rramru

street, end coming up to this yard were
the bright waters of the cove. A man
who is familiar with the interior of the
house says it was originally quite elegant
in detail, very different from what the
exterior would lead one to expect to find.
American Cities a Century Ago.
When Washington was inaugurated,
Philadelphia, then the metropolis of the
country, had only about 42,000 people,
New York but 33,000, Boston 18,000, Balti13,000, and no other city anywhere
Even after the lapse of half
a century, during which New
York had
overtaken Philadelphia, so that in 1840 it
had 312,000 inhabitants to the latter city's
258.000, Baltimore aud New Orleans were
the only other places with more than
100,000 people, and except Boston, with
93.000, all of the few remaining cities fell
short of 50,000.
During the formative period of the new
nation, therefore, all but the merest fraction of its citizens lived in places of small
population, the local affairs of which
were easily administered through town
meeting or other such simple and generally honest machinery.
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But If Mrs. Jones has

a

visitor and the

REAL ESTATE
KINDS

AND

line of

our

MATTINGS.

WHITE and FANCY JOINTED,
JOINTLESS,
and COTTON WARPS.
Prices

from lO

cts.

upward.

LINOLEUMS.
We have this Season in!Linoleami,

Floor Cloths, two and four

yards wide,

16-4 Linoleums have never been shown in Ellsworth before. If
It will wear a lifeyou need a Floor Oil Cloth. Try Linolc
time. We shall still carry 4-4. 6-4 and 8-4 Cil Cloths from 25
to 40 cents per square

yard.

Carpeting*

wo

offer

ALL CARPET SUNDRIES,
-\\ |)-

SMYRNA

RUGS,

JAPANESE RUGS,

THREAD,
MOQUETTE RUGS,

STAIR

RINDING,

LINEN STAIR

CARPET LININGS.
BRUSSELS SAMPLES

OILS,

WILTON RUGS,

CARPET SWEEPERS.
TAPESTRY SAMPLES,
EXTRA SUPER SAMPLES.

COVERS,

havr. taken eaperlnl

rare In ertailng our design. ami
olurli.gr f..r the ruining
ami the furor with whleh our *|«-rtal hrauil—Kernbrook K\tra
>ui.or-haa
lu-en reoelved hv the trade, tut, warranted our
In t-xcess of the
purchasing

-enton,

large!..

l‘*'t We respectfully sugge-t thtil II Ibuying.

We

the

voted

your Interest

to see

our

good, tiefore

having Rooms de- I
Carpets and Wall Paper.

Dealers in Ellsworth

only
exclusively

are

to

to the Sale of

WHITING BROS..
no: your ears do
NOT DECEIVE YOU
W hen you hear

Suits

ren's

Men's

Clothing

unrivalled

are

Don't

in

range

from

price

We also claim that

upwards.
in

say that Our Child-

us

forget

in

to

51.25

prices
Furnishings, etc.,

and

our

Ellsworth.
see

our

“Gaiety

Girl"

Hat.

OWZEUST
No. S

C.

It.

FURNITURE

IB'SriRItT,

Water St.

FOSTER,
DEALER
ANI>

DIRECTOR.

Flowers

furnished,

and

32 Main

at

all

Seasons.

SUPPLIES.

Street,

Ellsworth.

Clover Ointment.

—

Mass., says:

ter,

OFFICE,

Peters’ lllock, Ellsworth.

liiii
is the only
permanent

sure
cure

“Have
bet*.'i a -sufferer lor over
4
year., with kidney trouble
and w -akness. Could get no
relief from doctors. Clover
Bitters cured me, and I
think it valuable medicine."

and Soothing,
Perfectly Safe and Harmless,

Healing

For Scrofulous

Sores,

Eczema,

Salt Rh»um,

Vnun.Vm’

Chdlrlaln., Bra.*.,

etc

It HAS NO EQUAL.

and
for

all kinds of

RHEUMATISM,
LUMBACO,

Children Cry
Pitcher’s Castoria.

in calling your attention to

CHINA AND JAPAN

30

for the visitor and also one of Mr. B. ’s for
her.

for

MANHATTAN'S I'Move
a>

j

DESCHIITION.

COUT and

aro

pleasure

FAX1TTSHRS’

paying a party call In honor
of tho guest they must each leave a card
Browns

We take

AND

ALL

....

FUNERAL

Fan Property, TiierM,

OF

close second.

a

IN

j

family.

ELLS

3Wmrti#nnrnt8.

DKALEB

Tapestry,

EX

In the lower grades we show
LINENS and HEMPS.

-1--

C. H. EMERY,

OF

KIDDERMINSTERS will
Leading Ingrain Carpets tlii> season, with I.O\V

10,000.

|

During a tireaomtJy long life of wandering and leaning up against strange
J have learned
corners in cynical moods,
to be d rend fully brave when there is no
possible danger in sight. At the same
school, and by observation, I have also
learned that there is no knowledge that
takes so well with most people as the
pretense of knowledge; real deep, honest

our

Do you know that one-twelfth of one
per cent, of the population of the United
State# own and control more than threefifth# of all its wealth?

I

|

FERN BROOKS ami

more
near

LINE

Brussels and

In addition to regular

Travellers in western Maine just now
have to be equipped for sudden elimges
in the method of covering the ground.
When the regular mountain dhision
train left Portland last Tuesday ne.rning
The line a as
it carried two boats along.
afloat just below Bridgton junct ion. and
the Maine Central people prepared to
meet water there and cro.-s it with j»a.ssengers and freight.

private fish pond?
government

1893.
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AT LOWER PRICES THAN EVER.

Tuesday morning,

since

FULL

Moipiette,

and

story in fav.tr of
municipal ownership of water supply
that is told by other Maine cities. The
city water system was introduced ghteen years ago. and the yearly revenue Ins
steadily increased from a 1 i111 *• ever ?7 0
T1
in 1>77 to #7)3,4<V> the past voir.
turnings of the plant in eighteen y».rs
ha\t been nearly f*»lb,000 giving g» n< r-

only when jusUe*- and the facts of
She gave up Slidell
the case demand it.
and Mason with an apology, not so mueii
because she was too busy to quarrel w it h
England at that time, but from the fact
that we had no right whatever to take
them in the way it was done. Great men
have argued that Retiring sea is ours, but
why not as well claim the Gulf of Mexico
Our

missing

Bangor tells the

down

as a

A

his family supposing him to be on a visit
Trouble over t lie
in
Massachusetts.
settlement of a small claim against his
mother’s estate is assigned as the cause
for suicide.

government
never

Sweeney
on

The body of Gideon Spearing, a Benton
farmer, was found on a pile of potatoes in
his cellar Sunday morning. He had committed suicide by shooting.
Spearing

any one; our present fearcould not possess, and our
anxiety might he as great ns that of
others.
Instead of this picture of weakness, we
have a government that can and will protect its own. All the civilized and halfcivilized people of the earth know that to
be so. When there comes up any question
of international dispute, many of our
people become dreadfully excited and
She

Com-

long voyage to the other side of the
world.
Taking the reported latitude and
longitude he found, much to his surprise,
that she was in the middle of the desert
of Sahara. Sad ease of type mixing.

to

our

Bangor

much water.

charges of
forgery, and Patsey Fortier, of Jay, who
a
term for liquor selling,
was serving
escaped from the jail at Farmington
Thursday. Sweeney and Fortier were
captured at Fust is Saturday.
A Maine shipowner the other day saw
She was bound on a
his vessel reported.

we

a!wavs “hackind »\vn."

saw so

Three prisoners, Frank
Fred I/ike, held for trial

What chance would we wanderers now
have of safety! We could be fired at and
abused; our flag would not protect us
either at sea or in port; w e could not offer

thirsty, screaming about

S E A SON

—

a

mercial.

belong to some small government w hose
good-will would not be prized, whose
enmity or protests might with impunity
be scorned by rebels, by nations and by
all the weak governments of the world.

lessness

I SO.',.

unm

The farm buildings of Benj. M. JohnBrunswick, were burned Friday
night, with six horses, ten tons of hay
and farm implements. Partially insured.
Ned
Over in Lewiston they say that
Murphy, the blue-ribbon worker, is responsible for the flood. Lewiston never

possibly only Maine.

protection

BROTHERS.

son.

earth either esteem or fear. A precedent
of the right to secession once established,
ami no one could foresee what the end
would be. Certainly the so-called “Silver
States” would have made their adieus
We might now have the
two years ago.
whole of New England for a nation, and
that State

Davis,
it ted

mas
e

1
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WHITING

lumber surveyor of
Stnmlish
suicide nt
had
lit;ay. by shooting himself.
: Dined of severe headaches.

T...
>.

would, without any
whatsoever, choose death!

we

J. Fowler has been

from heart trouble.

had temper on my part. I nr. a; an>
t hat 1 could have t he choice bet >v. u
death and the continued annoyance of

But at the best,

News,

«>f the

fully

persevering tly.

\Yliinmvlngs «»f
Novelty and Nonsense.

Meek's

One

t .me

one

3t>brrt(«cmmtc.

KITTKRY TO CARI1MH’.

A book will be
sent free to those
sending their address to

CJlHIEb^MAB^firfi^OOj^PittsburK^a.

F. W.

MtNTOtop, Agent

ii unting’s Circu.,

,ays:—

“Clover Bitters has made
me

feel like

F

like

it

and
seven

a

new

man.

lwrse, sleep well,
have gained twentya

pounds

in 3 weeks.”

C. W. Johnson, ol " althan), Mass., says: “Have
used Clover Bitters for
Dyspepsia, and it has cured
me.

the

It is worth ten time,

price

For aale

you

charge.”

by all Druggist*-

j

the subject. For one thing, he
thinks it perfectly proper to hunt deer
with dogs in certain parts of the State,
provided there is a proper restriction on
the amount of game which can be killed.
It is really more humane than still hunting, he thinks, because you don’t wound
so many to go off in the woods to die.
There are of course rigid restrictions now
on the amount of
game allowed to each
person, and the new law will make the
number of animals still smaller -allowing but one moose, one caribou, and two
deer to each hunter.
As a matter of fact, Mr. Darling says,
big game is generally on the increase in
Maine, with the possible exception of
caribou, which is not being shot off, but
seems to bo moving out of the State into
Canada. It is n restless, roving animal,
and Mr. Darling can remember once before, when he was a small boy, when il
left the country entirely and didn’t re-
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MOST FAMOUS GUIDE
MAINE WILDERNESS.
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THE

the condition of
talk about
in the pine
the bio oame

tree state.
’.From the

I
\

tall,

Springfield Republican.]

powerful-looking

in'the

man,

with

n

alight bend in
and a face with pleasant gray
winter apples
and eheeks like
vc„
Darling, of Nickatous, the
that’s "Jock"
You'd think at
guide.
famous Maine
lie wears a light
in' whs a Texan,
op
the knees,

shoulder*,

first

a

moustache

1ms

.leuch hat, his long
on each side, and
kind of cowboy droop
around his store clothes in the
he carries
of half-hearted concession to
same spirit
civilization as our Western third
an effete
a

turn for thirty years.
Deer, however, are
growing constantly more plenty, while
there are twenty times more moose than
twenty years ago. Home thirty years ago
the moose were nearly exterminate
by
the Canada Indians, who came over the
line to got their hides for moccasins. Mr.
Darling was hunting them himself at the
time for the city markets, and when he
saw what was going on he took a hand in

COUSillH.

last
Ue dropped into Springfield early
down to New York
week, on his way
has
the various friends he
to visit
later in the week he stopped
and
here,
home. He said the
again on the way
his legs were as sore as
front muscles of
and
boils, from bumping up stairways
and he
planking along stone pavements, woods
wanted to get up into the Maine
He will be
rested up.
again and get
in May to atback again to New York
in Maditend the sportsman's congress
and you really ought
son Square Harden,
hear him tell about the
logo down and
there aren't six
Maine woods, because
know so much about
men alive who
over the
them. He has been travelling
he was first
state since the time when
able to drag an old flintlock into the
woods until now that, in spite of his

the game. One winter he killed 100 himself, but that was a small number compared with those slaughtered by the Indians. Mr. Darling says that he has seen
bands of thirty Indian hunters come in
each take at least thirty
together,
In a little
moose hides out with them.
while this about cleaned the big animals
out, so it did not pay the Indians to
come over any longer, and the moose got
a rest, which they have been improving
The trapping business is,
ever since.
however, about played out, as most of the
fur-bearing animals have been killed off.
For the future, with proper game laws,
Mr. Darling thinks there is hope for
Maine as a game country. The owners of
and

black hair, he has a grandson old enough
woods. During his
to be a guide in the
life he has killed 1,000 moose, some 1,500
caribou and
deer, and several hundred
bear.
was

born

thirty-live

mues

He

on

a

iiutm

backwoods farm
ui

the

ana*

timber lands

see

that the young trees

it only until,

Some Stories of Put.
delightful fellow when he is
natural. The curious things the Irishmen say, and which are called
bulls, have
excited a great deal of merriment in the
The
of
the bull
world.
latest instance
that we have encountered is the will of a
deceased resident of Dublin, which reads
“1 give and bequeath to my
as follows:
beloved wife, Bridget, the whole of my
property, without reserve; and to my
eldest son Patrick, one-half of the remainder; and to Dennis, my youngest
son, the rest. If anything is left it may
go, together with the old cart without
wheels, to my sincere and affectionate
friend, Terence McCarthy, in sweet Ireland.”
Another amusing hull was that of a
certain Paddy Murphy, who, with a num-

ISLE SAILORS.

Pat is

Crew Selected to Sail the Cup
Defender.
Last Thursday morning the Deer Isle
sailor boys who were chosen by Capt.
HankHaffto sail this season’s American
cup defender to win, left for New York.
They nre a splendid set of men, representative Yankees, and will be a credit to
the country and to the State of their
birt h. They are as follows:

| Tlic

Rollins Staples, 31 years old, weight
about 170, height 5 feet 6.
John T. Staples, 26 years, 5 feet 8, 175

pounds.

Samuel Bray, 26 years, 5 feet 7, 170
pounds.
George L. Hardy, 31 years, 5 feet 7, 170
pounds.
Henry W. Gray, 33 years, 5 feet 6, 160
pounds.
G. K. Green, 22 years, 5 feet 9, 150
pounds.
E. C. Haskell, 26 years, 5 feet 8, 175
pounds.
Walter Eaton, 19 years, 5 feet 7, 160
pounds.
Chas. II. Scott, 32 years, 5 feet 6, 170
pounds.
John T. Marshal, 30 years, 5 feet 6, 150
pounds.
William Scott, 36 years, 5 feet 7, 165
pounds.
Bently Barbour, 23 years, 5 feet 8V&, 190
pounds.
Irving Barbour, 23 years, 5 feet 8, 180
pounds.
Herbert Bray, 21 years, 5 feet 8, 150
pounds.
W. W. Horton, 26 years, 5 feet 9, 175
pounds.
H. l\ Davis, 40 years, 5feet 7,205pounds.
George Stinson, 32 years, 5 feet 6, 165
pounds.
George Conant, 36 years, 5 feet 7, 180
pounds.
W. C. Pickering, 32 years, 5 feet 10, 157
pounds.
R. L. Fitield, 24 years, 5 feet 9, 155
pounds.
John Pressey, 27 years, 5 feet 9, 170
pounds.
James Robbins, 22 years, 5 feet 7, 185
pounds.
E. C. Hamblin. 30 years, 5 feet 9, 170
pounds.
F. B. McCauley, 26 years, 5 feet 8, 170
pounds.
Leslie Stinson, 28 years, 5 feet 7, 160
pounds.
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in the woods at night and nearly
It is
frozen to death before morning.
particularly chilly, he says, to spend the
night in the snow after chasing a deer all
day and having gotten your clotheH full of
what they call in Maine “sweat.”
out

take women boarders;as well as
men.
You will have to go well up on the
and get off at
new Aroostook railroad
Crystal, the ride from there to the camp
being twenty-live miles.
But “Jock” Darling’s whole reputation
He is a
as a guide.
was not obtained
recognised authority on the Maine woods.
He was chosen, with one other man, to
select the State’s exhibit of game at the
he

can

But, after all, Mr. Darling really does
more in the line of chastening the imagination of others than in exjmnding
his own. For instance, you would naturally think from what you read in your
family "magazine of fireside horrors” that
it was worth your life to tackle a moose
in the woods, but Mr. Darling says that
out of the 1,000 be has killed only one was
coming toward him, while bears will
make every possible effort to avoid you.
A deer yard, it seems, is another popular
fallacy. The public has an idea that a lot
of helpless animals stand herded in a
small space, which they have trodden
down in the deep snow, waiting to be

World’s fair, and in the end did all the
selecting himself; he writes articles to
the sporting papers, and he has something to aay about the making of the
State game laws, or he knows the reason
why. He is a warden himself, but he
isn’t satisfled with the present arrangeHe aays the laws up to
ment of things.
date have been made by a lot of citychaps who know nothing about it,
and thinks the present wardens are
picked out indiscriminately from “the

As

matter of

fact,

yard

slaughtered.
is merely a piece of woods where the
animals are feeding, and may be a mile
Birusp.

Ollli

a

nnviuri

jwj/mni

a

without even a plank to get
ashore on. After the others had told
what they would do, Paddy’s turn came.
“You’re a selfish lot,” he said. “Ye’d
all he afther savin’ yoursilves an’ not
savin' any of the others. Oi’d do it different.
Oi’d ah w ini ashore an’ save
miself first, an’ thin oi’d shwim out again
and

uriui'iuii,

nnurfiffnl

K.. ♦

who takes an occasional meal of
venison and fish out of season to keep
him from starving.
Mr. Darling believes a good force of
wardens will go far toward securing a
proper protection of the game interests,
but in addition has many ideas of his
man

of them cool, he says, in the
big game, but the more
common practice is to get the end of the
muzzle in line with a deer and blaze away
into the atmosphere, without anj' special
regard as to how the barrel is pointed.
has

seen

presence

Kastport’s

xttmrrttsnnrntg.

Haunted

House.

The Eastport Sentinel asks: “Has Easta house that is infested with spooks
and goblins or not? Every little while
the city becomes agog over some new'
installment to the old weird romance
connected with a certain old house on the
outskirts of the city, which certainly
loses nothing of its flavor as the years go

port

by.
“The latest addition to the sensation is
the most romantic yet; before it was
only noises, footsteps, and the opening
and shutting of doors and windows by
invisible hands, but now a recent inhabitant comes forward and says that he
Some
has really seen a spook there.
eighteen or twenty families, it is said,
have moved|into it within the past few
months, but in a very short time quitted
it, some remaining under its roof but a

single night.
“Is it but the fancy of an overwrought
imagination, or is there really any
foundation for the uncanny reports nowin circulation? If so, why is it not in-

ABSOLUTELY PURE
THE OLD RELIABLE

SWEET CAPORAL

vestigated?
“We have but little confidence in the
afloat; an old house is often full
of unnatural noises; and a house lilkd
with rats, as this one is said to be, will
often very easily pass for a ‘haunted
house,’ especially to the superstitious
rumors

CIGARETTE
Hu (toad the Tut «l Tine
MORE SOLD THAN ALL OTHER
BRANDS COMBINED
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Tho work done by the medical
profession of America is vast and
valuable. Few physicians are able
to cover tho entire field of practice, but select special departments
in which to become proficient. It
was left to independent discovery
to produce a remedy especially for
the nervous system and diseases of
tlio heart, and so efficient has this
discovery proved to be in the past
that it is acknowledged by the
medical profession to be a sovereign remedy for these troubles.
It is needless to say this remedy is
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Dr. Swan’s Nerve
»"i Blood Tonic.

^A

It

Few realize its purity and power.
It cures palpitation, or fluttering r
<,f tiie heart, nervousness, sleeplessness, dizziness and all disorders a
of the nervous system. It enriches W
the blood and leads you back to
health. While you are taking this a
medicine you can consider yourself r
under the personal care of Dr.
Swan and can consult him either a
iii person or by letter free of charge, r
Wo enclose a Dank Check with p
every bottle, on: Giv..ha.vtke that a
tliis medicine will do all we claim r
Full pints, §1. All Dealers.
or it.

^

States medical
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Westbrook, tie

Co.,

^

Tea Pills anteed to ^
^ Dr. Swan’s
form of Nervous and Sick A
w

on re

every
Headache.

^

They break up colds,

jjc.

f

1
Incontestable. I

|| Facts
1
[y

Dyspepsia esists.
Dyspepsia causes suffering.
Dyspepsia can be cured.

tec

“

>■<5

“

L. F.” will do it.

L. P." Medicine, 35e.

a
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L. F.” does it.
“

so
2*

L. F.” has done it.
“

g

bottle.
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(The True “L. F." Atwood's Bitters.)

•,

C\S

ImJ

Indapo
. well

this side.
The “Ailaa’a” mast ia 95 feet long, boon:
hollow, 95, gaff 48, bowsprit 32, and hei
total sail area 13,000 feet.

on

Till CBEAT

Paresis,Sleeplessness, Nightly Emis•ions, etc., caused by past abuses, gives rigor and Mte
to shrunken organs, and quickly nut surely restore*
Lost Muuhood in <'d or young. Easily earned in vest
*
pocket. Price #1.00 ft park age. Six for #5.0* with
written cuur nutee to eiire or money refunded. Don't
but/an iviiti’tion, but insist on having JNDAPO, If
your druggist hab not got it. we will send it prepaid.
Oriental Medical Co., Props., Chicago. 1U., •ranrai”'*
Sf^LD by S. D. Wiggin, Apothecary, Main Street,
ELLSWORTH. ME., aud other Leading Drug*
■

eists
General #r local a _ „«♦« C7K
9*0
Ladle* or g-nt*.
lb.
a week Kselualve term rv
Kagbi IMahMather. *'ain--..n I,
minute
in
one
aiah-n for a family
Wuhr*. rm*«* and drle# th- iu
Y*'U
without wetting the hand*
»
push the button, the machine
the re«t. (Irlcht. polWhed 'll«he«
and cheerful wive*. No »>a
elmmi.*.
kflnfter* noiollvdbaadaer
’N broken ili'hea.oo mu*». t. *,>.
-durable, warranted. Olreular.fr. ♦
Clerh »o. it Cwlanabu*. «h

Headache.

My Powders have been sold foi
the past five years, and have
not failed in a single instance
Relief in fifteen minutes. ]
warrant them or refund the
Twelve powders ir
money.
box for 25 cts.
you wil

Sick Head-

NO CURE, NO PAY.

Wiggin, Druggist

No. 1 Main St..

IT. p. UABRIKON it CO..

IWORMSl
I

Children or Adult*. The safest and
effectual remedy made 1*

Ellswohtii.

moat

I
I

ELIXIRl
/TRUE’S PIN WORM everywhere

II n

For_Nervous
ache and Neuralgia.
or

S. 1).

I

tin
once

Kerry,

To the Honorable Judge of
county of Hancock.

PURSUANT to a license from the Hon.
Judge of Probate for the county of Hancock. I shall sell at public auction, on the
thirteenth day of May, a. d. 1895, at ten o’clock
in the forenoon on the premises, all the right,
title and interest which John Vansaw, late of
Gouldsboro, in said county, deceased, had in
and to the following described real estate,
viz.: Two lots of land situated in said town of
Gouldsboro, bounded as follows:
First. A certain lot or parcel of land situated in Prospect Harbor, in the town of
Gouldsboro, and bounded and described as
follows, to wit: Beginning at the nortnwesterly corner of Charles Vansaw’s home lot in
the centre of town road and running thence
northerly by the town road to Charles Vansaw’s pasture lot; thence northeasterly by said
line of pasture lot to the stream; thence by
said stream southerly to land of Prospect
Harbor Ice Company; thence southerly and
westerly by line of said Ice Company to the
northeasterly corner of aforesaid Charles
Vansaw’s home lot: thence westerly by north
line of said Charles Vansaw’s lotto place of

I

beginning, containing forty acres, more or
less, with buildings thereon
Second. A certain lot or parcel of land situated in Gouldsboro, and bounded and described as follows: Beginning at the southeast corner of land owned by Freeland RosePond road, and
brooks bordering on the
known as the Vansaw lot- thence running
westerly by said Rosebrooks’ lot to land of
Frank Noyes; thence southerly by said Noyes
lot

subscriber

lllC

trust of an administrator of the estate of Meltiah J. Stinson, late of Swan’s Island Plantation, in the county of Hancock, deceased, by
giving bond as the law directs; he therefore
requests all persons who are indebted to said
deceased’s estate to make immediate payment, and those who have any demands thereon to exhibit the same for settlement.
Elmer P. Spofford.
Ellsworth, April 10. 1895.
subscriber hereby gives public notice
1
to all concerned, that he has been duly
appointed and has taken upon himself the

rpHE

trust of

iiau

in

Company
Telegraph
POSTAL
spectfully petitions the Board of Mayor
and Aldermen of the city of Ellsworth.
Cab.e

fnr

lunu-

of

Probate,

April

NOTICE.
Lamolne Grange .Store Company has
sold out their entire stock of goods to
Messrs. King & Hutchings. All persons tbat
have any bills against said Grange store company, can call upon N. H. Coolidge, treasurer

1

TIIK

At a Court of Probate holden at Ellsworth,
within and for the county of Hancock, on
the second Wednesday of April, a. d. 1895.
W. BRAGDON, of Franklin, one of
the named executors in a certain in▼V •
strument purporting to be the last will and
testament of Leonard Jellison, late of Franklin, in said county, deceased, having presented the same for probate:
Ordered, That the said W. W. Bragdon
give notice to all persons interested, by caus-

•\jr

ducthe Grange Store Co. will l>e collected by
paid treasurer; we have given said N B. Coolldge, treasurer of said company, fu!! power to
pay and collect all bills lor or against said comN. B. Yoi'NG,
pany.
J. B. C'ooi.iik;e,
Directors of said Lamolne Grange st ire Co.
Lamolne, April 9, 1895.

successively in the Ellsworth Ameriprinted at Ellsworth, that they may approbate court to be held at Bucksport,
pear
in said
county, on the second Wednesday
of May next, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the said instrument should not be proved,
approved and allowed aH the last will and

Price 3.r>c. Sold
use 43 years.
Dr. J. P. TRUE dk CO., Auburn, Me.

At a court of probate holden at Ellsworth,
within and for the county of Hancock, on
the second Wednesday of April, a. d. 1895.
DUTTON, of
Ellsworth,
EORGE P.
X named executor in a certain instrument
last
and
to
be
the
will
testament
purporting
and codicils thereto of Caroline A. Parcher,
late of Ellsworth, in said county, deceased,
having presented the same for probate:
Ordered, That the said George P. Dutton
give notice to all persons interested, by causing a copy of this order to be published three
weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, priuted at Ellsworth, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Bucksport,
in said
county, on the second Wednesday of May next, at ten of the clock in
the forenoon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said instrument should not be
proved, approved and allowed as the last will
and testament of said deceased.
(). P. CUNNINGHAM. Judge.
Attest:—Chas. P. Dork. Register.
A true copy. Attest.—Chas. P. Dorr. Register.

C"i

M ESS ENG Kit'S N OTIC E.
STATE OF MAINE.

1

I

wires

WHEREAS,

Upon the foregoing petition, ordered:—That
said petitioner give public notice to all persons interested,
by causing a cony of the petition and this order thereon, to be published
three weeks successively in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper printed or published
in Ellsworth, in said county, that they may
appear at a court of probate for said county,
to be held at Bucksport, on the second Wednesday of May next, at ten of the clock
in the forenoon, to show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge.
Attest:—Chas. P. Dorr, Register.
A true copy. Attest:—Chas. P. Dorr, Register.

testament of said deceased.
<).
1*. CUNNINGHAM, Judge.
AttestChas. P. Dork, Register.
A true copy. AttestChas. P. Dork, Register.

ilu nnlpR find

NOTICE OF FORECLOSED!:.
Everett B. Haskell, of Deer
Isle, in the county of Hancock and
State of Maine, by his mortgage deed, dated
the twenty-fourth day of January, a. d. 1889.
and recorded in the Hancock county Registry
of Deeds, book 234, page 170, conveyed to me,
the undersigned, one undivided half of a certain lot or parcel of land, known as the “Tan
Yard,” situate in said Deer Isle, together
with one undivided half of all buildings
thereon, said lot being described and bounded
as follows, to wit:
Beginning at a stake and
stones at the shore near the brook; thence
north 4 degrees west, three rods and twentyone links to the southwest corner of the store
lot of A. J. Beck and F. B. Fergus n: then**
by same north 40^degreeH east, three rods
and nineteen links to a corner; thence by
same north 6 degrees west, five and one-third
rods to the highway: thence by said highway,
easterly to a corner three feet westerly of a
certain store formerly of F. H. Gross: thence
by land formerly of said Gross, south 14 degrees east, by a line three feet equidistant
and parallel 'with the westerly end of said
store, to a stake located ten feet in the rear
of said store; thence north 76 degrees east,
forty-three feet to a stake located south 59 degrees east from the southeast corner of said
store, fourteen feet and three inches; *henc^
north 27^ degrees east, to strike aline nineteen feet from said store
parallel to the south
side of said store, to the highway; thence by
said highway, southerly to land of Marine
lodge; thence by same, south 78 degrees west,
hyaline four feet equidistant and parallel
with the southerly side of the Rink building,
so-called, five rods and fourteen links to a
corner, four feet south of the southwest corner of said Rink building, thence south 49
degrees west, to the shore and salt water;
thence by the shore westerly to the bound begun at, containing more or less; and whereas
the condition of said mortgage has been
broken, now therefore, by reason of the breach
of the condition thereof, I claim a forecloseure of 9aid mortgage.
Jasper W. Haskell,
By his attorney, E. P. Hpofford.
April 9, a. d. 1895.

THE

ss:—Court
d. 1895.

lr»r>sltir\n

On the foregoing petition Ordered. That a
hearing be had thereon, on the third day of
June, a. d. 1895. at the aldermen’s room in the
city of Ellsworth, at 7 o’clock p. m., when and
where residents and owners of property on
the said highways to be affected thereby, and
all persons may appear and have full opportunity to show cause why such permit should
not be granted, and that said petition and
this order thereon, be published three weeks
successively in the Ellsworth American, newspaper, the last publication to be at least fourteen days prior to said third day of June.
Passed by Board of Aldermen, April 6, 1895.
Attest:—L. B. Wyman, City Clerk.

To the Honorable Judge of Probate for the
county of Hancock.
UNDER8IGNED. administratrix of
the estate of Abigail Lampher, late of
Bucksport, in said county, deceased, respectfully represents that the goods and chattels,
rights and credits of said deceased are not
sufficient to pay her just debts and charges of
administration by the sum of one thousand
dollars; wherefore your petitioner prays your
honor to grant her a license to sell, at public
or private sale, and convey the following described real estate situated in said Bucksport, and bounded on the easterly by McDonald street, on the northerly by land formerly
of Hosea Orcutt, on the westerly by land
of Hannah P. Holt, on the southerly
formerly
by Middle street, being the late homestead of
Abigail Lampher, of the real estate of the deceased (including the reversion of the widow’s dower therein), to satisfy said debts and
charges of administration.
Hannah L. McKinley.
April 10, 1895.
STATE OF MAINE.
a.

a

re-

thereon in the following named streets and
highways of said city: Water, Washington
and High streets, and Mt. Desert road.
Postal Telegraph Cable Company,
By John K. Butler, special agent.
Boston, Mass., April 1, 1896.

six, range eighteen, in Somerset county
State of Maine, being one undivided sixteenth part of said township, the whole containing about twenty-three thousand and
forty acres, being a part of the real estate of
the deceased (including the reversion of the
widow’s dower therein), to satisfy said debts,
legatees and charges of administration,
agreeably to the provisions of the will of said
testator, on file in the probate office in said
Charlotte E. Davis.
Ellsworth.
Geo. E. Davis.
1895.
April 1,
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock, ss:—Court of Probate, April
term, a. d. 1895.
Upon the foregoing petition, ordered:— That
said petitioners give public notice to all persons interested, by causing a copy of the petition and this order thereon, to be published
three weeks successively in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper printed or published
in Ellsworth, in said county, that they may
appear at a court of probate for said county,
to be held at Bucksport, on the second Wednesday of May next, at ten of the clock
in the forenoon, to show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioners
should not be granted.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge.
Attest:—Chas. P. Dorr, Register.
A true copy, Attest:—Chas. P. Dorr, Register.

Hancock,

administrator of the estate of

persons who are indebted to said deceased’s
estate, to make immediate payment, and those
who have any demands thereon to exhibit the
Lpep.e B. Drasy.
same for settlement.
Ellsw'orth, April 10, 1895.

ship
ana

term,

an

Joseph W. Handy, late of Gouldsboro, in the
county of Hancock, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; he therefore requests all

probate for the

Uiicit.-Ui uitUBOlu

notice

gives

to

f>etitioners
ail

land of James F. Coombs; thence east-

public
hereby
all concerned, that he has been duly
THE
appointed and has taken upon himself the

UNDERSIGNED, executors of the
rpHE
last will and testament of Horace Davis,
A
late of Ellsworth, in said county, deceased,
respectfully represents that the goods and
chattels, rights and credits of said deceased,
are not sufficient to pay his just debts, legatees and charges of administration by the
sum of five thousand dollars; wherefore your
pray your honor to grant them a
icense to sell, at public or private sale, and
VUllVCV

to

erly by said Coombs lot to (town) pond road:
thence by said road to place of beginning:
containing thirty-three acres, more or less.
Dated this 8th day of April, a. d. 1895.
Charles F. Paine, administrator.

at a

«fl®nT».

If you try them
always use them.

rpHK

can,

PRODUCES THE ABOVE
_
ItKM'LT* In ttO DAY*. Cup**
Failing Memory,
Nervoua Disease8.

Headache Powders.
for

ro the Honorable Judge of Probate within
and for the county of Hancock.
UNDERSIGNED, Carrie C. Kerry, of
A
Eden, formerly of Lamoine, Hancock
Maine, widow of Alden S. Kerry, decounty, and
ceased,
guardian of the following minor
heirs of said Alden S.
viz.: Ellen F.
Kerry, Vera W. Kerry and Hattie H. Berry,
iged respectively 15, 12 and eight years, respectfully represents that said minors are
seized in fee of the following described real
estate situated in said Lamoine, on Lamoine
Point, viz.:
Beginning at the waters of
Frenchman’s bay at Calvin Y. H Ut kins’ southeast corner; thence northerly always following said Huckins’line 320 rods, more or less,
to land formerly of Alanson Googins; thence
it right angles easterly, following said Goodins' line to land of Peters, formerly of Lewis
Murch; thence southerly, everywhere following said Peters’ line to the corner of land of
the he irs of Stephen Higgins; thence following said Higgins’ line southerly to the water
if Frenchman’s bay; thence by the water to
the first-mentioned
bound, containing 35
icres, more or
less, with buildings therein, being the homestead lot of the late Alden
8. Kerry, expressly excepting the one acre lot
Hold by said Kerry to Albert L. Nash, by deed
dated March 14, 1887, and recorded in Hancock
Registry, book 213, page 68; that said estate is
unproductive of any benefit to said minors
and that it will be for the interest of said
minors that the same should be sold and the
secured on interest; the said guardproceeds
ian therefore prays your honor that she may
be authorized and empowered ag eably to
law to sell all of the above-described real estate (excepting said acre previously sold), or
such part of it as in your opinion may be exCarrie C. Berry.
pedient.
April 10, 1895.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock, ss.—At a court of probate held at
Ellsworth, on the second
Wednesday of
April, a. d. 1895.
That
On the petition aforesaid Ordered,
notice be given by publishing a copy of said
petition, with this order thereon, three weeks
successively in the Ellsworth American, a
newspaper printed in Ellsworth, that all persons interested may
attend on the second
Wednesday of May next, at a court of
probate to be holden in Bucksport, and shew
cause, if any, why the prayer of said petition
should not be granted.
Such notice to be
given before said court.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge.
Attest:—Chas. P. Dorr, Register.
A true copy, Attest:—Chas. P. Dorr, Register.

weeks

HINDOO REMEDY

Wiggins
Sure Cure

Ergal Xotirrg,

Hcflal Kottccs.

m

two
of

yez.”—Harper’8

Gilbertismtcntss.

quite common in our cities, is that of
ruff-scuff of hell”—his language is quite
himself a true
man
who considered
picturesque at times. These wardens go woodsman because he has had a guide
about practising a system of blackmail
paddle him across a Maine lake or two,
You recollect what pavement is mad<
on unfortunate tourists who transgress
while he hung'onto both sides of a birch
with good intentions. It is made witi
the letter of the law, and then proceed to
bark canoe and wondered if the fact that
bad intentions too.—Charles Dickens.
into small bits thembreak its spirit
his hair was parted in the middle would
selves. Mr. Darling believes in enforcing
“Do you go to church to hear the ser
be any considerable factor in saving him
the spirit himself. He pounces down on
Mr. Darling has a mon or the music, Maude?” “I go foi
from a watery grave.
to
the men who come up
wantonly sort of
paternal feeling of pity for his the hims,” said Maude.
destroy the game, ami lets alone the poor city friends—“sports,” he calls them. He
a

of

rest

What man lacks in wisdom is usually
made up in self-conceit.

feet long and is not hollow’ed, nor are any
of the spars.
The spinnaker is 72 feet long and 9%
inches thick in the middle. The bowsprit is a solid log 44 feet long, 12Vo inches
at the foot; gaff will be 10 feet long, 13
inches thick; the topsail pole 57 feet long,
8% inches thick; the club topsail pole
51 feet long, 8% inches thick, and the topmast 61 Vi feet long, 10% inches thick.
These figures indicate that the new
...III

the

save

Young People.

The main sail of the “Defender” is to
be 6,500 square feet, topsail 1,325 square
feet, two jibs 2,300, club top sail 1,848,
spinnaker 7,128 feet, a total of 19,101
square feet.
The mast will be 102 feet long, 20 inches
in diameter at foot, and the boom is 10*J

1

discussing what they
they were shipwrecked

was

ease

far out at sea,

i<u

you are the champion tars of the world.
Go in to work together and win, and when
the time comes we wish to welcome you
home as the champion tars of the world.
Good bye.”

others,

ber <»f

Several of these men are masters of veslikely ever to be cut oil entirely. The
only people who Bhow a disposition to sels, Charles II. Scott having been captain
destroy all the trees are the pulp and for six years. Horton, both Barbours,
in them, trapping, lumbering and guidstave mills, and there are already eviDavis, Marshall, Haskell and Hardy have
man in the
no
until
probably
ing parties,
dences that their business is being overbeen captains of coasting vessels or of
he.
For
as
them
State Is so familiar with
done.
Few settlers are coming in, and yachts. Conant was one of the crew’ of
headmany years now he has made his
indeed the owners of the forests are not the “Mayflower” in the cup races of that
quarters at Niekatous Isikc in the country willing to sell them land.
year, and was quartermaster on the “Volnortheast of Bangor. But Darling is to
Mr. I>arling isn't much on backwoods unteer.” Pressey was on the “Mayflower.”
be the guardiHti saint of the waters of
tales.
He has had his experiences, of
Capt. Frederick P. Weed, a Deer Isle
Niekatous no longer, for he has already
For instance, he well might tell shipmaster, who aided in the selection,
course.
tlie sale of his property
closed
practically
you of the time he and another man came said to the boys in bidding them goodthereto the Niekatous club, of New York,
across three bears under a log, and when
bye:
to
to
flit
away
and next summer proposes
“I believe you to be the first all Amerithey had exhausted the charges killing
and
the head waters of the Penobscot
the first, how they sacrificed the third can crew that has ever manned a cup dethe Aroostook, where the woods are so
Then there is that fender, and it is not only your native
with a hatchet.
full of deer and caribou that they would
recent addition to his repertory which he
town but all the nation that will look to
crowd each other out into the lake if the
made this winter while fishing through see you successfully defend this trophy in
latter weren’t entirely occupied by tivethe ice. The trout were so thick, he says, 1895. Some of you have helped defend it
pound trout impatiently waiting to be that while one man was hauling in a fish before, and I am pleased to say that they
some
discovered by
metropolitan explorer
another jumped out after it on the ice in
have done it with honor. Do not abuse
with a fly rod. It is such a wilderness
its ferocious pursuit of the bait. He had the confidence we place in you. You will
down
are
put
up there that the lakes
heard of trout being ho thick in a hole soon be under the command of America’s
miles wrong on the map; hut Jock has
you had to put your hat over, it to keep
champion captain and officers. Rememknown about it since the time when,
them from jumping out, but never saw ber at all times that your captain and
thirty-five years ago, lie did most of his it before. Besides he can tell of any officers are working for your interest to
hunting there. He proposes to build a number of times when he has been caught show the world that when the time comes

accamp on Grand Saboris I-ake with
commodations for several tents on the
grounds. It is a fairly easy place to get to,
because a passable wood road leads out
there, and he expects to prepare it so that

a

would do in

pounds.

the age of
stayed
seventeen, he was able to take to the
woods. Since then he has lived entirely
on

DEER

own on

JOCK DARIjINK.

TRKASVRER’8 NOTICE.
holding orders drawn on the
treasurer of the town of Trenmnt, Me.,
are notified and
requested to present the
same for payment on or before May i. sy;.. as
interest at 6 per centum w»il cease on that
date.
rets.in
Persons holding orders wishing
them at 4 per centum, can do so by
mting
them to the treasurer on or before May l, 1895.
Dated at Tremont, March 24. 1895.
John T R. I-'repv s\
Treasurer of Tremont, Me.

ALL
I
|

persona

Assignee of lifts Appointment.
At Ellsworth, in the county of Hai.«
k. and
State of Maine, the eleventh day ol April,
a. d. 1895.
undersigned hereby >. >es notice of
rpHE
X his appointment as as- V i-t■» < : he es:i
said
tate of Lewis J. Files, of Elisnorth.
who
county of Hancock, insolvent del
an
a
insolvent
his
has been declared
of
o.r
the
court
said
insolvency
by
petition,
county of Hancock.
Lynwood F. Os:
tiec.
biotic* of

Assignee of Ills Appointment.
At Ellsworth, in the county of H;u.<
k. and
Mar. h.
State of Maine, the fourteentli day
a. d. 1895.
undersigned hereby gr. «-s notice of
rpHE
X his appointment as as- gi.ee <-t lie estate of Stephen L. Kingsley, of <... u 1 if
.oro, ;n
said county of Hancock. i» -Mvcnt
"htor,
who has been declared ai. insolvent. upon
his petition, by the court «l
Tciuy.
for said countv of Hancock.
tin as. H. W ood, Assignee.
Aotftce of

>

Hancock, ss:—April 15, a. d. 1895.
is
to
give notice that on the
eleventh
day of April, a. d. 1895,
a
warrant
in insolvency was issued out
of the court of insolvency, for said county
of Hancock, against the estate of Fred
P. Sargent, of Gouldsboro, in said counAND ALL WUTESN POINT*.
Select Excursion* from Chicago Every Day,
ty of Hancock, adjudged to be an insolvent
debtor on petition of said debtor,
>
and
Union
Via
which petition was tiled on the eleventh
LOWEST RATES.
l a.m u PaSHORTEST HOUTC.
of April, a. d. 1895, to which date Caveats, and Trade Marks
day
Fur handsome illustrated folder and detailed information j interest on claims is to be
computed; that tent business conducted for M< derate Ki
Oddretn W. M.A>SKY, N. E. Pa**. Agt., or J. S. SM1T1I, j
the deOur office is opposite U. 8. 1 ntent Office. We
the payment of any debts and
Trav. Pa*a. Act.. Triton Pacific Ry.,
direct, hence
have no sub-agencies, all bu-'«
livery and transfer of any property belonging
.".•0 Waaluugton St., lloaton, Main,
^s time and at
1 to said debtor, to him or for his use, and the
cun transact patent business it.
delivery and transfer of any property by LESS COST than those ren-.de front Washington.
him are forbidden by law; that a meetSend model, drawing, or pi.Mo. with descriping uf the creditors of said debtor, to prove 1
their debts and choose one or more assignees I tion. We atlvise, if patentable or not, tree of
of his estate, w ill be held at a court of insol- i charge. Our fee not due till patent Is secured.
A hook, “How to obtain Patents,” with refervency to be holden at the probate court room
in Bucksport, in said county of Hancock, on ences to actual clients in your Mate, county, or
an,i re,t'r *t“lckly to any
Wednesday, the eighth day of May, a. d. town, sent free. Address
Ifotutrils
AY'YyY/Arl.
name and save time and
1895, at eleven o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above
money. 5,000 used and recorded. All kinds of
William Fennelly,
labor-saving records on hand or made to order. written.
Cll tl.l.EN, Publisher,
Sheriff, as Messenger of the court of insol| Opposite Patent Ofllce, Washington, D.C.
165 Broadway, N. Y. City.
vency for said county of Haucock.

rpHIS
1

CALIFORNIA,

|i|^T0N’

Pacific,

Northwastern Line.

Chicago,

-■

Six 11 ourn.
Distressing KUlney ami Bladder diseases re
liesed in fix hours by the "New Great Snni
American Kidney Cure.” This new remedy
D a great surprise on account of its exceeding
promptness in relieving pain iu the bladder
kidneys, back and every part of the urlnan
passages in male or female. It relieves retch
tion of water and pain in passing it almos
immediately. If you want <|uiek relief am
.Sold by 8. D. Wig
cure, this is your remedy.
gin, Druggist, Ellsworth, Me.
Belief

in

C. A. SNOW & CO.,

—

aoDrnifrmnus.

COUNTY NEWS.

Ol'R EARLIEST FLOWERS.

C'ounty .Xrtrs

Fbr additional

Interest

Now

still in poor health.
K. C. Smith is engaged at his trade in
Bar Harbor.
M. A. Wardwelland Pr. G. K. Hagerthv

to-

A walk in the woods and pastures
the same state of busy preparation for the coming season that is to
Down
be noticed all over our town.
street a hand organ announces the fact of
fipring, while in the fields the first robins
bear witness to the same fact. Several
butterflies are out. the large black ones
with borders of yellow on their wings.
1 have never before noticed butterflies so
early, and wonder what they feed on.
Now, before the leaves are out, the

day reveals

spent Sunday in town.
I^fayette Crabtree has given his house
a new coat of white paint.
The grass is commencing to look green,
and farmers are doing some planting.
Mr. McFarland anil family, of Trenton,
have moved into Mrs. Green leaf's house.
Kev. Mr. Cranston will speak in Ferry
school-house Sunday. April -’>. at 10 a. in.
George l*. Haven is at work on the
building an addition to >lr.
point,

woods present a very different appearance
see
from w hat they will later. One can
Jong distances through the trees, and the
the blue
gray of the bare branches with
of the sky makes a very pleasant color
effect.
1 have been much interested in watchand
ing the blossoms of shrubs and trees,
in noting bow many of them have
seedimperfect flowers: the fertile or
bearing flower being small and incon-

showy.

A week ago I brought into the house
some birch twigs having the little catkins which have been exposed without
and
any protection during the winter,
placed them in water so as to watch the
development of the flowers at my leisure.
They quickly responded to the warmth
and light, and soon the tiny tassels were
shedding the yellow pollen; but for some
time I did not observe the tiny fertile
flower which looked like a few threads of
crimson silk, the ends hanging loose.
These tiny but beautiful flowers were

just peeping

from

me

William McCauley will superintend the
at
building of a w harf for Dunbar Bros.,
West

Sullivan.

spent Sunday

scaiy green

is the poplar; and a very peculiar appearit presents dressed in its blossoms,
which look more like a fringe of gray
chenille than anything else.
The witch hazel, whose virtues we all
appreciate when we buytheextract at the
druggist’s, is very abundant in our pastures, and is very interesting at this seagon.
Now, when all other plants are putting forth flower buds, the witch hazel is
ready to begin to ripen its seeds. If we
would see its blossoms we must look in
November. Then we shall find, in clusyellow straggling
ters of three, pale
flowers, suggestive of frost work by their
the ripened nuts,
them
form, and close to
which, when dry. open and shoot the
seeds like tiny bullets in all directions.
One autumn, finding the witch hazel in
bloom, we brought some branches into
the house and arranged them over some

Hodgkins, who

mate

as

on one

assessors; Isaac

been

has

He-;, Desirable, Fashionable and

—

Otis.

Mumps.
Byron Grant

is

ill

quite

at

present

writing.
Daniel Young is ill of erysipelas. His
sister. Miss Tressa. is also ill w ith typhoid
Dr. Hodgkins.
fever.

-AT-

-M. GALLERT'S.-..-

All the schools commenced April 15
with the following teachers : Miss Grace
Gregg, of Amherst, in district No. 10. Miss
Josie Haslam, of Waltham, in district No.
2, and Miss Amy Rodick, of Amherst,
district No. 3.
Kay.
April 18.
Mrs. Nellie Herrick is visiting friends
in Sargentville.
Miss Rose Henderson is at work for
Mrs. Bert Can da ge at the Kails.

John Morrison has arrived home.
woods all winter.

Prices

as

Low

and Lower than
any Retail House in the Country,
any in Eastern Maine.

as

We

Arthur C'andage. Harvey Candage and
Will Getchell are going to Orono to work.

:uv

"and

display

Iff

assistant.

I
I

David M. Cook, formerly of this place,
but lately a resident of Hancock, died
there|of consumption after a long illness
The
remains were
on
Friday last.
brought here for burial, after a very imservice conducted by Rev. E.

pressive

£. Morse

April

Tuesday a petition was circulated among
the scholars for a holiday on Friday, as
it came after Fast day, and the school had
kept the Labor day before. The petition
was presented to
Superintendent Ix>rd,
who granted the petition on condition
that

Sunday morning.

on

Sport.

22.

there be school Thursday forenoon.
bread," exclaimed the mendi-

“I ask for

bitterly, “and you give me a stone."
The man glanced apprehensively in the
cant,

Atlantic.
An Easter

concert

held

was

the

at

Methodist church Sunday evening.
The school board met Saturday, and
Dr. H. W. Small, supervisor.

chose

The Village improvement society
give an entertainment at the hall the
coming week.

is to

Seth Stockbridge returned Friday from
Rowley, Mass., where he has been at
work during the winter.
Town meeting

—-

held

was

for

the third

his young bride, who

direction of

was

eagerly over the cook stove.
“Hush," he whispered. “That isn't a
marker to w hat you'd have got if you had
With a swift exasked for cu«t*rd pie."
change of glan es they parted.
bending

full of terrors to all whose
Spring
constitution is not able to resist the
sudden changes of temperature and other
insalubrities of the season. To put the
system in condition to overcome these
evils, nothing is so effective as Ayer's
Sarsaparilla. Take it now.
is

—

Hbbcrtiacmtnta.
——::rr... v::

profit

as we are

offering

at

present.

__

CUT PRICES IN CARPETINGS, OIL CLOTHS. STRAW
ART SGUARES AND RUGS.
50

Pc*, of all wool ingrain Carpeting*,
consisting of the well-known makes,
as Donnells, Parks, Fern brooks. Berkshire*, all of this season s patterns, at
50c. per yd. Other dealers ask 65c. to
75c. for t he

same.

Kensingtons reduced

from

Cotton Chains from 25c

:<

$1.00

to

Tapestries, 50, 62V- and 75*.
Brussels, fl.OO, $1.25 arid $1.50.
In connection with our Tapestry
Brussels, of which

we

70c.

35*

carry

them at small
and

about 60 j

piece* in stock, we have added a line
of samples from one of the largest

::

00

e

know

fifty different

Squares
ment

You surely
our

Rugs,

and

the

largest assort*

in the city.

can

save

Room

Carpet

by visiting

money

and

looking

at our

Wool Carpets to be 15 rt**. per yard cheaper, and
on our Tapestry and Brussels you can

stock.

We

guarantee

our

Our assortment
25 <*ts. ja*r yard.
is unequaled, with h larg* and choice
selection of patterns.
save

ROOM.
in Navy and

Skirts

and

Silk

Crepons,
£5.00

from

<*

flO.OO.

to

fin.OO.

t

Waists,

Shirt

£2.50

from

Wash Shirt Waists.
from 50c. to fl.50.

and

One

the trailing arbutus, or more
It may now
the mayflower.
familiarly
be found in abundance, and unpretenit probably lures more
tious as it is.
people to the woods than a:iy othert
flower. But while in search of t hi-, don
overlook everything else.
St. A. Clark.
April 20.

lot

Print Wrap-

fine

of

pers in Modes,Chocolate, Indigo
at 98c.
and Red.
of Percales and Chal-

One lot

lies,
Indies’ Coats,

250

the county to t he ex ten*, of $2*28 GPU to the
Bangor & Aroostook railroad company
for the purpose of constructing a branch
of that line to Ashland. The result was
atrongly in favor of the loan, and there is

from

1

‘200 Capes,

W

A

f

\

fl.50.

at

I

Aroostook Knows i» flood Thing.
Aroostook county voted last Saturday
upon a proposition to loan thecredit of

largs

£2.50 to £20.00.
£2.00

to

£25.00.

line of Misses' and

Children’s Coats and Jackets,

I — HI ■■ —II ■ —■ n—

from fl.00 to £5.00.

iurnce.
great satisfaction
The loan provides about, r 1,000 for each
mile of the new branch, which is to start
at Oakfield and run through Masardis to
Ashland, opening to traffic and general
development a great area, rich in reIt is expect d t hat work will
sources.
begin on the branch in May.
cons'

A MINNESOTA MIRACLE.
Rockford, Minn., Jan. 23, 1896.
JRodolf Mf.dicine Co.,
Belfast, Maine.
Dear Sirs:—I have been afflicted with
Scrofula and a sore on the side of my
aose
and extending somewhat on the
eheek, for about ten years, when your
Agent here, Mr. Levi Bowen, induced me
to try Rodolf’s New Medical Discovery.
I have taken eight bottles, and so far as
I can judge from the present condition of
my face, the work of healing has been
perfectly and permanently done.
I gratefully make the above statement
to the company, and also hoping that
through its influence others afflicted as I
have been, may find in your Discovery a

Very truly yours,
Rev. A. H. Abbott.

Rockford, Minn., Jan. 29, ’95.
Rodolf Medicine Co.:
Gentlemen:—! have known Mr. Abbott
for the space of seventy years. He is a
Methodist minister, residing in Rockford
village, and is a nephew of Nehemiah
Abbott, the noted lawyer of Belfast, Me.,
and I know his statement to t»e true.
He speaks of scrofula on his nose,
which people generally considered a
It had eaten out the base of his
cancer.
nose and extended on his cheek, and up
toward the eye, and it was eating very
fast in April when he began taking your
Discovery. Iu a short time I noticed the
sore began to narrow' and heal, and he
said the pain and itching near the eye had
nearly ceased, and by November, the
about six months, the sore was

space of

entirely

Art

der the market value.

iot, Diagonals

as

cure.

about

Black material, in Serge, Chev-

as

in

in the market,

expense.

CLOAK

warmth of the room, and were now being
a rather forcible start iu the world.
The red maple is almost in bloom: a few
will find it decked in all the
more
dAys
and the
splendor of its coral red flowers, will
soon
elms too, though not as showy,
be found to be covered with blossoms, if
we can get near enough to see them.
The favorite among the early spring
flowers we seldom think of as h shrub,
and yet it is classed by the botanists as a
trailing shrub and bears tile scientific

epigea repent.

j
the beat goodl

patterns.

pieces of Straw Mattings from 10c. to
50c. per yard. Those we offer at 15, 20
and 25c. per yard are 10c. per yard un-

Separate

MATTINGS,

Bailey’s Floor Oil Cloths

Carpet Houses in the Vnited States.
They carry constantly a large stock
subject to our orders, and we have the
samples ready at ail times for inspection. For those in want of light grades
of earjiets, we are ready to procure
them at short notice, such as Royal
Wiltons, Moquettes, Axminster, Wilton, Velvets and Body Brussels. We
cut cariwts to measure, sew and lay

given

of

j

He

has been in the

A few days
in a warm room.
later we kept hearing something rattling
in different parts of the room, but could
not account for it till someone was hit
with considerable force by the witch
hazel seeds, which had been dried by the

it

Largest Stock in Maine,

Exhibition of tho Finest and

pictures

love

Modern

constables.

who carry a stock up to date, as
the onl\ Drv Goods Dealers in Ellsworth
latest
the
is
what
but
production of the manufacturers in this
nothing goes into oiir stock
can be bought as reasonable of us and as cheap as old
Such
Country
goods
Europe.
West Sullivan.
In the report of the dedication of the
discarded by legitimate dealers for some time.
Miss Mattie Moore is teaching at Fast chapel in last week's American, there trash which has been
since the new tariff law went into efSullivan.
It should have been Free
was a mistake.
All kinds of Dry Goods are very much cheaper
c arc
85Ds
curb
to
are
'2<»
and
Crabtree dfc Havey
shipping
Baptist.
up to the times,
per cent.
Baptist
fect; the reduction in values is from about
stone granite extensively.
than
to
offer
to our customotherwise
do
t<
afford
and with our enormous stock we cannot
HIGH SCHOOL NOTKS.
At the recent revival here over fifty
We
can afford to do it and we
our
of
than
competitors.
ers our .roods at lower prices
any
persons have professed faith in Christ.
Frank Moulton, ’97, has left school.
When we go to the market to buy our goods we have no fato doit.
a
condition
are in
Robertson & Havey are building a store
There will be a session of school Thurswe
buy.
and office in connection with their
for long credits, but we draw our cheek for everything
day morning, school closing at noon for vors to ask
business.
have
we
granite
hardly a fair chance to
the week.
Our store is so crowded with new goods that
The graded school commenced last
as quickly as possible.
The “Dago" nine, consisting of sophosome of them
For
them to advantage, and have decided to unload
Monday, with Miss Mattie Hopkins mores and freshmen, are practicing every
of
the
in some
or
leading departments, assuring yon that lirstteacher of the grammar and Miss Sarah day on the school grounds, and it will be this reason we <
bargains
merchants at so small a margin of
Abbott of the primary; Mrs. Cora Gordon. a good team that will beat them.
elass merchandise never has been offered by reliable
!

ance

name

of--

Gigantic Stock

W. Stinson, treasurer; N. T. Morse, collector ; Willis Stanley and Llew ellyn V. Joyce,

of the steamers

the
of
Mallory steamship company,
returned home Saturday for the summer.
^
Apr. 22.

nuus,

aDd would never be seen without careful
examination.
They can now be found
out of doors, and are worth looking for.
Another tree, which is now in blossom,

j'arents,

Ball's

Mr.

with

Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Ball.

employed

bridge and Nelson Morse,

/>*Ni

Sonth ltlu«*l»ltl•

Ball and wife, of Bar Harbor,

H.

W.

Howard M.

near
every breath of wind, while their
relatives, the birches, are nearly as well
advanced, though their tassels are not
as

Ricker's cottage.

ones are com-

In the willows the two kinds are borne
on different plants, while the alders and
birches have both on the same stem. The
alders are now gay with the yellow
tassels, from which the pollen flies with

quite

ptiges.

South Hancock.
0. W. Young is

Increases.

spicuous, while the sterile
paratively large and showy.

other

Life

Plant

the Study ol

In

see

time Friday. The other meeting* were
invalid on account of some informality in
the warrant. Officers were elected as folJ. W. Staples, moderator; Levi B.
lows:
Joyce, clerk; C. E. Sprague, I. J. Stock-

healed.

He took nine bottles instead of eight.
Yours truly,
Levi Bowen.

Our

Cloak

Room

is

so

well

known that it hardly needs ad-

vertising.

There

is

no

stock

this side of Boston to compare
with it.

Silks.
the leading
There is no question
dress waists and trimming material for
the coming season. No lady 's wardrobe
will be complete without a silk dress, a
silk waist or a dress trimmed with silk.
We have bought silks, and our assortment is so large in both plain and fancy, containing so many different lines
and qualities, that we do not know to
which to call your attention. Suffice,
if you want silks, send for samples or
call and look our stock over. They are
be bought for
so cheap a fair silk can
25c. per yard. Those at 50c*., 75c., and
fl.00 per yd. cannot be beaten.
:

HIRTT

observation of Castoria with the patronage of

years'

millions of persons, permit
It is

unquestionably

to speak of it withont

ns

guessing.

the host remedy for Infants and Children

gives them health. It will

Children like it.

It is harmless.

the world has ever known.

It

In It Mothers have

their lives.

>a?e

something which Is absolutely safe and practically perfect

as a

ohild*s medicine.
Castoria destroys Worms.
Castoria

allays Feverishness.

Castoria prevents vomiting Sour Curd.
Castoria

cures

Diafihoa and Wind Colic.

Castoria relievos
Castoria

cures

Toothing

Our

Troubles,

Constipation and Flatulency.

Castoria neutralises the effects of carbonic acid gas
Castoria docs not contain morphine,

or

poisonous air.

opium, or other narcotic property.

Castoria assimilates the food, regulates the

stomach and bowels,

giving healthy and natnral sleep.
Castoria is put np in one~siae bottles
Don't allow any
that it is

“just

It is not sold in hulh.

to sell you anything else

one
as

only.

good

"

and

**

on

the

plon

or

will answer every purpose.

promise

*

Boo that you yet C*A"S,T*Q,R,I*A.
The fac-simile

signature of

Children

Slj?

is

on
every
wrapper.

Bilks

are

New Dress Goods

Have arrived. Handsome they are and
cheap. The new tariff has reduced the
price so that desirable Dress Goods are
within the reach of all.
35c.
All-Wool India Twill at
50c.
All-Wool 46-inch India Twill at
Last year, 75c.
25c. to 50c.
Fancy Cheviots from

Alarge quantity of Checked and Plain
Striped Suitings, suitable for tailormade gowns, usually sold for f 1.25; we

j

l--*c.

Barnaley Gingham*,

10c mid 1-4C'
American Sateens at
l-^C.
I Printed and Plain Crepons at
®c#
offer them at
75c. I Satin Finish Prints at
Have just received a large line of French,
A careful inspection of the following
English, Scotch and German Novelty will save you money:
Dress Goods. Choice goods; the latest 150 doz.
Ail Linen Gla$* Towels Ht
a
productions of those countries. See
,i
piece.
them, even if you do not want to buy One Case of Crashes at
*
P,r
them.
at
10
of German Bleached Damask

pieces

Wash

Dress Goods.

We do not know what to say about them
or to which to call your attention.
Byactual count, we have over fifty different kinds of material suitable for a
wash dress. The prices in these goods
5c. to 25c.
range from
We call your attention to

Latest

a

few of the

Novelties.

Irish Printed Piques, beautiful colors and
designs, more than twenty-five different patterns, at
25c. per yd.
All-Wool Challies at 39c.; the 50c. grade.
French Sateens, black ground, at
25c.
l)uck and

Pique Suitings

at

1214c. I

50c. per yd.

A few quotations on Sheeting
h
Unbleached Sheeting at
Bleached Sheeting at
19-4 Unbleached Sneeting at

pcr>d.
peT}d.
pef}d.

Our Bargains and [readers in ladies
Hose for the season :
500 doz. English fast black seamless Hose,
heavy and fine gage, at
The kind others usually sell at -Do.

Draperies and Lace
Curtains.
An

enormous

erything

in

stock, containing most
ft11
I^u*e, Mull, Chenilles,

Plu*b, at prices lower than ever.

continue writing about our wonderful stock and assortment. What we do not have in the line of Carpetings
House-furnishing Goods, isn't worth having. Our assortment is so extensive as to be at times confusing.
We are the Leaders in the Dry Goods business. We own our stock and it is paid for. Our facilities for buying our goods
We are in a condition to buy cheap and to sell cheap. There is no competition Or
are unequaled, our purchases are extensive.
not
competitor whom we do not lead, both as regard assortment of goods and low prices. You get goods of us which you are
ashamed to use, make up and wear after you buy them. If you spend your money with us you spend it judiciously, w ith econ
omy and satisfaction.
We

can

Dry, Fancy

and

Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria.
—

M. GALLERT.

